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Abstract

This Aging Management Guideline (AMG) provides recommended methods for effective
detection and mitigation of age-related degradation mecnanisms in Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)
and Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) commercial nuclear power plant motor control centers
important to license renewal. The intent of this AMG is to assist plant maintenance and
operations personnel in maximizing the safe, useful life of these components. It also supports
the documentation of effective aging management programs required under the License Renewal
Rule 10 CFR Part 54. This AMG is presented in a manner that allows personnel responsible for
performance analysis and maintenance to compare their plant-specific aging mechanisms
(expected or already experienced) and aging management program activities to the more generic
results and recommendations presented herein.
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AGING MANAGEMENT GUIDELINE FOR
MOTOR CONTROL CENTERS

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 Purpose and Objective

Continued operation of nuclear power plants for periods that extend beyond the original
40-year license period may be a desirable option for many U.S. nuclear plant operators. To allow
operation of the plant to continue beyond the original licensing period, utilities must show that
the components important to license renewal either do not age or will not age to the extent that
they are incapable of supporting required functions. Therefore, to allow operation during a
license renewal period, operators of nuclear power plants must manage the aging of components
such that proper function is ensured.

The purpose of this aging management guideline (AMG) is to provide guidance for the
effective management of aging of motor control centers (MCCs) used in safety-related and non-
safety-related applications in nuclear power plants. An effective aging management program will
ensure that MCCs will continue to perform their functions during the current and license renewal
term.

The objective of this AMG is to provide an analysis of the potential age-related
degradation mechanisms for MCCs and to provide acceptable guidelines for developing aging
management programs for controlling significant degradation mechanisms. Use of these
guidelines will provide utilities with a basis for verifying that an effective program for managing
age-related degradation of MCCs is in place.

1.2 Scope

Motor control centers consist of switching and interrupting devices used to control and
protect various types of electrical apparatus and circuits. The equipment covered by this
guideline includes molded-case circuit breakers (MCCBs), motor starters and contactors, relays,
wiring, terminal blocks, fuses, and the supporting MCC housing and buswork. Metal-clad
switchgear is not within the scope of this guideline, but is covered by the Aging Management
Guideline for Electrical Switchgear.

Motor control center components important to license renewal are addressed by this
report. The group of equipment that is important to license renewal includes more equipment
than just safety-related MCCs. For example, the definition of important to license renewal
includes any component or system subject to a limiting condition for operability requirement in
the plant's Technical Specifications. The definition of important to license renewal is contained
in Section 2.5. The evaluation of the effect of this definition on the scope of a utility's aging
management program for MCCs is discussed in Section 3.1. Although the types of MCCs
contained in the g_ouping "important to license renewal" that are not safety related are essentially

1-1
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the same as safety-related MCCs, they may not have been maintained in the same mar as the
safety-related MCCs. Therefore, utilities may choose to extend their maintenance practices used
on safety-related MCCs to the additional MCCs covered by the scope of important to license
renewal, or to otherwise demonstrate that these practices are not required to effectively manage
the aging of the additional equipment.

The general classifications of MCCs that are contained within the grouping of MCCs
important to license renewal are:

• 600-Vat*

• 250- and 125-Vdc.*

These MCCs typically supply single-phase, three-phase, and direct current motors ranging
from fractional horsepower (hp) ratings up through non-reversing motors rated at 200 hp. The
power and control cables connected to MCCs are not included within the scope of this document.
The MCC housings, buswork, disconnects, circuit breakers, relays, contactors, fuse holders,
wiring, and terminal blocks are within the scope of this document.

1.3 Conclusions of This Study

This study evaluated the stresses acting on MCC components, industry data on aging and
failure of MCC components, and the maintenance activities performed on MCCs. The study
evaluated the main subsystems within the MCCs, including MCCBs, magnetic contactors and
starters, relays, control transformers, terminal blocks, wires, and fuse holders. The potential
aging mechanisms resulting from environmental and operating stresses on MCCs were identified,
evaluated, and correlated with actual plant experience to determine if the potential aging
mechanisms were actually being experienced. Then, the maintenance procedures used by plan:
operators were evaluated to determine if the potential and actually experienced aging mechanisms
were being identified and managed. Where an aging mechanism was properly managed, the
procedures were deemed to be "effective." Where an aging mechanism was not fully managed
or not considered, additional plant-specific activities to manage the aging mechanism were
identified.

1.3.1 Potentially Significant Component/Aging Mechanism Combinations
Managed by Effective Programs

Evaluation of the components of the MCCs, the stressors acting upon the components, and
the operational history data indicates that nearly all MCC components have significant aging
mechanisms that can affect their function. Evaluation of the failure history coupled with review
of existing utility maintenance procedures shows that these aging mechanisms can be managed
in the current and license renewal periods. The following list provides a summary of the
components and the aging mechanisms, coupled with the maintenance and surveillance technique
that manages the aging mechanism. Note: Many of the maintenance activities listed below (i.e.,

* The 6(X)-Vac,250-Vdc,and 125-Vdcdesignationswill be used throughoutthe remainderof this document
eventhought someplants use systemswith slightlydifferentnominalvoltages,such as 480 or 575 Vac.

1-2
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visual inspections, cleaning, etc.) may be conducted concurrently, thereby allowing relatively
rapid completion. Details of the inspection frequency are provided in Chapter 5, Appendix A
provides definitions of the terminology used throughout the report.

MCC Components Aging Mechanism(s) Activities That Mitigate Effects of Aging Mechanisms

MCC Structural Loss of insulator rnechanical Visual inspection for insulation tracking paths, signs of

Components and insulating properties ocerheating, surface contamination, surface irregularities.
(including buswork, cracking, embrittlement, and discoloration: cleaning;
insulation, and insulation resistance testing

housing)

High resistance electrical Visual inspection of MCC buswork, ground bus, and
connections,* loss of bolt chassis ground for loose or overheated electrical

integrity connections; warping; verification of tightness of
connections and buswork bolts; infrared thermography

Loosening/loss of fastener Verification of proper torque on the housing bolts and
components hardware; replacement as required

Molded-Case Circuit Deterioration of contact Periodic operation for removal of contaminants and
Breakers** surfaces oxidation from contact surfaces; individual pole
(MCCB) resistance test, operational testing

Material fatigue and Visual inspection of MCCB casing flu" cracks, chipping,
embrittlement or signs of overheating

Wear or binding of internal Operational testing, freedom of movement of operating
MCCB components mechanism

Wear of external operating Visual inspection for wear, inadequate lubrication, loss of
handle tolerances; lubrication, cleaning, or adjustment;

operability testing

Deterioration of bus/cable Visual inspection and mechanical verification of MCCB
connections bus and load terminations

Variation of setpoint of Operational trip test
bimetallic trip element

Deterioration of lubricants Verification of the freedom of motion of the operating

handlehnechanism during cycling

*The aging mechanism of high resistance electrical connections is applicable to all power path components
within the MCC enclosure; hence, it will only be described tor this component.

**Includes the MCCB as well as the external operating handle and linkage.

1-3
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MCC Components Aging Mechanism(s) Activities That Mitigate Effects of Aging Mechanisms

Molded-Case Circuit Current-limiting fuse* Functional trip test
Breakers (continued) failure

Surface current tracking/loss Visual inspection of insulation for tracking paths, signs of
of insulating properties overheating, surface contamination, surface irregularities,

cracking, embrittlement, and discoloration; cleaning of
internal components and insulating surfaces; insulation
resistance testing**

Magnetic Contactor/ Insulation deterioration Visual inspection of coils for damage, deterioration, and
Starter signs of overheating or localized burning; verification of

freedom of armature movement (identifies melting of coil
materials)

Prolonged energization Visual inspection of coil and other components for signs
of overheating, flowing, or burning of materials

Cyclic fatigue of armature/ Visual inspection of the coils for cracks, damage, and
contact assembly verification of the freedom of motion of the armature

Wear/binding of contactor, Visual inspection for dirt, contaminated lubricant, wear or
auxiliary contacts, or loss of tolerances of components; operational testing;
interlock mechanisms cleaning, adjustment, lubrication, and replacement as

required

Contact surface degradation Cleaning/burnishing of contacts; visual inspection for
cracking, burning, pitting, wear, and corrosion;
refinishing or replacement if necessary

Thermal Overload Degradation of heater or Visual inspection of elements for overheating or other
Relay bimetallic element damage; operational testing; replacement

Binding of mechanical Verification of component freedom of movement;
components inspection; lubrication, adjustment, or replacement

Contact surface degradation Visual inspection; cleaning or burnishing

Thermal degradation of Visual inspection of heater support and other relay
organic materials components for overheating, embrittlement, cracking, or

other damage; cleaning or replacement as required

*Only applicable to MCCBs with current-limiting fuses installed.

*'These activities are possible only for MCCBs with accessible internal components.
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MCC Components Aging Mechanism(s) Activities That Mitigate Effects of Aging Mechanisms

Miscellaneous Relays Prolonged energization; Visual inspection of coil and other relay components for
organic material breakdown overheating, burning, or flowing of materials

Contact surface degradation Visual inspection for corrosion, wear, or oxidation of
contact surfaces; resistance testing; cleaning/replacement
as required

Wear and binding of contact Visual inspection; freedom of movement, operational
mechanism/armature tests

Control Transtbrmers Insulation degradation Inspection of overheating, cracking, or burning of
insulation; infrared thermography; replacement

Conductor failure Continuity/resistance measurement; replacement

Terminal Blocks Degradation of organic Visual inspection of terminal block for signs of
materials overheating, embrittlement, cracking, or other damage;

cleaning or replacement as required

Degradation of hardware Visual inspection for terminals, nuts, screws, sliding
links, fuse holders (if equipped), and mountings for
damage, deterioration, or loss; tightening, repair, or

replacement as required

Loss of insulating properties Visual inspection of block for tracking paths,
overheating, surface contamination, surface irregularities,

cracking, embrittlement, and discoloration; cleaning or
replacement as required

Control Wiring Failure of insulation and/or Visual inspection of insulation tor cutting, chafing,
conductor cracking, overheating; inspection for bending, twisting,

breaking of conductor', cleaning and replacement as

required

Fuse Holders Fatigue of fuse clip Visual inspection for fatigue or wear of fuse clip and
adequate pressure on ferrules; replacement as required

High resistance/worn contact Visual inspection for signs of oxidation, corrosion,
surfaces contaminants, or overheating; cleaning/burnishing;

replacement

Table 5-1 provides additional detail for the MCC components listed above. All of the
significant aging mechanisms were amenable to aging management through currently available
maintenance and surveillance techniques.
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1.3.2 Non-significant Component/Aging Mechanism Combinations

The review of MCC component aging mechanisms identified a potential for structural
deterioration of the metal housing of the MCC caused by material degradation, fatigue, or loss
of fastening of components. A review of the operational history of the MCC identified no cases
in which MCC housing failure has occurred to date. (Note: Failures of other associated
subcomponents, such as interlock switches, have occurred; however, no actual failures of the
metal housing or other structural components have been documented). In typical nuclear plant
applications, this equipment is located in relatively cool, low-moisture and contaminant-free
environments such that the presence of corrosion or other degradation mechanisms is minimized.
Any instances of significant housing degradation would also likely be detected during routine
plant maintenance and surveillance efforts and addressed so that their continued effects would
be mitigated. Based on these observations and assumptions, the conclusion that MCC housings
will not experience significant degradation during the license renewal period is warranted.
Therefore, unless the MCC is located in high moisture/corrosive environments, structural
deterioration of the metal housing is not a significant aging mechanism. In those cases where
the equipment is located in such a corrosive environment, aging of the housing and structural
components during both the current and license renewal terms may be significant, and must be
addressed by appropriate inspection and maintenance practices. Aging mechanisms associated
with MCC housings are further discussed in Section 4.2.

1.3.3 Potentially Significant Component/Aging Mechanism Combinations
Requiring Plant-Specific Management

Section 5 of this report evaluates the maintenance procedures for MCCs and concludes
that MCCs maintained in accordance with the guidance in Section 5.2 and Table 5-1 will be
subject to an effective maintenance program as required for license renewal, subject to the
following possible limitations:

• Molded Case Circuit Breakers. Molded case circuit breakers constituted the highest
fraction of failures noted in MCC components. Diagnostic techniques (such as
overcurrent trip and pole resistance testing) that are employed at many plants to
evaluate molded case breaker performance appear effective at identifying failed
breakers and subcomponents, yet the ability to identify degradation in the breaker
prior to the point of failure is limited. This is evidenced by the fact that roughly two
of every five MCCB-related failures were detected during plant operations.

• Breaker Operating Handles/Linkages. Motor control centers from several
manufacturers appeared to have problems associated with the external breaker
operating handle and linkage; current maintenance procedures do not appear to
completely address these types of failures. In certain plants, these components may
affect the safety function of the associated load during accident conditions.

• Starter/Contactor Mechanical Assemblies. Industry failure data indicate that current
maintenance procedures may not be fully effective at mitigating main contactor,
interlock, and auxiliary contact mechanism failures.

1-6
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Accordingly, nuclear plant operators experiencing substantial rates of in-service MCCB,
external operating handle, and starter/contactor mechanism failure should consider implementing
the following actions:

1. Review and evaluate the adequacy of existing maintenance and testing programs with
relation to the manufacturer's recommendations and other industry guidance.

2. If existing testing and maintenance procedures appear to be adequate, then conduct
further analysis of component failures to identify problematic equipment types or
failure modes. If existing testing and maintenance procedures are not adequate,
upgrade the procedures as necessary.

3. If significant failure trends are noted for MCC components, conduct a root-cause
evaluation. Implement those corrective actions necessary to mitigate the effects of
the identified causes.

In addition, plant-specific review of the maintenance program is required if:

• The MCC and its internal components are exposed to temperatures in excess of 104°F
for extended periods. Then: The periodicity of maintenance and surveillance must
be reviewed to verify that organic materials (such as lubricants, greases, or epoxies)
used in various subcomponent applications have not been adversely affected by the
operating temperature.

• The MCC is required to be qualified for accident environments. Then: The
maintenance requirements for aging management must be consistent with maintenance
requirements driven by equipment qualification rules (such as periodic replacement
of components at set intervals).

° Individual MCC subcompc;nents are subject to high cycle* operation (e.g., loads
controlled by these components are repetitively cycled or actuated on a very frequent
basis, such as temperature-controlled fans or level control pumps). Then: The
periodicity of maintenance for these components should be reviewed to determine if
maintenance should be performed at a frequency consistent with the elevated number
of cycles.

More information on these issues is contained in Section 6.

Review of the operation history of plant MCCs as portrayed by Nuclear Plant Reliability
Data System (NPRDS) and Licensee Event Report (LER) data, as well as other industry studies,
indicates that additional attention may be warranted for some subcomponents of certain
manufacturers' equipment. The data indicate that certain subcomponents degrade or fail at a

The definition ot" high cycle will vary based on the individual component; for example, contactor assemblies
may be designed for a hundred thousand or more cycles, whereas molded case breakers may be designed for _mly
several thousand cycles. Applicable standards and manufacturer's guidance should be consulted to determine the

endurance rating for a given MCC component.
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higher frequency than other subcomponents in the same type of MCC. These specific concerns
are detailed in Section 6.1.3. Plant-specific review of the operating history of these MCC types
and their applications will determine if these subcomponents require heightened attention. In
addition, existing plant maintenance procedures should be reviewed to verify that sufficient depth
of detail exists with regard to the inspection and evaluation of these potentially more problematic
components.

Additional considerations for MCC Maintenance include the use of component "as-found"

condition information, analysis and characterization of the equipment's normal operating
environment, and the insights of plant maintenance organization personnel. Complete and
accurate documentation of this information (as well as component failures data) is an important
part of an effective maintenance program; detailed history and knowledge of component failure
rates, modes, and causes permits a more precise application of corrective and preventive
measures.

1.4 References

None.
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2. INTRODUCTION

2.1 Background

The DOE-sponsored Plant Lifetime Improvement (PLIM) Program, in cooperation with
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Life Cycle Management (LCM) Program, is
establishing and demonstrating a predictable license renewal process for existing light water
reactors (LWRs) in the United States An important element of this program was the
development of Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) License Renewal
Industry Reports (IRs), which cover critical classes of equipment such as reactor pressure vessels,
reactor coolant pressure boundary piping, containment structures, and electrical equipment. To
support continued demonstration of PLIM and LCM concepts, there is a need for further industry
development of guidelines that describe and evaluate acceptable aging management approaches
for several groupings of equipment not evaluated in the IRs. This Aging Management Guideline
(AMG) evaluates motor control centers (MCCs) determined to be important to license
renewal.J2.1 ]

Continued operation of nuclear power plants for periods that extend beyond the original
40-year license period may be desirable for many U.S. nuclear plant operators. To allow
operation of the plant during a license renewal period, utilities must show that the aging of
components impor, ant to license renewal that are subject to age-related degradation unique to
license renewal ha_,been managed such that these components will not degrade to the extent that
they are incapable of supporting required functions. Therefore, to control the aging of
components important to license renewal during the license renewal period, operators of nuclear
power plants must identify and perform activities necessary to manage the aging of components
so that proper function is ensured.

For components to retain function during the license renewal period, activities such as
preventive maintenance and refurbishment may be necessary during the current license period
even though some of these activities may not have been necessary to guarantee function during
the current license period. These activities would be necessary to ensure that there is no loss of
required functions, no unacceptable reduction in safety margins, and that higher rates of challenge
to plant safety systems do not occur during the license renewal period.

2.2 Purpose and Objectives

The purpose of this AMG is to provide cost-effective, practical methods to plant technical
staff for the effective management of aging of motor control centers used in commercial nuclear
power plants. An effective aging management program will ensure that each MCC component
will continue to perform its function or will not prevent performance of a required function
during the license renewal term.

The objective of this AMG is to provide an analysis of the potential degradation modes
for motor control centers and to provide acceptable guidelines for developing effective aging
management programs that control significant age-related degradation mechanisms.

2-1
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This AMG is intended for use by nuclear plant personnel performing motor control center
aging evaluations and to provide additional information and guidance in the formulation of their
aging management programs. This AMG also provides additional value to nuclear plant
operators as follows:

1. The AMG is a well-researched technical document that can be used by maintenance
and system engineering personnel for the identification, characterization, and
management of age-related degradation in MCCs. It can also be applied to a variety
of the proposed approaches for the Integrated Plant Assessment (IPA). For example,
the AMG can be used to resolve aging issues and devise effective programs for the
management of aging occurring during both the current and license renewal periods.
Failure data presented in the guideline may also be used to help justify that current
maintenance practices are effective at mitigating equipment functional failures.

2. The results in this AMG are based on an extensive literature search. Therefore,

nuclear plant personnel can use this AMG as a primary source document for relevant
information about motor control centers. Some of the references used include:

• EPRI Reports

• EPRI Nuclear Maintenance Applications Center (NMAC) Reports and
Maintenance Guides

• U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Bulletins, Information Notices,
Circulars, Generic Letters, and Reports

• Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)

• Vendor Manuals

• American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Standards

• Foreign References and Technical Papers

3. This AMG consolidates historical maintenance and industry operating information
into one source. The plant maintenance/system engineer will find this useful for both
the identification of age-related degradation (including root causes) and the
verification of appropriate corrective action. Issues discussed in the AMG include:

• Equipment design differences relevant to aging considerations

• Equipment obsolescence as it affects aging management

° Service environments
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• Operating and maintenance history from the Institute for Nuclear Plant Operation
(INPO) NPRDS and NRC LER databases

• Additional operating and maintenance history from responses to plant surveys

4. MCC aging phenomena are described in detail. This will be useful for MCC
maintenance interval and reliability evaluations. The following topics are discussed:

• Stressors acting on MCCs and their components

• Aging mechanism identification

• Significance of aging mechanisms using "if-then" criteria

• Age-related degradation of MCCs

• Potential failure modes

5. The AMG can be an effective tool for MCC aging management and personnel
training. That is, it:

• Identifies the need for aging management and compliance with maintenance rule
requirements;

• Contains a correlation between the scope and frequency of maintenance practices
and MCC performance and rate of degradation;

• Presents information that can be used in the construction of meaningful life-cycle
management charts and to improve the accuracy of cost/benefit determinations;

• Discusses both conventional and non-conventional maintenance techniques, and
considers how these practices can be utilized to effectively manage equipment
aging;

• Characterizes initiation and progression of equipment aging for use in training
personnel responsible for maintenance and inspection activities; and

• Identifies concepts, principles, and methods for evaluating MCCs not in the scope
of this guideline.

2.3 Contents of Aging Management Guideline

Motor control centers are systems of related electrical components used to control and
protect various types of electrical apparatus and power circuits. MCCs are used in various
applications throughout a nuclear plant. Plant ventilation, containment isolation, and emergency
service water are just a few of the systems that are served by MCCs. The equipment covered
by this guideline includes circuit breakers (the molded-case variety); motor starters and
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contactors; control, protective, and timing relays; control wiring; control transformers; terminal

blocks; fuses and fuse holders; and the supporting MCC housing and buswork. Motor control

centers and components from the following manufacturers are addressed in this report:

• Cutler-Hammer

• General Electric

• ITE/Gould

• Klockner-Moeller

• Westinghouse

In addition, failure data (where available) were reviewed for a variety of otl_er MCC

component manufacturers, including:

• Agastat/Amerace

• Allen-Bradley

• Arrow

• Furnas

• GTE-Sylvania

• Heinemann

• MSD/Struthers-Dunn

• Power Conversion

• Siemens-Allis

• Sola

• Square-D

• Zurn

The general classifications of MCCs that are contained within the classification of MCCs

important to license renewal are:

• 600-Vac

• 250- and 125-Vdc**

Siemens, Siemens-Allis, and ITE may be synonymous for certain equipment.

**The 61X)-Vac,250-Vdc, and 125-Vdc designations will be used through the remainder of this document
even though some plants use systems with slightly different nominal voltages, such as 480 and 575 Vac.
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Power distribution and control cables (up to the point of termination within the MCC) are
not within the scope of this document.

!

Section 3 lists and describes the components evaluated, component boundaries and
discusses manufacturers' design differences. It also includes a discussion of the design
requirements that apply to MCCs, including applicable Codes, Standards, and Regulations.
Lastly, Section 3 includes a detailed study of the operating history of the components evaluated
from LER data, NPRDS :.'.'tta,and from other sources.

Section 4 discusses stressors acting on the subcomponents. Stressors acting over time
produce aging mechanisms that ultimately can cause component degradation. The results o1"
aging studies are used to describe aging mechanisms known to cause degradation. An aging
mechanism is significant when, if allowed to continue without detection or mitigation measures,
it will cause the component to lose its ability to perform its required function. Aging
mechanisms for the subcomponents are identified and evaluated. Operational demands,
environmental conditions, failure data, and industry operations and maintenance history are
considered, and the significance of the aging mechanisms determined.

Section 5 discusses effective aging management techniques for aging mechanisms
determined to be significant in Section 4. Common maintenance, inspection, testing, and
surveillance techniques or programs are described. A brief discussion of less common activities
and techniques is also included. The effectiveness of these techniques or programs to manage
the significant aging mechanisms is studied. Variations in plant aging management programs or
techniques are considered. Requirements for an effective technique or program are presented in
the form of "if-then" criteria whenever possible.

Section 6 discusses management options to deal with action items identified in Section 5.
Refurbishment criteria are also discussed.

2.4 Generic License Renewal Requirements

10 (_it-R 54.2112.2] describes the requirements for the content of technical information
in the license renewal application. Section 54.21 states that a supplement to the Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR) must be prepared that contains an IPA that must:

1. identify and list all systems, structures, and components (SSCs) important to license
renewal.

2. identify those structures and components (SCs) that contribute to the performance of
a required function or could, if they fail, prevent an SSC important to license renewal
from performing its required function.

3. for the identified SCs, determine those that could have age-related degradation that
is unique to license renewal.
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To identify the age-related degradation* that is unique to license renewal (in item (a)(3)
of Section 54.21), the definition of age-related degradation unique to license renewal must be
applied. Age-related degradation unique to the license renewal period is degradation:

1. that occurs during the term of the current operating license, but whose effects are
different in character or magnitude after the term of the current operating license (the
period of extended operation); or

2. whose effects were not explicitly identified and evaluated by the licensee for the
period of extended operation and the evaluation found acceptable by the NRC; or

3. that occurs only during the period of extended operation.

The criteria for determining SSCs important to license renewal, the criteria for evaluating
whether an SC is necessary for the performance of a required function, and the technical criteria
used to determine whether an SC is subject to age-related degradation unique to license renewal
must be defined.

For each of the SCs having age-related degradation that is unique to license renewal, the
age-related degradation must be addressed by an effective program or shown not to need to be
addressed by an effective program. An effective program is a documented program to manage
age-related degradation unique to the license renewal period that ensures that an SSC important
to license renewal will continue to perform its required function or will not prevent the
performance of a required function during the period of extended operation.

The effective program must:

1. identify and mitigate age-related degradation unique to license renewal

2. contain acceptance criteria against which the need for corrective action can be
evaluated and ensure timely corrective action when the acceptance criteria are not met

3. be implemented by the facility operating procedures and reviewed by the onsite
review committee.

10 CFR 54.21 continues with a discussion of changes to the current licensing basis and
plant modifications, which are outside the scope of this report.

Additionally, this AMG supports the determination that existing aging management
practices are satisfactory for fulfilling license renewal requirements and meeting review
conditions stated in the draft version of NUREG-1299, "Standard Review Plan for the Review
of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power Plants."[2.3] Components included in
the classification of "important to license renewal" are identified, and stressors, aging
mechanisms, and failure modes for these components are defined. Furthermore, this AMG states

See list of definitions for aging terminology used in this report.
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the type of existing practices that are acceptable for the management of aging as well as areas
requiring further plant-specific evaluation. Exemptions and requests for relief (pursuant to 10
CFR 50.12 and 10 CFR 50.55a, respectively) were not considered under this AMG because these
areas are plant-specific in nature and therefore must be considered on a plant-by.plant basis.

This report will evaluate motor control centers with respect to the requirements of 10 CFR
54.21 and will provide a discussion of the types of MCCs important to license renewal and the
age-related degradation affecting components and subcomponents of this equipment. The
following sections detail the analysis leading to the determination of age-related degradation and
the means necessary to address it.

2.5 Method Used to Define Components Important to License Renewal

To determine the MCCs covered by license renewal requirements, the definition of SSCs
important to license renewal[2.1] must be evaluated. The current definition of SSCs important
to license renewal includes:

1. Safety-related SSCs, which are those relied upon to remain functional during and
following design basis events to ensure:

(i) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(ii) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition; or

(iii) The capability to prevent the consequences of accidents that could result in
potential offsite exposure comparable to the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines.

2. All non-safety-related SSCs whose failure could directly prevent satisfactory
accomplishment of any of the required functions identified in paragraphs (1) (i), (ii),

or (iii) of this definition.

3. All SSCs relied on in safety analyses or plant evaluations to demonstrate compliance
with the Commission's regulations for fire protection (10 CFR 50.48), environmental
qualification (10 CFR 50.49), pressurized thermal shock (10 CFR 50.61), anticipated
transients without scram (10 CFR 50.62), and station blackout (10 CFR 50.63).

4. All SSCs subject to operability requirements contained in the facility's Technical
Specifications' Limiting Conditions for Operation.

The evaluation of this definition with respect to MCCs and the components determined
to be important to license renewal is given in Section 3.1.

2.6 Method Used to Define Aging Mechanisms Assessed in This Study

To define the aging mechanisms assessed in this study, a two-part evaluation was
performed. First, the effects of stressors, such as temperature, humidity, voltage, operating
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cycles, and radiation, on equipment operation were determined. The aging mechanisms
associated with those stresses that cause degradation were then determined. This evaluation is
contained in Section 4.1.

Second, industry-wide operating experience (particularly that reported in U.S. NRC LERs;
',nformation Notices, Bulletins, and Circulars; and the NPRDS data) was examined. A review
ef the NRC Information 1'lotices, Bulletins, and Circulars was conducted to identify age-related
failures. The aging mechanisms associated with reported age-related failures were then
determined. Events described in the NPRDS data and LERs were then analyzed for age-related
deterioration and failures to identify the nunmers of particular typos of failures. The aging
mechanisms associated with these failures were then determined. This review ot" industry-wide
operating experience is contained in Section 3.6 of this guideline.

This multi-source analysis (i.e., using data from NPRDS and NRC documentation in
conjunction with other industry studies) provides a descriptive characterization of equipment
aging by using actual plant and vendor data to substantiate and refine those aging mechanisms
postulated to occur because of stressors.

After a list of all possible aging mechanisms was developed, the significance of each
aging mechanism was determined. Those aging mechanisms that were confirmed by operating
or overhaul experience, had a high probability of occurrence, or would result in a loss of
functionality having a large impact on equipment operation were designated as significant aging
mechanisms Those aging mechanisms designated as significant are discussed in Section 4.2.1.
The remaining aging mechanisms were then reviewed to determine if:

I. They were fully controlled by current preventive maintenance programs, and

2. Sufficient time had passed for the effects of the aging mechanism to be identified.

Items not prevented by current preventive maintenance programs but that had not had time
for the effects to become detectable (by standard detection means) were deemed to be significant.
Those remaining aging mechanisms that had sufficient time to be recognizable but had not
occurred were designated non-significant and are discussed in Section 4.2.2. The aging
mechanisms that are not addressed by current maintenance programs are discussed in Section
5.4.2. Effective management options for these aging mechanisms are identified in Section 6.1.

It should be noted that aging mechanisms and their associated degradations were not
categorized either as occurring in the current license period or as being unique to license
renewal. Aging as a whole is covered in this document. There is no generically applicable
methodology that has been agreed upon for identifying those age-related degradation mechanisms
that are unique to license renewal. Therefore, the approach herein identifies those techniques that
manage aging mechanisms to preclude adverse effects during the current and license renewal
periods. Because the age-related degradation unique to license renewal screen was not used, the
scope of components important to license renewal in this AMG may be significantly larger than
if the screen were used.
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To provide a basis for the discussions of stressors, aging mechanisms, and fililure modes,
Section 3 describes MCCs that are in common use in the nuclear industry. Appendix A provides
definitions of aging terminology used in this report.

2.7 References

2.1 10 CFR 54.3, "Requirements for Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear
Power Plants -- Definitions," Federal Register, Vol. 56, No. 240, December
13, 1991, pp. 64976-64977.

2.2 I0 CFR 54.21, "Requirements for Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear
Power Plants -- Contents of Application -- Technical Information," Federal
Register, Vol. 56, No. 240, December 13, 1991, p. 64978.

2,3 NUREG-1299, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of License Renewal

Applications for Nuclear Power Plants," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission;
Draft Report for Comment, November 1990.
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3. EQUIPMENT/COMPONENTS EVALUATED

3.1 Results of Methodology Used to Select Components Important to License
Renewal

For each plant entering license renewal, an assessment must be performed to identify
MCCs that are important to license renewal. Per Paragraph l of the definition of license renewal
provided in Section 2.5, all MCCs deemed safety related are important to license renewal.
Paragraph 2 of the definition generally would not bring additional motor control centers into the
scope of important to license renewal, whereas Paragraph 3 may by virtue of station blackout
equipment requirements. More MCCs may be added to the list based on any Limiting Conditions
for Operation (LCOs) existing in the Technical Specifications (see Paragraph 4 of the
definition).[3.1] Reference 3.1 is representative of similar references.[3.2, 3.3, 3.4,
3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9]

3.2 Listing of Components Evaluated

Each MCC component determined to be important to license renewal in Section 3.1 must
be evaluated to determine if it cou!d degrade during the license renewal period.

The following components are common to MCCs (although not all MCCs contain all of
these components):

Motor control center structural components
(including metal housing, bus structure, terminals, and disconnects)

Circuit breakers (molded case)
Magnetic contactors/starters
Control, timing, and general purpose relays
Control transformers
Thermal overload devices
Terminal blocks

Control wiring
Fuses/fuse holders
Switches

All of these components are described further in Section 3.4. Only control wiring
contained within the MCC housing is included in the evaluation of MCC components. The
control and power cabling connecting the MCC to other equipment is not within the scope of this
document (see Section 3.3).

3.3 Boundaries of Components Addressed in This Study

The scope of this study is limited to MCCs, both ac and dc powered units, that contain
a number of motor starters and other auxiliary devices. The study concentrates on MCCs in the
600-Vac and 250/125-Vdc classes, which typically supply single-phase, three-phase, and direct
current motors ranging from fractional power ratings up through non-reversing motors rated at
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149 kW 1200 hp]. The mechanical boundaries include the steel cabinets housing the starter units
(and other components) and the interconnecting devices between all vertical cabinets constituting
the MCC. The power feed to the MCC cabinet, the load components (e.g., motor, motor operated
valves, or transformers), and the power supply cables outside of the MCC are not within scope;
however, the power cables within the wire troughs and channels of the MCC are within scope.

The overall boundary for components discussed in this document shall be the MCC itself;
all components within the structural confines o1"an MCC are within scope. On a component
basis, the following boundaries are set:

1. Structural Components _ includes all structural components of the MCC including
the metal housing, horizontal and vertical buses, stab disconnects, and remowtble
buckets.

2. Molded-Case Circuit Breakers -- includes the physical case of the breaker and
internal subcomponents; also includes external electrical connections that are
physically part of the breaker, as well as the external (c,binet mounted) breaker
operating handle and related linkage.

3. Magnetic Starter/Contactor-- includes contactor and starter subcomponents including
the main contactor, interlock mechanism, and auxiliary contacts, as well as any other
electrical connections that are part of the starter/contactor assembly itself.

4. Thermal Overload -- includes typical stand-alone thermal overload units used for
protecting motor circuits from overloads.

5. Relays _ limited to timing or control relays that are part of MCCs and that are
mounted within the confines of the MCC.

6. Control Transformer -- limited to the physical transformer used to step down line
voltages for control functions within MCCs.

7. Terminal Blocks -- includes the base, cover (as applicable), and electrical terminals/
hardware.

8. Control Wiring includes control wiring between components within the bucket
structure as well as main power wiring from the MCC bus structure to the motor
starter in the bucket structure.

9. Fuses/Fuse Holders _ includes the fuse, fuse holder assembly, as well as any
associated electrical connections or indicating devices.

10. Switches -- includes any locally mounted switches and their electrical connections.
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3.4 Description of Components Evaluated

A motor control center is defined by IEEE Standard 649 as a floor-mounted assembly of
one or more enclosed vertical sections having a common horizontal power bus and principally
containing combination motor starter units. These units are mounted one above the other in
vertical sections. The sections may incorporate vertical buses connected to the common power
bus, thus extending the common power supply to the individual units. Units may also connect I

directly to the common power bus by suitable connections.[3.10]

Each MCC is complete and installed as a unit. Typically, electrical load centers,
switchgear, power transformers, and other electrical power and control equipment are grouped
in centralized areas of the plant. Because a typical nuclear plant may contain more than 1000
motors with voltage ratings of 600 volts or lower, 40 or more MCCs may be installed throughout
the plant. In addition to motors, these centers provide controls for other electrical equipment,
including inverters, lighting, and auxiliary devices. Spare cubicles are generally included within
a given MCC to allow for future equipment additions or expansion.

MCCs are low-voltage (600 volts or less) controllers whose functions are to control and
protect plant loads. MCCs are used in a wide spectrum of applications, including pumps, fans,
and motor-operated valves. The controller may also provide supplementary functions, such as
operation at multiple speeds, reversing motor direction, or reducing levels of current/motor
torque. MCCs can also provide control for auxiliary equipment such as brakes, clutches,
distribution power panels, welding receptacles, solenoids, and space heaters. Although a motor
controller ',s typically used to control a single motor, groups of motors can also be controlled.
A basic description of each of the MCC components listed in Section 3.2 follows.

Motor control centers are defined in NEMA Standard ICS 2-1983, Section 32213.11]
based on their class as follows:

1. Class I - Class I motor control centers consist of a mechanical grouping of
combination motor control, feeder tap assemblies, and other units arranged in a
convenient assembly. They include connections from the common horizontal power
bus. They do not include interwiring or interlocking between units or to remote
devices and do not include system engineering.

2. Class II - Class II motor control centers consist of a grouping of combination motor
control, feeder tap assemblies, and other units designed to form a complete control
system. They include electrical interlocking and interwiring between units and to
remote devices, including connection to the common power bus.

Within each class of MCC, several distinct t3,pes are manufactured; these types carl
generally be differentiated based on their individual features. For example, terminal boards and/
or wiring may or may not be provided depending upon the Type (A, B, or C) of Class l
MCC[3.12] procured. Figure 3-1 shows a typical motor control center.
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)
NOMENCLATURE

1. Bottom Front Plate 14. Roof Plate 27. Bottom Side Cover Plate
2.1/4TurnLatchAssembly 15. TopFrontPlate 28. BottomPlates
3. Door Interlock 16. HorizontalBus Barrier 29. Wire Harness Clamp
4. Unit SupportBracket 17. Lifting Bracket 30. Ground Bus
5. VerticalBus Bar 18. TerminalBlockand Channel 31. Front Sill
6. Vertical "U" Channel 19. TopSide Cover Plate
7. VerticalBus Brace 20. VerticalDoor Strip
8. DiagramPocket 21. RightHand Side Frame
9. Lifting Eye Bolt 22. Stab Hole Cover

10. Heater Coil Selection Table 23. Horizontal Cross Channel (16" or 20")
11. Instruction Manual 24. Vertical Wireway Door
12. Horizontal Bus Support 25. Stab-In Opening
13. Horizontal Bus 26. Vertical Bus Cover

Figure 3-1. Typical Motor Control Center (MCC).13.13]
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3.4.1 Description of Predominant Types of Equipment in Grouping

3.4.1.1 Motor Control Center Structural Components (Including Metal Housing,
Bus Structure, Terminals, and Disconnects)

An MCC is a group of combination starters, controllers, and protective devices mounted
in free-standing cubicles. Vertical cubicles can be joined together and electrically connected to
form a continuous assembly. A common horizontal bus runs throughout the top of each section.
Each section has a separate vertical bus to which the control units and other components are
connected. Individual "control units" are housed in separate metal, enclosed compartments, each
with its own door. Seismic braces and bolts can be used to stiffen the sections and overall
structure.

The typical vertical section of an MCC enclosure is 229 cm [90 inches] high, 51 cm [20
inches] wide, and 36 to 51 cm [14 to 20 inches] deep. Individual control units vary in height,
depending on size. Generally, they are standard depth, permitting front only or back-to-back
arrangement of units in the 51-cm- [20-inch-] deep section. Each vertical section typically has
approximately 183 cm [72 inches] of control unit mounting space, enabling the use of up to six
NEMA size 1 combination starter units. Sections are fabricated from sheet steel, shaped, and
reinforced to form a rigid enclosed structure in single or multiple section lineups.

Power is typically distributed in an MCC through a system of horizontal and vertical
buses. A main horizontal bus is generally located at the top of the section and carries power
from the source to the MCC. The main horizontal bus may be secured to fiberglass-reinforced
plastic bus supports by carriage bolts that are, in turn, secured to the top horizontal channel and
a horizontal angle bar used specifically for locating the main bus. The bus supports are typically
non-creeping and/or non-hygroscopic and comply with appropriate industry flammability
standards.

The vertical bus assembly is often a "sandwich" of a combination of organic materials
(such as polyester and fiberglass) enclosing the three-phase bus work. This assembly is usually
held together using threaded fasteners, and may have steel banding (when required for higher
levels of short-circuit withstand capability). The assembly is bolted to plates on each side, and
the vertical bus/plate assembly is riveted or bolted to the enclosure side channels for support.
The vertical bus is also usually bolted to the main bus. The ground bus and neutral bus, when
required, are generally installed at the bottom of the enclosure in the horizontal wireway or
trough. Space heaters can be installed in this area when required by the individual application.

Power is usually distributed from the horizontal bus to one or more vertical buses, one
per MCC section, for use by each motor control module. The vertical bus may be sized to carry
varying currents, depending on the application (usually 300 to 600 amperes), and is attached to
the main horizontal bus. Main horizontal bus bars are typically sized for currents ranging from
600 to 2000 amperes. Horizontal and vertical bus bars are generally made of tin-plated
aluminum or copper (with copper being used in nuclear plant applications).

To isolate the buses from the wiring compartments, doors can be provided in small
channel guides in fi'ont of the bus work or around the wire channels. The vertical wireway is
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covered by hinged doors and is adjacent to each vertical unit compartment. It provides space for
control and load wiring from individual units to the horizontal wireway and outg,-,ing conduit or
cable trays. This wireway can be common to the components on either side of the compartment
or may service only a specific vertical line of compartments. The wireways are typically free
of energized electrical equipment and are provided with cable tie straps for supporting wire
bundles and cables.

As indicated above, MCC units contain motor control and distribution components. Each
unit generally consists of a "C" shaped case with upper and lower barrier plates and a component
mounting panel. The upper and lower barrier plates are the means of isolating the cubicle from
units mounted directly above and below in the structure. These barrier plates also provide the
mounting tabs for unit support brackets, latches, and lifting handles for un;_ removal. These
assemblies (commonly referred to as "buckets") can be removed from and reinstalled into the
MCC enclosure with minimal difficulty. The component mounting panel carries the motor
starter, distribution, and other electrical components. The mounting panels generally vary in
height from 30.5 to 182.9 cm [12 to 72 inches], depending upon the load the unit is servicing.

The component mounting panels are also equipped with stabs that engage the vertical bus
bar (i.e., the starter unit has self-aligning stabs on the rear of each pan unit). The stabs are
usually made from hard, tempered copper alloy and provide multi-point contact when engaged
onto the vertical bus. In addition, they are designed to increase contact pressure on the vertical
bus during a high current surge. Stabs provide the MCC with disconnect capability, which
facilitates maintenance and component removal. The insulator material, a molded glass-
reinforced resin, is used for its high dielectric and impact strengths, tracking resistance, and low
moisture absorption.

Mechanical interlocks may also be provided within the MCC to ensure that only the
circuit breaker with thc correct voltage, current, and interrupting ratings for the MCC is inserted
into the MCC compartment. Typical MCC safety and interlocking features include:

1. Unit doors cannot be closed unless the unit is fully inserted.

2. A test position is provided for the unit supported in the structure but disengaged from
the bus. Padlocking is possible in this position.

3. Handles are provided on both top and bottom barrier plates to facilitate unit handling.

4. Doors are equipped with a mechanical interlock to prevent the door from being
inadvertently opened when the unit is energized.

[3.12, 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.17, 3.18, 3.19, 3.20, 3.21, 3.22,
3.23]

3.4.1.2 Molded-Case Circuit Breakers

A circuit breaker is defined in NEMA standards as a device designed to open and close
a circuit by non-automatic means, and to open the circuit automatically on a pre-determined

i
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overcurrent, v,,ithout damage to itself, when properly applied within its rating.[3.24, 3.25]
The circuit breakers installed in MCCs are of the molded-case type. Molded-case circuit breakers
(MCCBs) are low-voltage circuit breakers assembled as an integral unit into an enclosed housing
of molded insulating materials. MCCBs protect connected equipment (in low-voltage distribution
systems) against fault current and overload in certain applications. Figure 3-2 shows a typical
MCCB and its internal components.

MCCBs can perform two functions: (1) a manual switching operation to open and close
a circuit by means of a toggle handle and (2) an automatic opening of the circuit under sustained
short-circuit or overload conditions.

The primary components Jn an MCCB are as follows:

Molded Case (Frame)

The function of the molded case is to provide an insulated housing and structural support
to all of the circuit components and to ensure that the circuit breaker can withstand and interrupt
an electrical fault. The cases are typically molded from phenolic or glass polyester material that
combines ruggedness and high dielectric strength in a compact design. The case must be strong
enough to withstand mechanical forces caused by fault currents, thermal stresses produced during
normal operation and fault current interruption, and internal pressure caused by gases produced
during arcing.

For a given manufacturer, each different size and type of molded cases is assigned a
frame designation to facilitate identification. For example, frames are identified by letters such
as EB, JB, or LB. This frame identification refers to a number of important characteristics of
the breaker, including the maximum allowable voltage and current, interrupting capacity, and the
physical dimensions of the molded case. Each breaker manufacturer uses a somewhat different
identification system because of differences in the breaker's physical characteristics. For
example, a 400-ampere, 600-volt breaker supplied ¢,rom two different manufacturers may have
different physical dimensions and interrupting capacity.

Operating Mechanism

The operating mechanism provides a means of manually opening and closing the breaker
contacts. During closing, the operating mechanism charges a spring that later provides the
necessar?' force for quick opening of the main contacts, initiated either manually or by an
automatic trip. The operating mechanism contains an external breaker handle whose position
indicates the contact status: closed (ON), open (OFF), and tripped. The breaker is in the tripped
condition when the handle is approximately midway between ON and OFF. MCCBs are
designed trip-free, meaning the breaker will trip under overload or short-circuit conditions even
if the breaker handle is held in the ON position. To restore service after the breaker trips, the
breaker handle must first be moved from the tripped position to OFF (to reset the mechanism),
and then to ON. Some MCCBs include a push-to-trip mechanism (in addition to the operating
handle.) that provides a manual means of tripping the circuit breaker. When the push-to-trip
button is pressed, a plunger rotates the trip bar, causing the breaker to trip.
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Molded Case (Frame)

Operating Mechanism

Line

Load

Arc Extinguishers

Terminal Connectors
Contacts

Trip Bar

Figure 3-2. Molded-Case Circuit Breaker (MCCB) and Internals.J3.26]
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Many MCC breakers are also equipped with external c)perating handles (and linkages);

these allow operation of the breaker by means of some device mounted externally _m the MCC

(such ;,is a rotary handle). These devices simply Iranslale the rotary motion imparted to the
external handle into linear force on the MCCt3 handle (described in the preceding paragraph) and

allow operation of the MCCB as a switch without opening the MCC cubicle door.

Breaker Contacts

The breaker contacts function to physically make or break the power circuit, l)uring

normal operations, they are closed and allow current to flow. Under faulted or overload i

conditions, they open to provide current interruption. Typically, the contacts are opened by

spring force, and are equipped with a toggle mecharlism that causes the contacts to make and

break quickly. Hence, the speed with which the contacts open or close is independent of the

speed at which the breaker handle is operated.

The contacts play a critical role in the design of a breaker. In the closed position, the
contacts must have a low resistance, allowing current to be conducted without overheating or

excessive voltage drop. When the contacts are opened, an electrical arc forms and the contacts
must withstand these electrical arcs. An ideal contact has a low resistance when closed, high

immunity to damage by arcs, and high structural strength to withstand the mechanical impact of

closing. A significant objective of breaker design is the protection of the surfaces of the contacts
from erosion caused by arcing and damage caused by rnechanical operation. The closing

operation should also cause a wiping/cleaning action as the contacts meet; this helps clean the
contacts and maintain low contact resistance.

Arc Extinguishers

Arc extinguishers redirect and quench arcs formed between breaker contacts during current

interruption. The basic arc extinguishing mechanism consists of an arc-chute. Arc extinguishers

are designed to channel the arc away from the rnating surface of the contacts and into the arc-

chute, where it is safely extinguished, preventing contact damage. The ability of the arc-chute

to contain the arc being dissipated greatly reduces the possibility of a phase-to-phase or phase-to-

ground fault, especially under the extreme conditions resulting from fault current interruption.

The arc extinguisher consists of closely spaced steel plates that are insulated from one

another and function to cool and dissipate the arc and allow gas to deionize. The breaker contact

surfaces are usually made of an alloy of a high conductivity material, such as silver or tungsten,
which is resistant to damage by the high temperatures that may accompany an arc. Upon the

opening of the breaker contacts, the air space between the contact faces is ionized, and current

(the arc)c¢)ntinues flowing. The arc current then produces a localized rnagnetic field that pulls

the arc into the steel plates where it is divided and cooled.

Two naturally occurring phenomena, the thermal effect and the presence of a magnetic

field, aid in current interruption. The thermal effect, which occurs because of the higher local

temperatures of the arc, refers to the establishment of an upward air flow through the arc-chute.
As the warm, ionized air around the arc rises, it is replaced by cooler air flow through the arc-
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chute, This cool, an-ionized air helps Io cool and weaken the arc and move it into the arc-
chute.13.271

Trip Elements

Trip elements function to automatically trip the circuit breaker in the event of circuit
overloads, component short circuits, or ground faults. Current interruption is accomplished using
either a thermal (bimetallic), magnetic (electromagnet), thermal-magnetic (a combination of both
thermal and magnetic), hydraulic-magnetic, or solid-state device.

Thermal trip or time delay trip protection opens the breaker in the event of sustained
overcurrent conditions. The trip action is achieved through the use of a bimetallic device,
through which current flows. The temperature of the bimetallic trip device increases proportional
to the level of current flowing through the circuit breaker. As the current increases, the different
thermal expansion coefficients of the constituent metals cause the bimetallic strip to bend until
it strikes the trip latch. By virtue of the fact that the temperature change of the metals does not
occur instantaneously, a time delay between the increased current and breaker trip exists. This
time delay is inversely proportional to the current passing through the circuit breaker. Therefore,
the trip device will not react to current transients of relatively short duration.

Although thermal overload protection may be associated with MCCBs in some
applications, the majority of MCCs use separate thermal overload devices to protect against
overload conditions. The principle behind these devices is described in Section 3.4.1.4.

Magnetic trips (also known as instantaneous trips) are actuated without any appreciable
time delay. They function in the event of a large current caused by short circuit or fault. When
a short circuit occurs, the fault current passing through the circuit breaker generates a magnetic
field that attracts the magnetic trip device, thus actuating the breaker trip latch. This process
typicaliy occurs within one cycle of the electrical power source and, thus, is considered
instantaneous.

Magnetic trip elements, depending on the breaker type and frame size, are either fixed or
adju:,;table. For example, most thermal-magnetic breakers on MCCBs rated 250 amperes and
above have adjustable magnetic trips. Adjustable magnetic trips are calibrated at the factory tSr
a specific range. Adjustment knobs located on the front of the trip unit can be used to set the
breaker to specific requirements. The adjuslment typically varies the size of the air gap between
the magnetic trip coil and the armature; this gap, in turn, determines the magnetic trip current
setting of the breaker.

Molded-case circuit breakers containing only an instantaneous overcurrent trip unit are
sometimes used in conjunction with thermal overload units tor motor circuit protection. This
type of MCCB is often referred to as a motor circuit protector (MCP).

Thermal-magnetic trip devices are simply a combination of the thermal and magnetic
devices described in the preceding paragraphs; these devices provide the benefils of both types
ot"elements in one unit. Thermal-magnetic breakers can be used to provide overload and short
circuit protection for non-motor branch circuits.
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Hydraulic-nmgnetic devices generally use a solenoid coil surrounding a movable magnetic
core that travels through a liquid fill; during normal operation, the magnetic lqux produced by
the coil is insufficient to move the core (because of a retarding spring). During overload or

overcurrent conditions, however, the flux overcomes the spring lbrcc and moves the core at a
speed controlled by the liquid (thereby inducing a time delay in the trip). Whcn the core moves
a sufficient distance, an armature piece is attracted to the core and the breaker trips. In some
_nodels, the time delay is removed, thereby producing an instantaneous trip.[3.281

Solid-state (or electronic)devices differ considerably from tile thermal/magnetic trip units
in that no bimetallic strip or direct electromagnet is used to accomplish the trip function. Instead,
a current transformer is generally used to sense the current through the breaker, and this
transformer develops a signal proportional to the current level, which is then fed to a solid-state
control unit that interprets the signal and produces an output signal depending on the required
response. This output signal is then led to an actuating device (such as a trip coil or solenoid)
to accomplish the desired function. Typically, solid-state trip units such as this are inherently
more accurate than their thermal or magnetic counterparts (approximately _5% as opposed to -)-20
to 25% for the thermal/magnetic units). Trip point stability (e.g., lack of drift)is also enhanced
on the solid-state devices. Figure 3-3 shows a typical solid-state MCCB.

Some MCCBs (generally older models) are equipped with current-linaiting fuses; these
fuses provide high fault current protection similar to that o1"the magnetic trip unit described
above. As with other multi-phase fuse applications, however, current-limiting fuses can not be
reset (i.c., must be replaced after fuse failure) and are susceptible to single-phasing.

The major vendors of circuit breakers typically offer several different breakcr frame sizes,
each applicable to a particular range of operating current. Tripping devices with varying settings
are then used within a frame size to provide flexibility. The standard thermal-magnetic circuit
breaker used in non-motor applications has a non-adjustable short circuit magnetic trip. In
contrast, magnetic-only circuit breakers designed for motor circuit applications are generally
provided with adjustable short circuit magnetic trips allowing tor accurately controlled short
circuit protection.

Auxiliary Devices

Other devices often associated with the MCCB include the shunt trip device (coil) and
the auxiliary contact mechanism. The shunt trip device is used to trip one or more MCCBs on
command l'rom a remote operating switch or button. This device is composed of a coil-type
solenoid that actuates a portion of the internal breaker trip naechanism upon movement of the
solenoid plunger. Auxiliary contacts (_r switches) are used to provide remote indication, alarm,
control, and interlocking l'uncttons; most auxiliary contact units are configured as either an "A"
contact (contact open when breaker open or tripped), "B" contact (contact closed when breaker
is open or tripped), or both (multiple contacts in one unit).13.12, 3.24, 3.25, 3.26, 3.27, 3.28,
3.29, 3.30, 3.31, 3.32, 3.33, 3.34, 3.35, 3.36, 3.37, 3.38,
3.3t)1
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Shunt Trip
(Internal)

Current Transformer
(Internal)

Solid State Circuitry
(Internal)

Figure 3-3. Solid-State MCCB.[3.26]
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3.4.1.3 Magnetic Contactor/Starter

The terms "magnetic contactors" and "starter" are generally used interchangeablv to
describe devices used to provide power to and control of conllected loads. The ctHllacl+or
provides tile function of starting lind stcq'>pillg its load throtlBh a set of mtwable power contacts.
A starter combines the fulnctions of the contactor and tl_errnal overload rel;tys, Thermal overlottd

devices arc discussed in further detail in Section 3.4.1.4. Contactors, by ttlemselves, are normally

used for high current, non-motor loads where overh+;td protectiort is not required. Starters, i11

colltrasl, are generally used for motor heads where overload protection is desired and not
otherwise flamished by a separate device. Figure 3-4 shows a typical motor starter assembly.

A typical motor starter is connected between the prover supply from a load center and tile i

motor beirtg controlled and protected. Figure 3-5 provides a wiring diagram of a single motor
control unit. The cornplexity of the arrangement described increases as functitms sucll as

reversibility and speed control are added.

There ;ire two basic categories of motor starters: manual and magnetic. The prirnary

difference between a manual starter and a magnetic starter is the use of an electromagnet in the

magnetic starter. In the magnetic starter+ current flowing in the coil of the electromagnet induces

a magnetic field that interacts with another ferro-rnagnetic material serving as an ;lrmature, or

rnovirlg componerlt. The armature is mechanically connected to a set of contacts such that when
the armature is attracted to the magnet the contacts close to start the motor load. When the coil

has been energized, and the armature has moved to the closed position, the controller is said to

be "picked up." The manual starter, in contrast, uses some external manual force (such as that

t'rorn a pushbutton) to close the contacts. In both types of starter, a "seal-in" circuit nmintains

the coil energized (and thus the contacts closed) after release of the actuating device (i.e.,

electromagnet or pushbutton). Manual starters ;ire rarely used in MCCs and are generally not
used in safety-related applications.

An important subcomponent of the magnet armature assembly in an alternating-current

(ac> contactor is the shading coil. A shading coil is a single turn of conducting material

(generally copper or aluminunl) mounted on the face of the magnet assernbly or armature. An

alternating rnagnetic flux is produced in gin ac contactor or relay; this occurs as the current

applied to the coil varies in magnitude from zero to its maximum value. As the current

approaches zero, the magnetic pull generated on the armature is reduced accordingly, and the
armature will tend to open. As the magnitude of the current again increases, the force on the

armature increases. This operation causes a characteristic humming noise in an ac device. With

the presence of a shading coil, the alternating main magnetic flux will induce a current in the

shading coil; this current sets up an auxiliary magnetic flux that is out of t'>hase trorrl the main

flux. The auxiliary flux produces a magrtetic torce that is out of phase frorn the force produced

by the main flux; this force helps keep the contacts engaged when the main flux falls to zero.
Direct-current (de) coils are not subject to a zero current condition; hence, dc devices do not

exhibit the phenomenon described above, and do not need shading coils.
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CONTACTOR

Caphve Saddle clamps

Staggered terminals
(ophonal above size 1)

OVERLOAD RELAY Encapsulated coil

Manual Weld Check Coal retainers

-:'rz10% tnp adj Armature retaining chp

Overload relay Long-hie armature
(not shown}

Visual tr0p 0ndicator

Manual reset

Captnve saddle clamps

Figure 3-4. Typical Motor Starter (with Integral Overload Relay).[3.37]

start normallyclosed (N.C)
_trm I coil overload relay contad

L--JIL.___J '-/ '1' I singlephase
fuse [::;::]secg&d_ryr--ll_°ld'mg _rcuit Ie''- controlcircuit

L3 L2 LI I,__ | ir_terlock _ 1I
st_tbs

- ,,t .......'7-,- ',me,o,,

moldedcase magnetic overload
circmtbreakers coutactor r el_tys

thermal units

3phase
power supply
lines

Figure 3-5. Typical Wiring Diagram o1:Motor Controller,
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Power circuit contacts are used to supply and interrupt power to the motor load. "File
starter must be capable of carrying the full load current without exceeding the design temperature
rise, as well as making and interrupting the motor circuit under locked rotor conditions. The
physical characteristics of the starter (including its current carrying and interrupting capability)
determine its NEMA size classification.

There are two types of contactors frequently used in motor starter design, the bell crank
type and the horizontal action type. Both types operate on similar principles, using a magnet and
coil arrangement to effect the closure of the contacts. The bell crank armature and magnet
contactor assembly is unique in that it is designed to have a lower seal-in voltage than pick-up
voltage, thus extending contact life and reducing contact damage under abnormal operating
conditions. Simplified belt crank and horizontal action contactors are shown below in Figures
3-6 and 3-7, respectively.

The contactor coil consists of turns of insulated copper wire wound on a spool and
protected by an epoxy molding. A ferrous armature (core) is acted upon by the coil; when the
contactor is in the open position, an air gap exists between the armature and the coil assembly.
Because of this air gap, the impedance of the coil is relatively low so that when the coils are
energized a fairly high current is drawn. As the armature moves closer to the coil assembly, the
air gap is reduced (and with it, the coil current), until the armature has reached the limit of its
travel. The current generated during the initial inrush is approximately 6 to 10 times the current
experienced with the armature at its travel limit. This ratio varies with differences in design.
After the controller has been energized for some time, the coil will become hot. This will cause
the coil current to fall to approximately 80% of its value when cold because of the increased
resistance of the heated coil wire.

1
Ma0net Contacts_

i

kever
i:

l:igurc 3-6. Bell Crank Type Magnetic Contaclor.
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Coil Stationary Contacts
Armature \

Figure 3-7. Horizontal Action Type Magnetic Contactor.

In addition, the changing magnetic fluxes produced by alternating currents induce

electromagnetic forces in the ferrous core that, in turn, produce eddy currents that circulate in the

core. Eddy current losses and heating effects are reduced by laminating the magnetic assembly
and armature. The faces of the armature and the magnet assembly generally have very close

tolerances to provide the maximum force to close the contacts and help ensure quiet operation.

[3.12, 3.29, 3.36, 3.37, 3.39, 3.40, 3.41, 3.42, 3.43, 3.44, 3.45, 3.46]

3.4.1.4 Thermal Overload Relays

A large portion of MCCs serve motor loads used in various plant systems. A majority

of these motor loads have separate overload devices for protection of the individual molors I'rom
currents in excess of the rated current. In general, there are two types of overcurrent conditions

against which the MCC is designed to protect: electrical faults and overload currents. Electrical

faults are characterized by nearly instantaneous increases in current, usually to extremely high

levels. As discussed in Section 3.4.1.2 above, these transients are expected to be terminated by

the MCCB. Overload conditions, in contrast, are characterized by, currents much clcse_'_ " t_/vet,

still above) the design maximum rating of the connected load that potentially could exist for

extended periods of time. Protective devices used to mitigate the effects of an overload condition

must not trip upon the inrush starting current of the load: for a motor, these currents can be many

times the normal full-load running current and last severalseconds,[3.12] At the same time, the

device must provide protection for small overloads (slightly above full load current) lasting lc_r

a lengthy period. Thermal overload devices ("thermal _verloads"l are designed to satisfy these

requirements. Figure 3-4 shows a typical thermal overload relay/motor starter arrangement.

Overload relays can withstand repeated trip and reset cycles, and possess the desirable
trait of an inverse time characteristic (i.e., higher current results in a shorter time to tripl that

allows them to perform the required function of a thermal overload device. The ma,j_rity _1

overload relays in use today incorporate thermal devices that rely on the heat generated by the

current passing throu,,h_, the circuit during an overcurrent condition t_ trip.
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Overload relay characteristics closely resemble those of the motor heating curve' line
current draxvn by the load will be directly proportional to the heat dissipated by the heater
element in the overload relay. The overload relay trip is designed to disconnect the motor from
its line source just before motor overheating occurs for all values of load current, in magnetic
starters, an overload opens a set of contacts within the overload device itself. These contacts are
wired in series with the starter coil in the control circuit of the magnetic starter. Breaking the
coil circuit causes the starter contacts to open, disconnecting the motor from the line. In a
manual starter, an overload generally trips a mechanical latch that causes the starter contact to
open, disconnecting the motor from the line. Increasing overload current results in shortening
the lime until the overload relay trips: this is characteristic of an inverse time delay.

Thermal overload relays can be classified as either melting-alloy or bimetallic. Magnetic
overload relays operate only in respons". . , e to the increased magnetic field generated during current
excesses, and are not significantly affected by temperature. These magnetic devices are not as
common as the melting-alloy or bimetallic thermal overload relays. Melting-alloy, bimetallic,
and I,,Jagnetic overload relays are discussed individually in the following paragraphs.

Melting-Alloy Thermal Overload Relay

Melting-alloy thermal overload relays, also referred to as solder pot relays, consist of a
heater element, eutectic alloy, alloy pot, ratchet wheel, pawl, spring, and contacts (see Figure
3-8t.[3.12] The line current drawn by the load is directly proportional to the heat dissipated by
the heater and acting upon the eutectic alloy. The spring-loaded pawl is held in place by the
ratchet wheel securing the pawl and keeping the contacts shut. The shaft of the ratchet wheel
is normally secured by the solidified eutectic alloy, and the contacts remain in a closed position.
Should the current drawn bv the motor become excessive for a sufficient peri_,d of time, the heat
dissipated bv the heater v;ill melt the eutectic alloy, allowing the ratchet whcel to rotate. The
spring-loaded pawl is then free to move, allowing the contacts to open, which, in iurn, de-
energizes the control circuit and the starter. When the alloy has cooled and subsequently
hardenc,l, the unit can be manually reset.

Thermal Relay Unit

 f 'l Ii ,--,........

___ To Magnet Coil

Figure 3-8. Melting Alloy Thermal Overltmd Relay.
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Bimetallic Thermal Overload Relay

Bimetallic relays use a bimetallic strip (as opposed to a eutectic alloy) to sense hcat as
current is increased. Figure 3-9 illustrates the operating principle of a bimetallic overload relay.
The bimetallic strip is designed to flex a predetermined amount at a specific temperature because
of the use of two metals with differing thermal expansion coefficients. The temperature is chosen
as the temperature corresponding to the point at which the motor must be disconnected fiom the
line to avoid damage to the motor insulation. When this temperature is reached, the bimetal strip
bends, thereby applying force to the contact mechanism, which, in turn, opens the contacts and
disconnects the motor.

Bimetallic relays offer both adwmtages and disadvantages when compared with the
melting alloy relays. Bimetallic units have the ability to be converted from manual reset to
automatic reset. The automatic reset feature is not normally desirable, as it most often leaves the
root cause of the problem unsolved. The automatic reset function could potentially allow the
motor to heat up, be disconnected, cool off, and restart repetitively until the motor eventually
fails (assuming no operator intervention). However, the automatic reset does have a place in
protecting a motor that is isolated oz"where it would be more desirable to allow the motor to
deteriorate rather than immediately lose the function that the motor provides.J3.12]

• Motor CircuitBimetal
Heate

Normal Motor

.__ Control" Circuit
Contacts
Closed

=' 4 Motor Circuit
Bimeta _ --'A-vHeater

_.._, .::!:i:i:ii: Overloaded

:iiiiiiiii!iii_M oto r
_' "::!:iiii!i!

_ _ ControlCircuit
Contacts
Open

Figurc 3-9. Bimctallic Thermal Overload Relay.
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Another desirable feature of bimetallic relays is the ability to adjust the trip point. This
feature allows the trip point to be set from approximately 85% to 115% o1"the rated trip current.
Most bimetallic overload relays offer the added flexibility of removable, interchangeable heater
elements; this allows for easy changing of the current rating without removing the entire thermal
relay.

Bimetallic thermal elements may be modified so that they automatically compensate tbr
variations in ambient temperature. Compensation is obtained by using an additional bimetal strip
that counteracts the effect of ambient temperature changes on the overload bimetal. This
temperature compensated trip provides a near constant current rating over a wide range of
temperatures and may be useful in situations where the motor and its associated overload relay
are in different areas of the plant, as is often the case.

Magnetic Overload Relay

The magnetic overload relay does not rely on the heating effects of an overload condition,
but instead makes use of the magnetic field established when a current is carried through a
conductor. A magnetic overload relay generally has a movable magnetic core inside a coil that
carries the motor current. The flux established inside the coil exerts a force that pulls the core
longitudinally with respect to the coil. If the core moves a sufficient distance, it trips a set of
contacts that ultimately disconnect the load. Core movement is slowed by a piston contained in
an oil-filled dashpot: this dashpot acts as a dampener to allow for fluctuations of relatively short
duration without tripping the device. Tripping current is adjusted by changing the core's position
on a threaded rod, whereas the tripping time is varied by uncovering oil bypass holes in the
piston. Because the magnetic core relay has adjustable trip levels and times, it is sometimes used
to protect motors having long accelerating times or unusual duty cycles. The magnetic overload
relay is similar to magnetic instantaneous trips found in MCCBs except the instantaneous trip
device does not have an oil-filled dashpot.[3.12, 3.29, 3.30, 3.36, 3.37, 3.39, 3.40, 3.41, 3.42,
3.47]

3.4.1.5 Miscellaneous Relays

A relay is an electromagnetic device whose contacts are used in the control circuits of
magnetic starters, contactors, solenoids, timers, and other relays. Figure 3-10 shows a typical
control relay. Relays are mainly used for low-current control applications and function in the
same manner as contactors, with the exception that contactors are for power applications. Relays
are generally used to amplify the contact capability or multiply the switching functions of a
remote switch or sensing device. The following examples illustrate a few of the t'unctions for
which relays may be used within an lVlCC.

Figures 3-11 and 3-12 demonstrate how a relay amplifies contact capacity. Figure 3-11
represents a current amplification. Relay and starter coil voltages are the same (220 volts), but
the ampere rating of the temperature switch is too low to handle the current drawn by the starter
coil (M). A relay is interposed between the temperature switch and starter coil. The current
drav,'n by the relay coil is within the rating of the temperature switch, and the relay contact has
a rating adequate Ik)r the current drawn by the starter coil.
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Figure 3-10. Typical Control Relay.13.371

Relay Coil
Inrush .3 A

Temperature Switch Rating CR Sealed .04A

Inrush 1 Amp _..-_ ONormal .1 Amp
M O/ Starter Coil

Relay ContactRating _ I C_ Inrush 6 A
Inrush 32 A CR Sealed .6 A
Normal 3.2A

L1 I M

.__3 pt'tetse_50 HP

' I_-_ I _ mot{_J Motor
L3 OL

Figure 3-11. Relay Used for Current Amplification.
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CR

[->: 0
M OL

R

kl M

- I ] M ....% 50 HPMotor
IEM ....

L3 OL

Figure 3-12. Relay Llsed in Voltage Interface.

Figure 3-12 represents a voltage change for interfacing two different control voltages. A

condition may exist in which the voltage rating of the temperature switch is too low to permit

its direct use in a starter control circuit operating at some higher voltage. In this application, the

coil of the interposing relay and the pilot device are wired to a low-voltage source of power

compatible with the rating of the pilot device. The relay contact, with its higher voltage rating,
is then used to control the operation of the starter.

Figure 3-13 represents another use of relays, which is to multiply the switching functions

of a pilot device with a single or limited number of contacts. In the circuit shown, a single pole

pushbutton contact can, through the use of an interposing 6-pole relay, control the operation of
a number of different loads such as a starter, contactor, solenoid, and timing relay. Relays are

commonly used in complex controllers to provide the logic to set up and initiate the proper

sequencing and control of interrelated operations.

Relays used in MCC applications may fulfill a wtriety ot different functions, such as

timing or load control. They differ in voltage ratings (150, 300, or 600 volts, for example), basic

cont'iguration, number of contacts, contact convertability, physical size, and in attachments to

provide special functions (such as mechanical latching).[3.12, 3.27, 3.29, 3.30, 3.36, 3.37, 3.39,
3.40, 3.41, 3.481
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On
Off __Z_ CFI
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i lCn s,a,_r ¢-_)_+_.

),--+_R p.o,ugh, ;5___

H:CR co,t,,_o, ,C-)---

I CR Solenoid /'-, \,/_

Figure 3-13. Relay Used to Multiply Switching Functions.

3.4.1.6 Control Transformers

In ac MCCs, power for auxiliary functions associated with tile control circuits (e.g.,
indicating lamps and solenoids) and other functions (such as contactor energization) may be
obtained from the input line voltage present at the starter or from other sources external to the
MCC. Generally, the use of a control voltage lower than 480 or 600 Vac is advisable. To
generate control power at the reduced voltages, control power transformers are used within the
MCC. The line voltage of the power supplied to the motor determines the required primary
rating of the control power transformer. The secondary of the transformer must be rated to
provide the desired control-circuit voltage and to match the voltage of the contactor operating
coil. In addition, the continuous secondary current rating of the transformer must be sufficient
to sustain both the magnetizing current of the operating coil and the inrush current generated
during initial coil energization. Standard control power transtormers have a 120-volt secondary,
which provides a good balance between reliability and safety. As an industry standard, the
minimum size for control power transformers is generally two and one-half times the c_)ntactor
sealed volt/ampere rating. Usually, the translk)rmers are larger than this to allow for lhe
flexibility of added auxiliary relays and devices.

Control power transtormers may be furnished for each individual starter or, alternatively,
one large control power transformer may provide control power to multiple starters. Although
both schemes are satisfactory, individual control power transformers provide greater system
reliability. Transformers can be obtained with fused or otherwise protected secondaries t_ meet
code requirements on control-circuit overcurrent protection. If a single large control power
transformer fails or a protective fuse blows, the loads served by that unit are accordingly de-
energized. With individual control power transformers, only one starter would be affected by a

single fault,[ 3.49]

[3.12, 3.29, 3.36, 3.37, 3.39, 3.40, 3.41]
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3.4.1.7 Terminal Blocks

Terminal blocks are often used to organize and simplify connections within an MCC.
Terminal blocks are devices that are mounted ill fixed positions inside the MCC where a number
of wire connections must be made. They are typical components iound in MCCs even for the
simplest control circuitry. Terminal blocks simplify the connection of wires from different
components. Because of their fixed position, controlled grouping and routing of wires inside
MCC enclosures is possible. This orderly layou! permits rapid, accurale wire installation and
speeds maintenance and troubleshooting operations.

The common one-piece terminal block usually comes in standard units of 2, 4, 6, 8, or
12 terminals on a single base. The terminals can be located on a rigid insulating member or
between barriers. The barriers may be open (allowing easy access to the contacts) or closed
(protecting the contacts from external effects). The terminals themselves are made of conducting
material and generally use a post/nut type arrangement for fastening the wire termination to the
terminal. Terminal blocks may also include other optional attachments such as protective covers
and fuse holders.

Another common terminal block configuration uses a sliding metal link (hence the name
sliding link terminal block) that allows easy wire installation and electrical disconnection of the
two posts during testing (thereby avoiding wire removal). A clamp-and-bolt arrangement is used
to form the sliding link between the two posts. Other features are similar to those of the one-
piece terminal blocks described above.

[3.12, 3.29, 3.36, 3.37, 3.39, 3.40, 3.41]

3.4.1.8 Control Wiring

Control wiring is used in MCCs to interconnect various electrical components within the
starter cubicle and MCC structure. Control wiring used in MCCs is primarily routed via troughs
or bundles between ternfinal blocks, although it may also enter and/or exit the MCC or connect
components directly. Wiring used in MCCs is typically rated at 600 Vac, although control
circuits and devices usually operate at reduced voltages by virtue of the control power
transformer(s). It may have single- or multi-stranded conductors, and is generally insulated with
a suitable organic material such as ethylene propylene rubber or cross-linked polyethylene.
Control wiring natty vary in size and type within a given MCC or even within a given cubicle.
It may also be equipped with varying types of terminations (such as crimped lugs or plug-in style
connectors).

13.12, 3.29, 3.36, 3.37, 3.39, 3.40, 3.411

3.4.1.9 Fuses and Fuse Holders

Fuses are among the oldest types of overcurrent protective devices and are used for some
applications instead of MCCBs. Current flowing through the fuse generates heat proportional to
the current; tit a specified current, the fusible link (which may exist in a variety of configurations,
such as silver wires or eutectic alloy solder ,joints) will melt and open the conducting path. This
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fusible link cannot be reset', hence, the affected fuse must bc replaced pIitw to resullling
operation. Fuses are typically used in units wilh low current ralings, whereas M('('Bs arc
preferred on higher current rating circuits.

Fuses are used in MCCs to provide protection of either power or control circuit
components. Power fuses are emplo_'cd irathe motor power path {one per phase in ac systemsl
as protection against overcurrent conditions. Control fuses, on the oftmr hand, are installed
between the control power source {which may be the ccmtrol power transformer or some external
source) and the control components: these fuses are designed to protect the control components
from overcurrent conditions. Power fuses usually have substantially higher w+ltage ;rod current
ratings than control fuses. Current-limiting fuses are sometimes used to protect MCCs from very
high fault current.

It should be noted that circuit breakers have an advantage over fusible elements; a fault
on one pole of a multi-pole breaker actuates a common trip bar that opens all poles
simultaneously, thus aw)iding single phasing a motor circuit (as could occur in a fusible device).
Some fuse assemblies, however, may be equipped with an anti-phasing device to eliminate this
problem.

Fuse holders and clips are devices used to support, protect, and electrically connect the
fuses to the circuit or device being protected. Fuse holders (sometimes called carriages} are
usually located in conspicuous, easily accessible locations to allow a failed device to be readily
identified and replaced. In addition, many fuse holders will be equipped with visual inspection
ports or indicating lights to alert the operator to the fuse failure. Many different configurations
of fuse holders exist: some employ simple metal spring clips to allow easy insertion/remowtl of
the fuse and to ensure proper contact pressure; still others use a cylindrical holder with a screw-
on cap. Contact surfaces may be coated with a conductive, corrosion-resistant plating to preclude
oxidation and corrosion of the surfaces and, thereby, potential interruption of the current path.

[3.12, 3.29, 3.36, 3.37, 3.39, 3.40, 3.41]

3.4.1.10 Switches

Electrical switches may be used on MCCs for a variety of functions ranging from space
heater control to metering functions. These components come in many different configtJrations
(e.g., size, ampere rating, number of contacts) based on their function. Generally, the failure of
these components will not preclude the fulfillment of a required MCC function; hence, they are
considered non-significant. Switch failures are included in the historical analysis (Section 3.6)
for illustrative purposes.

3.4.2 Discussion of Manufacturers' Design Differences

There are numerous types of MCCs in existence, many of which are still iracommercial
production today. Vendors for MCCs and their components are listed in Section 2.3 c_l"this
guideline. Throughout the nuclear industry, different model lines from the various manufacturers
(such as the GE 7700, ITE 9600, and Westinghouse Type W/ have been used, depending upon
the time at which the nuclear facility was c_mstructed. Furthernlore, several different
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configurations of a given MCC inay exist, based on the components and options installed and tile
loads serviced. Hence, u potentially large number of cotnporlent combirlations and M('("
configurations are in use in nuclear plants today.

Despite the significant number of different MCCs/components in use, there is a large
degree of similarity among them. For example, although the external appearance, features (such
as the operating handle or locking devicesl and installed components used in these MCCs vary
from one manufacturer to another, their internal construction (buses, terminals, etc.) and structural

design are largely consistent. Additionally, MCC dimensions are generally dictated by the size
of the starter and other components used as well as the number and type of loads to be serviced.
Examination of manufacturers' literature on individual MCC components, such as molded-case
breakers and contactors, shows little variation in principles of operation and materials of
construction. Hence, although substantial variations in MCC configuration and features may
exist, the constituent components and construction techniques appear to be very similar.[3.11,
3.12, 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.17, 3.18, 3.19, 3.20, 3.25, 3.28, 3.29, 3.32, 3.33, 3.36, 3.37, 3.38, 3.39,
3.40, 3.41, 3.43, 3.45, 3.47]

3.5 Design Requirements: Codes, Standards, and Regulations

3.5.1 Design/Licensing Requirements for Components and Compliance with
Applicable Elements of Standard Review Plan, NUREG-0800

3.5.1.1 Design/Licensing Requirements for Motor Control Centers

The basic requirements for development of electric power distribution systems lor nuclear
power plants are contained in General Design Criteria 17 and 18 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50.
[3.50, 3.51] These criteria provide guidance with respect to design of the application
of motor control centers.

The FSARs for various plants provide varying levels of detail regarding MCC licensing
commitments. For 480-Vac MCCs, FSARs for the older plants list continuous ratings on the
order of 600 amps (with a 25,000-amp rms symmetric bracing for the horizontal bus) or 300
amps (with a 25,000-amp rms symmetric bracing for the vertical bus); MCCBs are indicated to
have a symmetric minimum interrupting rating of 25,000 amps rms. FSARs for the newer phmts
are similar to the older plants with continuous ratings of 600 amps (42,000-amp rms symmetric
bracing for the horizontal and vertical buses) an,! MCCBs with a symmetric n-iinimum
interrupting rating of 22,000 amp rms and a symmetric integral current iimiter rating of 14,000
amp rnls.

In general, although few standards are quoted as licensing commitments related to MCC
design, many industry standards are quoted as purchase specification requirements. This ensures
that the MCCs are manufactured and tested to current industry standards before they reach the
purchaser. The following standards have been used in purchase specifications (Note: other
standards may also be applicable):

• ANSI C37.13-1981, "Low-Voltage AC Power Circuit Breaker Used in Enclosures."
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• C37.50-1981, "Test Procedures for Low-Voltage AC Power Circuit Breakers Used In
Enclosures."

• C57.16-1958, "Requirements, Terminology, and Test Codes for Current-Limiting
Reactors."

• C68.1-1978, "American National Standard Techniques for Dielectric Tests."

• C89.2-1974, "Dry-Type Transformers for General Application."

• N45.2-1971, "Quality Assurance Requirements for Nuclear Facilities."

• Z55.1-1967, "Gray Finishes for Industrial Apparatus and Equipment."

• NEMA AB- 1-1986, "Molded Case Circuit Breakers."

• NEMA ICS-1-1978, "General Standard for Industrial Control Systems."

• NEMA ICS-1-1985, "General Standard for Industrial Control Systems."

• NEMA ICS-2-1983, "Standards for Industrial Control Devices, Controllers and
Assemblies."

• NEMA ICS-4-1983, "Terminal Blocks for Industrial Control Equipment."

• NEMA ICS-6-1983, "Enclosures for Industrial Controls and Systems."

• NEMA ST-20.72-1978, "Dry-Type Transformers General Applications."

• ICEA S-66-524-1980, "Cross-Linked-Thermosetting-Polyethylene-lnsulated Wire and
Cable for the Transmission and Distribution of Electrical Energy."

• NEMA 70-1978, "National Electric Code."

• NFPA 70-1987, "National Electrical Code, Article 430-52."

• UL 44-1983, "Standard for Rubber-Insulated Wires and Cables."

• UL 489-1986, "Molded-Case Circuit Breakers and Circuit Breaker Enclosures."

• UL 508-1984, "Electric Industrial Control Equipment."

• UL 512-1987, "Fuse Holders."

• UL 845-1980, "Electric Motor Control Centers."

• AWS D1.1-1988, "Structural Welding Code, Steel."

• AWS D1.3-1980, "Structural Welding Code, Sheet Steel."

• SSPC PA-I-1982, "Shop, Field, and Maintenance Painting."

One generic issue that applies to safety-related MCCs is the ability of the equipment to
function under seismic conditions. Seismic qualification licensing commitments vary with the
time of the docketing of the application to the NRC for a construction permit. The earliest plants
pre-date explicit seismic qualification requirements for electrical equipment. The applicability
of the various versions of Regulatory Guide 1.10013.52, 3.53, 3.54] and of IEEE
Standard 344[3.55, 3.56, 3.57] was determined on a plant-by-plant basis during the
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licensing process. The "For Comnlent" version of Regulatory Guide 1.1()013.52] indic;ties that
the guidance of IEEE Standard 344-197513.561,as amended by the Regulatory Guide, would be
applicable to plants with applicatior_ Ibr construction permits dated by November 15, 1976.
Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.1()013.531also endorses and amends IEEE Standard 344-197.'i,
but does not state explicit dates of applicability. Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 1.10013.541
endorses and amends IEEE Standard 344-1987, and is applicable to plants whose construction
permit is issued after June 30, 1988, or whose operating license application is dated after
December 30, 1988.

Those plants licensed to Regulatory Guide 1.100 and IEEE Standard 344 had to
seismically qualify the equipment by either test or analysis. Most of the MCC designs for more
modern plants were subjected to seismic tests. IEEE Standard 344 provides guidance on
performing seismic analyses and seismic testing of electrical components. IEEE Slandard 344-
1975 indicates that when physical testing is performed, five operating basis earthquakes and one
sale shutdown earthquake shall be simulated on a specimen. If single axis testing is to be
performed, the testing is to be performed tk3reach principai axis. Multi-axis simultaneous testing
is also allowed and has become the preference of the industry.

Most MCCs are located in mild environments that do not experience significant changes
in temperature, pressure, humidity, and radiation during design basis event (DBE) conditions.
As _;uch, MCCs are not usually subject to formal environmental qualification programs by their
manufacturers. In certain plants, some MCCs are located in areas that can experience moderately
harsh environments in the event of an accident. The environmental qualification of these
components is discussed in Section 3.5.2.

IEEE Standard 323-1974 provides gin, ral guidance for demonstrating and documenting
the adequacy of electrical equipment used in all Class IE and interface systems. IEEE Standard
649-1980 has been prepared to deal specifically with MCC equipment, using IEEE Standard 323-
1974 as the parent document for guidance. IEEE Standard 649-198013.58] describes the
basic principles, requirements, and methods for qualifying Class IE MCCs for outside
containment applications.

The National Electrical Manufacturer's Association (NEMA) publishes standards that are
applicable to the continued use of MCC components in industrial applications. NEMA Standard
Publication No. AB-2, "Procedures for Field Inspection and Performance Verification of Molded-
Case Circuit Breakers Used in Commercial and Industrial Applications,"[3.59] provides
guidance on inspection and preventive maintenance of MCCBs.

13.60, 3.611

3.5.1.2 Compliance with Applicable Elements of Standard Review Plan,
NUREG-0800

Section 8.1 of NUREG-080013.621 provides a Standard Review Plan (SRP) for the
NRC review of electric power systems. Although the SRP does not form the licensing basis for
the older plants, the SRP was reviewed to identify the issues and concepts related to aging
management for motor control centers.
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Table g-I of the SRP lists the "Acceptance Criteria and Guidelines lk_rElectric Power
Systems." Review of this table indicated that the following docunlents apply to onsite ac power
systems:

• General Design Criteria (GDC) 17, "Electrical Power Systcms"13.50]

• GDC 18, "Inspection and Testing of Electric Power Systems"i3.51]

• Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.32, "Criteria tk)rSafety-Related Electric Power Systems for
Nuclear Power Plants"[3.631

• RG 1.118, "Periodic Testing of Electric Power and Protection Systems"13.641

Each document was reviewed lk_rspecific criteria related to the control of aging of MCC
components important to license renewal. No such criteria were located during this review. A
summary of the results of each review is included below for completeness.

Document Content

GDC 17 Provides requirement for electrical system redundance, independence,
and testability.

GDC l g Provides requirements for electrical system design lk_rperiodic testing
by component or as a whole.

RG 1.32 Describes methods of complying with GDC 17 and GDC 18 with
respect to the design, operation, and testing of safety-related electric
power systems in all types of nuclear power plants. The criteria,
requirements, and recommendation in IEEE Standard 308-1974 are
generally acceptable to the NRC staff and provide an adequate basis
for compliance.

RG 1.118 Describes a method of complying with the NRC's requirements
concerning periodic testing of the protection system and electrical
power system for systems important to safety. RG 1.118 also
provides supplementary guidance to that included in RG 1.32
regarding periodic testing of electric power systems. The
requirements and recornmendations contained in IEEE Standard 338-
1974 are considered acceptable methods for periodic testing of
electrical power and protection systems.

IEEE Standard 308-1980, "IEEE Standard Criteria Ibr Class IE Power Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations,"[3.65] is a general standard that applies to the design
criteria and features of Class IE power systems lk)r a broad grouping of components. Although
aging is not addressed in this standard, MCC equipment is included in the scope of the standard
as "executive features."
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Regulatory Guides offer guidance and interpretation relating to federal law as set linth
in 10 CFR 50 and as applied t¢_the design and operation of nuclear facilities. Two Regulatory

Guides discuss topics applicable to MCCs and their components. Neither ,_f these Regulatory

Guides deals specifically with aging.

Regulatory (+iuide 1.63, "Electrical l:'ertett'atiorl Assemblies in Containnlent Structures for
Nuclear Power Plants,"13.bb] endorses IEEE Standard 317-I¢)83, "IEEE Standard for

Electrical Penetration Assemblies in Containrnerlt Structures for Nuclear Power Germrating

Stations,"[3.67] which sets forth requirements for the design, construction, testing,

qualification, and installation of electric penetration assemblies irt containment structures of

nuclear power plants. The regulatory position is based on limitirlg maximum short circuit flow

throtlgh containment penetrations to a t'epresentative value of the operating time of an MCCB.

Regulatory Guide 1.106, "'l'hernml Overload Protection for Electric Motors on Motor-

Operated Valves,"[3.68] deals with the setting of thermal overloads that are integral with the
motor starter for electric rnotors on motor-operated valves. The regulatory position describes

methods of ensurirlg adequate overload protection and corttinuity in applications that operate

intermittently,

3.5.2 Qualification Limits for Components Exposed to Abnormal Environments

Most MCCs are located in mild environments, areas that expetience no significant change

in envimnnaent as a result of an accident in the plant, ttowever, in some plants, some MCCs

may be exposed to secondary effects of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) or high-energy-line
break (HELB) outside containment. These conditions exist because MCCs are frequently

distributed throughout a power plant and may be located in spaces subject to the effects of

HELBs or containing piping with circulating radioactive liquids. These units may be subjected
to radiation doses of a few megarads and high-temperature (70"+'to 82°C [160 ° to 180°F]), high-

humidity conditions as a result of an accident. In rnost cases, plants having MCCs in harsh

environment areas are older plants. The need to qualify the MCCs was frequently identified after

the plant was placed in service. Accordingly, generic manufacturers' environmental qualification

programs rarely exist for MCCs, and plant-specific tests and analyses were performed. In some

cases, these qualification programs may ha.,c defined specific replacement schedules for

components with organic materials. In other cases, the qualification test may have been purely
for accident conditions, and no additional normal maintenance requirernerlts may have been

imposed. For plants with NICCs in potentially harsh ertvironrrlent areas, the specific qualification
documeritatitm will have to be considered to determine any additional requirements for managing

aging during the current and license renewal periods driven by environmental qualification

considerations (e.g., parts replacement schedules).

3.6 Operating and Serv+ce History

A review of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Information Notices, Circulars, and

Bulletins was conducted t_ determine the industry-wide operating experience with MCC

components. Each applicable Notice, (+ircular, and Bulletin is discussed in Section 3.6.1 by

component. Those Notices, Circulars, and Bulletins that apply to MCCs but were not considered

applicable to this rep(>rt are listed in Appendix B with a justification for elimination.13.69,
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3.70, 3.71, 3.72, 3.73, 3.74, 3.75, 3.76, 3.77, 3.78, 3.7',),
3.80, 3.81, 3.82, 3.83, 3.84, 3.85, 3.861 A sumnlary _,f the
operating experience with MCCs is given in Table 3-1. This table is based on a key word search
and engineering review of content. It begins with the most significant components and ends with
the least significant ones.

Table 3-1. Summary of Operating Experience from Information Notices, Circulars,
and Bulletins up to March 1, 1993

Component Source Failure Cause Recommended C¢_rrective Action

MCC Circular Fire High resistance at stab Verify that maintenance procedures
Structural 77-()3 connections leading to contain adequate provisions k_ ensure

overheating and fire that the electrical stab connections arc
properly aligned and full engagement
exists between connector stabs and

associated bus bars; ensure that bus

insulation and supports have sufficient
flame retardant ratings

MCCBs Notice Degradation of Altered time-current Breakers should be analyzed for their
89-21 electrical system; characteristic curves performance characteristics upon

premat ure tripping installation

Notice Failure of remote Variations in tolerances Inspection for the presence of
92-03 trip functions; in accessory trip device undervoltage releases or shunt trip

premature tripping mounting, adjustment devices in GE F-frame M('CBs;
of ambient bimetal and correction of condititm

high temperatures in
MCCB

Magnetic Notice Malfunction of dc Epoxy compound turns Manufacturer updated processes and
Contactor/ 91-45 coil or sticking of semi-fluid because of procedures to check for fluid epoxy;
Starter device heat from energization inspect normally energized devices;

replace devices as necessary

Notice Fracture of Phenolic armature Inspection and replacement
92-43 armature carrier carrier shrinks over

time, resulting in
inadequate clearances

Thermal None
Overloads

Misc. Relays Bulletin Open circuit/ Overheating of coils; Inspect tor defective coil style
76-(15 excessive opening insulation breakdown; (Westinghouse BFD)and replacement

times melting of coil solder with newer version

Bulletin Defective coil Loss of arc gap caused I)eterminc tht_se Cutlcr-ttammcr Type
7_-06 by continuous energiza- M relays with a tic ct_il and whe'her

tion of relay coil they are used in u continut_usl,,
energized nlode
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Table 3-1. Summary of Operating Experience from Information Notices, Circulars,

and Bulletins up to March 1, 1993 (continued)

Compc, nent Source Failure Cause Recommended Corrective Action

Misc. Relays Circular Failure of coil to Notching caused by rod Verify armature operating rods of GTt!-
icontinuedt 79-20 drop out vibration (coil hum) Sylvania PM relays are not notched

and are operating freely

Bulletin Relays stuck in Epoxy compound fluid Westinghouse recommended a testing
79-25 energized position binding the annature; method for identifying relays with

with coils de- heat of energization insufficient over-travel and

energized recommended replacement as necessary

Notice Coil burning and High ambient Westinghouse provided test methods
82-0 _ failure temperature conditions: for verification of operability of

inductive voltage spikes normally deenergized and energized
upon de-energization of relay applications
the relay

Nt rice Pneumatic timing Exposure to high Return to manul'acturer (Agastat) for

82-1_4 diaphragm losing temperatures causes inspection/possible replacement
fluid leakage which affects

time delay setting

Notice Cracking and Heat causes surface Replace spool with GE Century-Series

82-13 melting of spool cracking and melting of Tefzel spool
Nylon and Lexan

sp{mls

Bulletin Rela,, failure Deterioration of coil Replace GE type HFA relays
84-1)2 and insulation: melted containing Lexan coil spool wire.
Notice insulation deposits on
X4-2!_ armature: binding

Notice Drag on solenoid Degradation of the coil Replacement of Westinghouse ARD
g8-88 armature potting compound recommended

Notice Malfunction of dc lipoxy compound turns Westinghouse updated processes and
91-45 coil or sticking of semi-fluid bec:,use of procedures to check for fluid epoxy:

device heat from energization inspect normally energized devices'
replace devices as necessao'

Notice Insulation Tape used in coil Identification and replacement of
92-1)5 degradation moves allowing short affected coils (Asea Brown Boveri)

circuit (_| coil

C_ntrol None
Translornler,,

Terminal N{_tice (,racking in sliding U-shaped sliding link Inspection/replacement of defeclive
Blocks 8[I-_)X link cracks at threaded components

screu,'hole resulting in
po_r electrical
connections
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Table 3-1. Summary of Operating Experience from Information Notices, Circulars,
and Bulletins up to March 1, 1993 (continued)

Component Source Failure Cause Reconnnended Cor_'cti,,,e Action

Terminal Notice Insulation Potential failure during Ensure installation, cleanliness, and on-
Blocks 82-03 deterioration accident conditions going maintenance
(continued)

Wires Notice Insulation Moisture, corrosion, Wire was required to be identified and

91-20 degradation of electrochemical replaced
wiring reaction

Fuses/Fuse Notice Varying types of Four different types of Various, depending on failure type
Hol(ers I"17-62 fuse element failure, including

failures broken solder .joints,
wire element

elongation, and ohmic
heating of eutectic
solder

Switches None

A review of MCC failure data from the NPRDS and NRC LERs was also conducted.

MCC component failures were analyzed in an attempt to identify significant failure mechanisms
and their likelihood of occurrence. These analyses are discussed in Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3.

A search of related industry studies was also performed to identify any additional
documentation related to industry-wide operating experience with MCCs. The summary of those
studies is presented in Section 3.6.4.

Conclusions concerning the overall historical performance of MCCs as represented by the
sources listed above are presented in Section 3.6.5.

3.6.! Description of Industry-Wide Operating Experience with Components

Because of the great diversity of MCC/component manufacturers and equipment
configurations, a comprehensive list of specific components used in nuclear plant MCCs could
not be prepared. Accordingly, many of the NRC Circulars, Bulletins, and Notices reviewed were
included in the following discussion based on their generic relewmce as opposed to applicability
to a specific piece of equipment. Some ot" these documents may, therefore, not be directly
pertinent to specific manufacturers' equipment installed in MCCs. However, the discussions are
illustrative of the types of degradation and failures experienced in the various _las.s'e,vof MCC
components (i.e., molded-case breakers, relays, wiring, etc.).
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3.6.1.1 Motor Control Center Structural Components (Including Metal Housing,
Bus Structure, Terminals, and Disconnects)

IE Circular 77-03, "Fire Inside a Motor Control Center,"[3.87] discusses a fire inside

an ITE Imperial Series 5600 MCC caused by high resistance connection between the vertical bus
and the stab connector assembly of a combination breaker/starter unit. A similar fire had
occurred six months earlier at a different nuclear facility for tile same reason. The high
resistance connection caused localized heating of the stab and ignited a vertical insulation
backwall made of fiberglass polyester. The fire essentially destroyed the entire MCC. ITE
issued a technical instruction letter to help preclude further occurrences. With regard to removing
a combination starter, ITE indicated that plug-in capabilities were incorporated in the design for
ease of component replacement and maintenance; however, deformation of the power stabs could
occur if units were not protected against mechanical damage. ITE also suggested, !_'cause of the
importance of loads associated with Class 1E equipment, that stabs be visu,,ily inspected
periodically.

3.6.1.2 Molded-Case Circuit Breakers

NRC Information Notice 89-21, "Changes in Performance Characteristics of Molded-Case
Circuit Breakers,"[3.88] discusses the frequent alteration by MCCB manufacturers of the
time-current characteristic curves pertaining to a particular style or type of breaker without
changing the part number of the breaker or notifying the customer of the changes. Changes
ranged from minor alterations to the thermal portions of the curve to major alterations to the
magnetic instantaneous trip portion of the curves.

If not analyzed for performance characteristics, these breakers potentially could, when
installed, degrade the electrical protection system and/or cause premature tripping upon the
energizing of vital safety-related systems. The notice stated that many perceived failures of
circuit breakers detected during pre-installation or routine testing may be the result ot"unknown
changes in time-current characteristic curves.

The following suggestions were recommended to ensure that the breakers purchased
conform to a particular curve: (1) referencing of a specific curve (including the applicable
revision number) as part of the purchase requirements or (2) analysis of the new curve for its
effect on the overall system if the breaker was no longer manufactured to meet the specifications
of that specific curve.

NRC Information Notice 92-03, "Remote Trip Function Failures in General Electric F-
frame Molded-Case Circuit Breakers,"[3.89] discusses a problem with General Electric (GE)
MCCBs underw)ltage releases (UVRs) and shunt trip devices that may prevent these internal
accessory remote trip devices from functioning properly under conditions that produce sustained
high internal temperature in MCCBs. GE reported that the failures were caused by assembly and
operational variations r,sulting from tolerances in mounting accessory devices in the MCCBs,
tolerance in the adjustment of the ambient compensating bimetal, and sustained high temperatures
in the MCCBs. The cause of the high internal temperature could be traced to a continuous high
current load (greater than 50c_ of the rating for more than two hours) coupled with a high
ambient enclosure temperature or secondary heat source.
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3.6.1.3 Magnetic Contactor/Starter

NRC Information Notice 91-45, "Possible Malfunction of Westinghouse ARD, BFD, and
NBFD Relays, and A200 DC and DPC 250 Magnetic Contactors,"[3.90] discusses the
potential for certain Westinghouse-supplied relays and magnetic contactors to fail because of
degradation. Failures were attributed to an epoxy compound becoming semi-fluid when the coils
were energized for extended periods of time. The epoxy that encapsulates the relay coil was
softened by the heat of energization and flowed into the return spring. The failures are
widespread throughout the nuclear industry. The manufacturer recommends inspecting all the
relays and magnetic contactors that are normally energized, and testing them for epoxy softening
after a period of at least two hours of energization.

NRC Information Notice 92-43, "Defective Molded Phenolic Armature Carriers Found on
Elmwood Contactors,"[3.91] discusses fractures found in certain Elmwood and Fasco
electrical contactors. Elmwood/Fasco Model Series 2M, 3M, 30D, 30E, and 30F contactors

manufactured before April 13, 1992, employ a phenolic armature carrier that may shrink over
time such that the design clearance fit between the carrier and the steel armature may be
inadequate, ultimately resulting in the fracturing of the carrier. These fractured carriers have
resulted in the failure of contactors used in operating plant safety systems, thereby causing safety
system malfunction.

3.6.1.4 Thermal Overload Relays

There were no reports of MCC-related thermal overload failure in the Bulletins, Circulars,
and Information Notices.

3.6.1.5 Relays

IE Bulletin 76-05, "Relay Failures- Westinghouse BFD Relays,"[3.92] reports
defective BFD relays. One relay had an open circuit failure, whereas others exhibited excessive
opening times. It was determined that the relay failures were caused by overheating of the relay
coils, possibly because of continuous energization. Overheating may result in coil insulation
breakdown or melting of the coil solder joints, leading to open circuit failure. Also, the
overheating may result in deformation of the nylon coil sleeve in which the plunger travels, and
this may adversely affect the relay opening time.

IE Bulletin 78-06, "Defective Cutler-Hammer, Type M Relays with DC Coils,"[3.93]
reports the failure of four relays caused by loss of arc gap in the coil clearing contact where
continuous coil energization is the normal mode of operation. The loss of arc gap was caused
by an abnormal amount of beat-induced shrinkage of molded magnet carriers that are used in
subject relays manufactured between 1971 and 1976. The magnet carrier shrinks to a point
where the arc gap in the coil clearing pole becomes too small to break the inrush current of the
pickup coil winding, causing the coi_!to overheat and burn out, Coil burning may also result in
the relay being stuck in the energizedposition, preventing it from dropping out when the power
is removed from the coil. Only the dc"coils are affected because the ac coils do not use the coil
clearing contact feature.
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IE Circular 79-20, "Failure of GTE Sylvania Relay, Type PM Bulletin 7305, Catalog
5UI2-11-AC With a 120-Vac Coi1,"[3.94] discusses relay failure caused by notching in the
armature operating rod. The notch is caused by coil hum where the rod vibrates against the
magnet assembly. Many relay failures can be attributed to this effect. This circular recommends
inspection of the armature operating rods for notches.

IE Bulletin 79-25, "Failures of Westinghouse BFD Relays in Safely-Related Systems,"
[3.95] reports of relays found to be stuck in energized positions with the coil de-energized.
The armature was sticking to the armature stop post. The condition was found to be a rest,lt of
heat generated by normally energized coils, which causes a softening and resultant flow of epoxy
adhesive used to attach the magnetic anti-stick disc to the top of the armature stop post, bonding
the armature to the stop post. Replacement of the relays was requested.

New NBFD relays were suggested as replacements; however, these relays were
determined to exhibit marginal or unsatisfactory armature over-travel. It was recommended that
relays be tested for insufficient over-travel and replaced if necessary.

IE Information Notice 82-02, "Westinghouse NBFD Relay Failure in Reactor Protection
Systems at Certain Nuclear Power Plants,"[3.96] reveals that at high ambient temperature
conditions, relay coils (of BFD and NBFD relays) could burn open and fail because of the
inductive voltage spike generated by the de-energization of the relay coil.

IE Information Notice 82-04," Potential Deficiency of Certain Agastat E-7000 Series
Time-Delay Relays,"[3.97] documents a potential problem with the pneumatic timing
diaphragm bleeding fluid, based on exposure to high temperatures for extended periods. This
fluid may affect the diaphragm seal such that the time delay setting of the relay is shortened.
The temperature necessary to induce this effect was considered to be above that encountered in
most relay applications; however, it is still within that required for qualification under IEEE
Standards 323 and 344.

IE Information Notice 82-13, "Failures of GE Type HFA Relays,"[3.98] documents
surface cracking and melting in the Lexan or Nylon coil spools in GE type HFA relays. GE
Service Advice PSM 152.1 (April 28, 1976) advised all users of this problem and recommended
replacement of the spool with the new Century Series Tefzel spools (or replacement of the entire
relay with the Century model).

IE Bulletin 84-02, "Failures of General Electric Type HFA Relays in Use in Class IE
Safety Systems,"[3.99] and IE Information Notice 84-20, "Service Life of Relays in Safety-
Related Systems,"[3.100] discuss the abnormally high failure rate of normally energized GE
type HFA relays. The failures, which resulted in the deterioration of the coil wire insulation,
were caused by shorted coil turns, which induced increased coil temperature:,. The high coil
temperatures caused the insulating material to vaporize and the coil spool to melt. These
materials then deposited on cooler surfaces ot"the relay, causing armature damage and/or contact
failure. According to the manufacturer, the ac HFA relays manufactured with standard Class A
insulation (Nylon or Lexan coil spools and standard temperature wire) that are continuously
energized can fail in approximately 10 to 12 years. Replacement with a new model line that uses
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a high-temperature coil spool and wire employing vacutlm-impregnated insulation is
recommended.

IE Information Notice 84-20, "Service Life of Relays in Safety-Related
Systems,"[3.101] addresses problems noted with Agastat/Amerace GP series and GTE
Sylvania ac relays. With regard to the Agastat relays, casing shrinkage subsequent to relay
assembly was noted to cause a reduction in clearances and, in some assemblies, mechanical
interference between the moving relay contact arm and the stationary base of the relay casing.
A design change that provided additional clearance for the contact arrn was instituted in 1977 to
address this problem. For the GTE relays, problems with the relay coil were noted; in at least
one instance the coil was observed to be smoking. The exact failure mode was not yet
determined, but was believed to be high coil resistance leading to overheating.

NRC Information Notice 88-88, "Degradation of Westinghouse ARD Relays,"[3.102]
addressed deficiencies in 125-Vdc ARD relays that were found to have increased drag between
the solenoid's coil spool and the armature. The increased drag was caused by the deterioration
of the coil potting compound. The granules from the deteriorated potting lodged between the
solenoid's coil spool and the armature. This co_>pound contains a sand-based material that has
since been diagnosed to decomi'ose with age.

NRC lntk)rmation Notice 91-45, "Possible Malfunction of Westinghouse ARD, BFD, and
NBFD Relays, and A200 DC and DPC 250 Magnetic Contactors,"[3.90] discusses the potential
for certain Westinghouse-supplied relays and magnetic contactors to fail because ot degradation.
Failures were attributed to an epoxy compound becoming semi-fluid when the coils were
energized for extended periods of time. The epoxy that encapsulates the relay coil had softened
because of the heat of energization and flowed into the return spring. The failures are
widespread throughout the nuclear industry. The manufacturer recommends inspecting all the
relays and magnetic contactors that are normally energized, and testing them for epoxy softening
after a period of at least at two hours of energization.

Information Notice 92-05, "Potential Coil Insulation Breakdown in ABB RXMH2 Relays,"
[3. 1031 discusses the potential failure of this type of relay caused by a short circuit of the
coil at the point where the windings used in subsequent layers of the coil cross. Tape had
apparently been used to separate the beginning lead and subsequent windings during
manufacturing. This tape had been dislocated and the varnish insulation abraded such that the
short circuit could occur. ABB noted that the scope of this failure was limited to relays with that
particular coil design (type RXMH2, Models RK223068-EA and RK223069-EA manufactured
from March 1989 through September 1990).

3.6.1.6 Control Transformer

There were no reports of MCC-related control transforrner failure in the Bulletins,
Circulars, and Inlk_rmation Notices.
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3.6.1.7 Terminal Blocks

IE Intknmation Notice 80-08, "Tile States Company Sliding Link Electrical Terminal
Block,"[3.104] discusses defects with States sliding-link ternlinal blocks relating to cracking
between the threaded screwhole and the side of the U-shaped link. This crack widens when the
screw is tightened, resulting in a poor or intermittent electrical connection. The defective link
is impossible to cinch tightly and may be difficult to detect by visual inspection. This defective
mechanical connection can ultimately result in an electrical circuit malfunction.

IE Information Notice 82-03, "Environmental Tests of Electrical Terminal Blocks,"

[3.105] published the results of a test conducted to investigate the deterioration of terminal
blocks' insulators under accident conditions. The Notice describes the importance of cleanliness
of terminations and terminal blocks in safety-related circuits and discusses those regulations
required of licensees for establishing appropriate procedures for the cleanliness and installation
integrity of these devices. Licensees are reminded that the plant preventive maintenance program
in use at their facilities should ensure that (1) proper operation of all essential components is
achieved throughout the life ot"the plant and that (2) periodic inspection o1' those terminations
and terminal blocks lkn cleanliness and installation integrity is performed following any
maintenance activity affecting them.

3.6.1.8 Control Wiring

NRC Information Notice 91-20, "Electrical Wire Insulation Degradation Caused Failure
in a Safety-Related Motor Control Center,"[3.106] discusses the failure of a motor-operated
isolation valve to operate on demand during surveillance testing. Failure was attributed to a
foreign hardened coating on one of the contactors within the associated MCC. The source of the
hardened coating was traced to a green liquescent substance coming out of the dielectric
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) wiring used in the MCC. This substance was caused by a combination
of im electrochemical reaction, moisture from the environment, interaction between the corrosion
products formed on the surface of the copper wire, and the chlorine leaching from the wire's
PVC insulation, which may have all been accelerated by the high voltage differential across the
control transformer. Other utilities reportedly found evidence of this wire breakdown in their
MCCs.

3.6.1.9 Fuses/Fuse Holders

Information Notice 87-62, "Mechanical Failure o1" Indicating-Type Fuses,"[3.107]
describes four separate events of pin indicating-type fuse mechanical failure. In the first case,
a Bussmann FNA-type fuse caused a main feedwater isolation valve to close when the fuse
element pulled loose from the solder joint inside the fuse. Of the spare fuses in stock, 8% were
also noted to have failed mechanically. The second event was also caused by mechanical failure
of an FNA-type fuse. The third event was related to the Bussmann MIS-5 type actuating fuse,
which uses two very thin wires (one silver wire acting as the fusible link and one nichrorne wire
acting its the retaining mechanism for the fuse actuator); elongation of the wire(s) over time
significantly altered the current-carrying characteristics of the fuse over time. The tourth event
described in this Notice relates to Littlefuse FLAS-5 type fuses, which use a fuse wire in parallel
with a resistor and eutectic alloy solder; heating of the resistor during overcurrent conditions
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produces excessive heat and causes the alloy to melt prematurely and tile fuse to open
accordingly.

3.6.1.10 Switches

There were no reports of MCC-related switch failure in the Bulletins, Circulars, and
Information Notices.

3.6.2 Evaluation of NPRDS Data

To substantiate the stressors and aging mechanisms postulated fl)r MCCs, actual plant
component failure data were sought. One of the primary sources of this type of failure data is
the NPRDS. Failure records contained in NPRDS include such information as the voltage class
and manufacturer, type of equipment, date of discovery, cause category, and a brief narrative
describing the event. NPRDS data are not focused directly on component aging, as it does not
typically address the root cause or mechanism of component degradation. Additionally, not all
degradations observed during maintenance activities are identified in the database. Not all plants
have provided NPRDS data, and those that have may not have reported for their entire period of
operation. As a result of these limitations, the database cannot be readily used to provide
probabilistic information about the reliability of a specific population of components with respect
to age-related degradation. However, the data can be used to identify those MCC subcomponents
that have a high incidence of degradation or failure relative to other subcomponents within the
same equipment.

By permission of the INPO, failure and deterioration data contained in the NPRDS
database were reviewed as part of this study. More than 3000 reports were generated through
the search of the database. Reports pertinent to MCC subcomponent tailures were identified;
these reports were then individually evaluated to determine their applicability to aging and aging
mechanisms. Failure reports deemed to be applicable were then grouped by manufacturer and
component; each component failure grouping was then sorted by subcomponent and failure mode
(if known). The following subsections summarize the specific observations by manufacturer and
component. A summary of the overall findings of the NPRDS review is provided at the end of
this section.

As previously discussed, NPRDS data for MCCs were grouped by associated components.
No failures of the metal housing or bus structure components were noted; hence, these
components are not included in the following analyses. Further discussion of the housing/bus
structure is contained in Section 3.4 of this guideline. Hardware used in the assembly of the
MCC was generally associated with the component to which it was related (i.e., bolts used to
assemble the housing were included with the housing, nuts used on terminal connections were
included with the terminal blocks, etc.). Fuses (as distinguished from fuse holders) were not
considered in the analyses.

In several cases, the failed subcomponent and/or failure mode was not identified; these
reports were tagged as "unidentified." This was especially prevalent in the molded-case breaker
and relay categories, as these items are considered replaceable and in-depth failure analysis is
rarely conducted. (In the case of MCCBs, the case is sometimes sealed and may not be readily
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accessible for inspection/analysis.) These reports do, however, provide additional perspective as
to the fraction of reports (related to a specific component) that did not contain sufficient
information for analysis. In those cases where substantial percentages of the reports cannot be
attributed to any subcomponent or failure mode, the overall results may not be representative of
the total population. For example, if most of the "unidentified" failures for a given component
are, in fact, caused by one or two subcomponents (as opposed to being proportionately distributed
among all of the subcomponents), the data (and results) are accordingly skewed. In sum, the
accuracy of the conclusions is, to a degree, related to the percentage of "unidentified" reports
present for the individual component.

It should also be noted that "normal wear" was cited in numerous reports as the cause tbr
the component/subcomponent failure. In most cases, this term is not descriptive of the actual
failure mode; however, these reports were assigned their own failure mode category so as to
differentiate them from other failure modes and provide some indication of the fraction of total
failures that these reports constitute.

Many of the reports pertinent to this analysis also required a substantial degree of
interpretation; incomplete and even contradictory descriptions of the circumstances surrounding
the failure were sometimes noted. In cases where the ambiguity could not be resolved with any
degree of certainty, the report in question was not used. Because of the uncertainty inherent in
some of the data, the relative proportions of various types of failures may differ somewhat from
the "actual" values; this potential error was assumed to be evenly distributed (that is, reports
erroneously attributed were assumed not to affect one component, subcomponent, or failure mode
grouping disproportionately in relation to another).

Two other aspects of component failure were also considered as part of the NPRDS
analysis. First, each failure report wits examined to determine the method of detection; this
provides information on the relative proportions of failures which were identified during
maintenance, inspection, testing, and operations. These analyses are presented in each of the
applicable sections below. Second, those reports detected during operations were examined to
determine which failures impacted the functionality of the associated system and which did not.
It should be noted that a substantial percentage of these component failure reports (approximately
one-third of all failures detected during operations) did not contain sufficient information to
definitively determine the effect of the component failure on connected loads or systems.
However, a loss of system/connected load functionality was noted in the majority of those reports
(i.e., the remaining two-thirds) where a determination of system/load functionality could be made.
Additionally, the relationship between component failures and the functionality of systems
important to license renewal (ITLR) could not be determined from the reports since in general,
insufficient information regarding the function of each component was provided. Therefore, for
the purposes of this study, it was conservatively assumed that all component failures noted
adversely impacted the functionality of the system which they supported.

Component failure rate as a function of installed age was also considered during the data
evaluation. For some of the components such as the metal housing system, the in-service date
(which in most reports corresponded to the plant construction or initial criticality date) was likely
the actual installation date. However, these components had such a low overall failure rate that
no statistically meaningful correlation between age and failure rate could be made. For other
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cc,mponer_ts that may have been replaced several tin+msst_bsequent to plant constructior_ (such its
continuously energized relays or MCCBs), the in-service date was deemed unlikely t_ be the
actual installation date of the component. Because of these limitations, no attempt t_ correlate
failure rate with installed age was made for any of the components.

Those NPRDS reports sternrning from prior equipment maintermnce, modification, or
surveillance testing were classified as "maintenance-induced"; failures resulting from
maintenance-induced causes were identified in each of the discussions presented below, yet were
not included in the cornponent/failure mode analysis. Maintenance-induced events, although not
strictly an aging rnechanism, do constitute a viable mecharlism for MC(" cornponent degradation
over tirne. Section 3.6.2.5 of this guideline discusses maintenance-induced events in l'urther
detail.

The subsections that follow analyze the NPRDS data in a number of different ways. First,
data for all manufacturers and MCC components are exarnined to determine the relative
proportions of subcomponent failures in general (Section 3.6.2.1). Second, data specific to each
manufacturer of MCC components are analyzed to determine the relative proportion of
component failures by manufacturer (Section 3.6.2.2). Third, data for all manul'acturers and
components are collectively analyzed for subcomponent t'ailures and failure modes (Section
3.6.2.3). Finally, subcomponent failures and failure rnodes are examined for components from I
each manufacturer (Section 3.6.2.4). Collectively, these analyses present a comprehensive
characterization of MCC component/subcomponent failures as indicated by the NPRDS database.
(Note' Because of the inaccuracies and uncertainties present in the data, all percentage values
listed in the tollowing sections are rounded to their nearest whole digit.)

Figures 3-14 through 3-25 are pictorial representations of the analyses described in the
preceding paragraph. The "pie-chart" plots show the relative distribution of component failures,
subcomponent failures, failure modes, and methods of detection. Histogram plots have been used
to show significant combinations of failed subcomponents and failure modes for a given
component. In most cases, minimum levels of significance were chosen for the histogram plots
(usually 5% of the total number of reports applicable to the component under consideration) to
eliminate lesser subcomponent failure modes, yet still identify combinations of significance.

3.6.2.1 MCC Component Failure Analysis (All Manufacturers)

A total of 1097 failure reports were compiled for all manufacturers of MCCs and
components. Of these reports, 60 (5%) were considered maintenance induced. Figure 3-14
shows a graphic representation of this data. As evidenced by the figure, circuit breaker failures
constituted the highest percentage of failures (36%), followed closely by starters/contactor
assemblies (339f). The next most prevalent component to fail was thermal overload relays
(13c_), followed by miscellaneous relays (9%) and wiring (4%). The remainirlg categories
(control transformers, switches, terminal blocks, and fuse holders) collectively rnade up
approximately 6c4 of the total.

With respect to method of failure detection, 39r)f, of all failures (all types of components
and manufacturers) were detected during operations (see Figure 3-15). The next most significant
method of detection was surveillance testing, during which 29_)_-_c_l all failures were found.
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Failures detected during in-service inspections, special inspections, and routine observations
accounted for 18_;_-, wtlile tile renlaining 15(;;,, of the failures were noted during preventive or
corrective maintenance activities. Conlponent-specific analysis for method of detection (for all
manufacturers) is shown in Table 3-2,

• , , f, , ,,,

Table 3-2. Method of Detection for Individual MCC Components (All Manufacturers)

Cc,rrq:,or_ent Operations Surveillance Maintenarlce Inspection

Circuit Breakers 1376} 39ffc 23_7_ 125; 26';{

Starter/Cor|tactor (34()) 4 i% 4(}q 8r;4 II q

Overload Relay ( !38) 28q 275{ 2tJq 16q

Misc. Relay t89) 54(); 34q 3c); t_q

Control Transformer 120) 65q 159} 5% !5t;4

Wiring (35) 43¢;{ 23t_- 11".7,- 239;

Terminal Blocks ( 14) 5()c{- 36% 149_ (1_)4

Fuse ttolders ( 16 ) 44q ()tZc 12% 44%

Switches (7 _ !4r;} 43_,_- 29q !4%

Bus/Structure (2) 5{1(;_ ()_ ()(_. 5()q

Note: Numbers in parentheses indicate the total nurnber of reports applicable to that component.

When only those failures detected during operations are considered, 35% of these failures
were related to circuit breakers, 33% were related to starters/contactors, 10% to overload relays,
8% to miscellaneous relays, and 5% to wiring. This result very closely parallels that obtained
when all methods of detection are included, indicating little relationship between detection during
operation and the rate of failure for a given component.

3.6.2.2 MCC Component Failure Analysis (Manufacturer Specific)

Data for five major MCC/component n3anufacturers (General Electric, Westinghouse,
Gould/ITE, Cutler-Hammer, and Klockner-Moeller) are presented in the following sections.
Although NPRDS data for several additional manufacturers were present (including Heinemann,
Square D, GTE Sylvania, Agastat/Amerace, Allen-Bradley, Struthers-Dunn, Cooper, Furnas,
Arrow, Power Conversion, Siemens-Allis, Zurn, and Nelson/Sola), the data were numerically
insufficient to perrnit any inferences regarding component reliability. Additionally, not all
manufacturers produce each of the components under consideration in these analyses. As a
result, only those manufacturers with both an adequate diversity of products and adequate number
of supporting failure records were chosen for the following analyses.
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Miscellaneous Relays (9%) Terminal Blocks (1%)

Control Transformers (2%)

Wiring (4%) Breakers (36_o)

Thermal Overload Relays (I 3%)
.J _",._,

.._ \.

i _ /
\ /\ /

jz

---...... _---z Contactors (33°/;/

Based on 1037 Reports

(Note: Fuse Holders, MCC Structural Components, and Switches each <1% of total)

Figure 3-14. MCC Component Failures (All Manufacturers)
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Surveillance Testing (29%)
Based on 1037 Reports

Figure 3-15. Method of Detection _ MCC Component Failures (All Manufacturers)
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3.6.2,2,1 General Electric

A total of 361 failure reports were generated for General Electric M('Cs and their
components. Nine of these reports (3%) were considered to be maintenance-induced events. As
shown in Figure 3-16, starters/contactors made up the largest percentage of the remaining failure
reports (42%). Reports associated with MCC breakers were next most numerous {31q I, followed
by thermal overload relays (14%) and miscellaneous relays (Sq). The remaining component
categories collectively amounted to less than 10_ of the failures reported.

Miscellanet, as Relays (5%) Tem_inal Blocks (2%)

Control Transformers (2%)

Wiring (3%)

Breakers (31°,o)

Thermal Overload Relays (14%)

-- ..... Starters/Contactors (42° o)

Based on 352 Reports (Note: Structure, S_,vitch, and Fuschold,ar tailurcs each. 1_o _! total,

Figure 3-16. General Electric MCC Component Failures.
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General Electric component failures were most often detected during operations (40% of
all GE conlponent reports), followed by those detected during surveillance testing (31')}) and
maintenance (20¢;_). Component-specific breakdowns of detection method are shown it, Table
3-3.

Table 3-3. Method of Detection fi)r Individual General Electric MCC Components

Component Operations Surveillance Maintenance Inspection

Circuit Breakers (108) 41(k 24_,;;, 2(E);" 15r);:

Starter/Contactor (149) 41 c_ 42c/t 1I_; 6%

OxerMad Relav (49) 17c_- 25c;_ 56_/_ 2c/t

"7")_ZMist Relay (18) ,_ ,,, 16% 6ck 6%

Control Transformer (6) 66_ , 17c)_ 17% ()cA-

Wiring (11) 45% 27_- 9c4' 1SO?k-

Terminal Blocks (61 5()c)_ 33% 17% 0%

Fuse Holders (2) 100% 0% 0% ()c/c

Sv itches (2) 5()r,;_ 5()_,;_ ()¢/c ()9;-

Bus/Structure (I) 1()0(); 0% ()c_ ()C/c

Note: Numbers in parentheses indicate the total number of reports applicable to that component

3.6.2.2.2 Westinghouse

A total of 344 failure reports were gathered for Westinghouse equipment; 30 of these
reports (9%) were maintenance-induced. Figure 3-17 depicts the relative distribution of
component failures for the remaining 314 reports; this distribution appears to be similar to that
for all manufacturers described in Section 3.6.2.1 above (Figure 3-14) with the exception that
thermal overh)ad relays make up a somewhat larger percentage (19% vs. 14%) of the reports.

Westinghouse component failures were most often detected during operations (43% of
all Westinghouse component reports), followed by those detected during surveillance testing
(24%), inspection activities (22%), and maintenance (11%). The results of the component-
specific evaluation of method of detection is in Table 3-4.
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Misc. Relays (4%) Terminal Blocks (2%)

Control q'ransformers (3%)

Switches (1%)

Fuse Holders (3%)

Wiring (4%) Breakers (35%)

Thermal Overload Relays (19%) ,J""-

//i"

.J

Based on 314 Reports "--- 11 Starters/eontactors (29°4)

Figure 3-17. Westinghouse MCC Component Failures.

Table 3-4. Method of Detection for Individual Westinghouse MCC Components

Component Operations Surveillance Maintenance Inspection

Circuit Breakers (110) 51% 18% 12% 19%

Starter/Contactor (91) 42% 31% 9% 18%

Overload Relay (60) 32% 3 !% 15% 22%

Misc. Relay (10) 50% 30% 0% 20%

Control Transformer (9) 44% 23% 0% 33%

Wiring (18) 33% 17% 11% 39%

Terminal Blocks (5) 80% 20% 0% 0%

Fuse Holders (8) 38% 0% 12% 50%

Switches (3) 0% 0% 67% 33%

Bus/Structure (0) 0% 0% 0% 0%

Note: Numbers in parentheses indicate the total number of reports applicable to that component
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3.6.2.2.3 Gould/ITE

A total of 239 reports related to GouldllTE MCC components were identified. Of these
reports, 13 (6%) were maintenance-induced. Breaker failures constituted more than half (54%)
of the remaining failures noted (see Figure 3-18); this is a significantly larger fraction than for
any other component manufacturer. In addition, the percentages of overload relay and
starter/contactor failures were somewhat lower than those noted for all manufacturers (see Figure
3-14).

Misc. Relays (9%)

Fuse Holders (1%)

Wiring (3%)

Overload Relays (6%)

Breakers (54%)

/
_:' _ /

Starters/Contactors(24O/o)

(Note: Control Transformers, Terminal Blocks, Structure, and Switches each <1% of total)

Based on 226 Reports

Figure 3-18. Gould/ITE MCC Component Failures.
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The largest percentage of Gould/ITE component failures were detected during operations
(34%), followed by surveillance testing (31%), inspection activities (29%), and inaintenance
(6%). For each individual component, the results shown in Table 3-5 were obtained.

Table 3-5. Method of Detection for Individual Gould/ITE MCC Components

Colnponent Operations Surveillance Maintenance Inspection

Circuit Breakers (122) 27% 25% 59_4 3%

Starter/Contactor (53) 138% 50% 39_: 9_

Overload Relay (12) 42% 25% 8% 25c/_,

Misc. Relay (19) 53% 36% ()% I Ic_

Control Transfl_rmer ( 1) 100% 0% ()cA, 0%

Wiring (I I) 64% 9% 9% 18%

Terminal Blocks (3) 33% 67% ()% 0%

Fuse Holders (2) 50% (1% 5()c/_ 0%

Switches (2) 0c,4 I()0c,_ 0% ()c/c

Bus/Structure ( I ) 1)% 0% ()% 1(}0%

Note: Numbers in parentheses indicate the total number of reports applicable to that component

3.6.2.2.4 Cutler-Hammer

A total of 44 reports were applicable to Cutler-Hammer MCC equiprnent; 2 of these
reports (5%) were maintenance-induced. Figure 3-19 shows the relative proportions of failures
for Cutler-Hamlner MCC components; starters/contactors were responsible for the largest
percentage (52%) of the failures reported. Breakers, on the other hand, were responsible for only
10% of the reports noted. This result may be due, in part, to the potentially high statistical
variance in the data (i.e., with a low total number of reports, each additional report has a
disproportionate effect on the distribution).

Cutler-Hammer component failures were most often detected during operations (44% of
all reports), followed by surveillance testing (35%), inspection activities (12%), and maintenance
(9%). Because of the low total number of reports applicable to Cutler-Hammer equipment, no
component-specific analysis of method of detection was conducted.
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Breakers (10%)
Misc. Relays (14%)

/'\

Control Transformers (5%) / .... ,\

/ \

/ _\
/// \/

/
,/

/ ,
/, i

Thermal Overload Relays (19%) /
J //

/ ,/

4 '•///

\ ....... /'/ Starters/Contactors (52%)f

Based on 42 Reports

Figure 3-19. Cutler-Hammer MCC Component Failures.

3.6.2,2.5 Klockner-Moeller

A total of 28 reports were cited for Klockner-Moeller equipment. Only one of these
reports was considered maintenance-induced. As shown in Figure 3-20, starters/contactors
accounted for the highest fraction of failures noted (33%); breakers were responsible for 19%,
and wiring for 15% of the total. The remaining components each accounted for nearly equal
fractions (7%). The largest percentage of Klockner-Moeller component failures were detected
during surveillance testing (43%), followed by inspection activities (29%), operations (25%), and
maintenance (3%). However, because of the low number of reports applicable to this equipment,
these results may not be representative of the total population. No component-specific analysis
of method of detection was conducted for Klockner-Moeller equipment.
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Terminal Blocks (7%)

Miscellaneous Relays (7%) Breakers (19%)

Fuse Holders (4%)

f..

Control Transformers (7%) i , ':. , .----.....

. ,.,..1 /

jf

ii
i

i

j /.

Wiring (15%)
/ Starters/Contactors (33%)

//
/

i / "/

Thermal Overload Relays (7%)

Based on 27 Reports

Figure 3-20. Klockner-Moeller MCC Component Failures.

3.6.2.3 Subcomponent Failure Analysis (All Manufacturers)

To accurately represent the historical aging and degradation of MCC equipment, each of
the MCC components described above was broken down into its constituent subcomponents
(where applicable); each NPRDS report examined was attributed to the appropriate subcomponent
when identified. In addition to distinguishing these subcomponents, potential failure modes for
each of these subcomponents were also listed. This characterizatiun process was ultimately used
to identify those combinations of failed subcomponents/failure modes that were significant
(because of their high frequency of occurrence relative to other subcomDonent/failure mode
combinations).

The following paragraphs discuss the analysis of subcomponent failures (all
manufacturers) for each of five component categories (breakers, starters/contactors, miscellaneous
relays, wiring, and overload relays). These five categories were chosen based on the numerical
sufficiency of their supporting data; the remaining component groups (fuse holders, control
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i

transformers, switches, and terminal blocks) had an inadequate number of reports from which to
draw inferences regarding their relative reliability.

3.6.2.3.1 Breakers

A total of 389 reports were noted for MCC breaker failures. Of these reports, 3% (13)
were related to prior maintenance or testing of the equipment. The largest percentage of the
identified failures was attributable to breaker operating handles/linkages (18%). This was
followed by failures of the internal breaker operating mechanism (12%), the overcurrent trip
device (12%), and the trip mechanism (6%). A total of 32% of the failures were attributable to
unidentified subcomponents. However, a large fi'action of these reports may be considered to
result from subcomponents internal to the breaker itself, because many of these reports cite (1)
replacement of the breaker as a unit as the ultimate corrective action, (2) the lack of any failure
analysis performed because of the breaker being sealed and/or expendable, and (3) identification
of the "breaker" as the failed component. Hence, the other subcomponent categories external to
the breaker (operating handle, external wiring connections, and hardware) may be considered to
be somewhat less significant when the reports with unidentified subcomponents are included in
the evaluation.

The most predominant failure modes associated with MCC breakers (all manufacturers)
was normal wear/aging (27% of all breaker reports). Unidentified failure modes constituted 23%
of all breaker reports, followed by loss of adjustment/calibration (10%), binding/sticking (8%),
and broken or deformed parts (7%).

A total of 17% of all reports had both an unidentified failed subcomponent and failure
mode. The most significant combinations of identified subcomponent/failure mode (see Figure
3-21) include normal wear of the operating handle/linkage parts (12% of the reports with
identified subcomponents and failure modes), normal wear of the breaker internal operating
mechanism (6%), inadequate lubrication of the operating mechanism (5%), loss of calibration of
the overcurrent trip device (5%), contamination, pitting, or corrosion of the main contact surfaces
(5%), and loose electrical connections (4%).

3.6.2.3.2 Starters/Contactors

A total of 345 reports were applicable to starters/contactors of all manufacturers. Of these
reports, less than 2% (5) were the result of maintenance or testing activities. Of the remaining
reports, 36% were associated with auxiliary contact assemblies; 21% were because of the main
contactor mechanism, 17% were related to the contactor coil(s), and 9% for each of the main
contact surfaces and mechanical interlocks. (Note: Mechanical interlocks may not be used in
all applications; hence, the failure rate of these devices may actually be higher than 9%.) A total
of 4% of the reports failed to identify the problematic subcomponent.

The predominant failure modes associated with starters/contactors were also analyzed.
Of all failures, 25% were the result of binding or sticking, 14% were caused by contaminated,
pitted, or corroded parts, and 12% were caused by normal wear/aging. A total of 11% of the

reports had unidentified failure modes.
i
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Based on 231Reports

_umber Failure Mode (X) Failed Subcomponent (Y)

1 Dirty/pitted/corroded Operating mechanism
2 Deformed/broken Latches

3 Heat damage Contact surfaces

4 Cyclic fatigue Trip device

5 Binding/sticking Trip mechanism

6 Inadequate lubrication Aux. breaker contacts

7 Open circuit Casing
8 Fault Handle/interlock

9 Loose Electrical connections

10 Out of adjustment Terminations
11 Out of calibration Hardware

12 Nomaal wear Other

13 Cracked

14 High electrical resistance
15 Other

Figure 3-21. Significant MCCB Subcomponent/Failure Mode Combinations
(All Manufacturers).
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Less than 3% of all reporls had boih an unidentified failed subcoillpon¢lll aild failure
mode, The nlosi sienil'icant conlbinations of identified subcolllponent ;,illd failure nloctc (t:igure
3-22) include binding and/or sticking of tile auxiliary contacls (14<D oi" all reports with identified
failed subcoillponenl l.lnd failure mode), binding and/or slicking of lhe lliaill conlaclor illeCllanislil
(9%), and cont;.inlination, pittiri 7, or corrosion of both lhe main conlacl surfaces (7r_>) and
auxiliary contacts (6%),

3.6.2.3.3 Thermal Overload Relays

A total of 155 reports were noted for MCC thernlal overload relay failures, Of these

reports, 17 (11%) were related It) prior maintenance or testing of the equipment. Of the

remaining reports, tile largest percentage of identified failures was attributable to the overload

heater elements (17%). A total _)I 49% of the reports were the result of failtires of unidentified

subcomponents. The remaining porlion of the reports were dislributed across other overload relay

subconlponents in lesser percentages (6% related to tile contact mechanisnl, 3% each because of

mounting hardware, electrical _.onnections, and support blocks, etc.).

With respect to failure modes, the most common reason cited for thermal overload relay

failure was normal wear/aging (36%). Unidentified failure modes constituted 28% of all overload

reports, followed by loss of adjustment/calibration (5%), heat damage (5%), loose subcomponents

(5%), and broken or deformed parts (5%).

A total of 19% of all reports had both an unidentified stibcomponent and failure mode.

The only significant combination of identified subcomponent/failure mode noted was normal wear

of the heater elements (17% of the reports with identified subcomponents and failure modes);

normal wear of "other" components (9%) and open-circuiting of tile heater element (8%) were

also noted (see Figure 3-23).

3.6.2.3.4 Miscellaneous Relays

A total of 89 reports were applicable to miscellaneous relays of all manufacturers. None

of these reports was the result of maintenance or testing activities. A total of 45% of the reports

failed to identify tile problematic subcomponent. A total of 40% were associated with failure of

the relay coil; the remaining 15% of the reports were distributed among other subcomponents.

A total of15% of all miscellaneous relay failures (all illantlt'acturers) were associated with

a loss ()f calibration of the relay, 14% were caused by open circuits, and 12% were related to

electrical faults (short circuits). A total of 23% of the reports had unidentified failure modes.

Of all reports, 10% had both an unidentified l'ailed subcomponent and failure mode. The

most significant combinations of identified subcomponent/failure mode include open circuits of

the coil (28% of all reports with identified failed subcomponent and failure mode) and short

circuits of the coil (21c/_). See Figure 3-24.
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Failure Mode 1 Failed Subeomponent

15

Based on 297 Reports

Number Failure Mode Failed Subeomponent
1 Unknown Unknown

2 Dirty/pitted/corroded Connections

3 Deformed/broken Insulation (wiring)

4 Heat damage

5 Cyclic fatigue -co-n-tactmechanism

6 Binding/sticking Contact surfaces

7 Inadequate lubrication Auxiliary contacts

8 Open circuit Interlock
9 Fault Hardware

10 Loose Other

11 Out of adjustment/alignment
12 Normal wear

13 Cracked

14 High electrical resistance
15 Other

Figure 3-22. Significant Starter and Contactor Subcomponent/Failure Mode Combinations
(All Manufacturers).
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i

1 2 53 4
5 6 _'-" ./ 3 Failed Subcomponent

7
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Failure Mode 10 I I '
12

Based on 54 Reports
i

Number Failure Mode Failed Subcomponent

1 Dirty/pitted/corroded Trip device
2 Deformed/broken Connections

3 Heat damage Coil
,_._._,

4 Cyclic fatigue Contact mech.

5 Binding/sticking Contact surfaces

6 Open circuit Overload heater
7 Fault Bimetallic/eutectic device

8 Loose Hardware

9 Out of adjustment/alignment Other
10 Normal wear

11 Cracked

12 High electrical resistance

Figure 3-23. Thermal Overload Relay Subcomponent/Failure Mode Combinations (All
Manufacturers).
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Number Failure Mode Failed Subcomponent

1 Dirty/pitted/corroded Coil
2 Deformed/broken Contact mechanism

3 Heat damage Contact surfaces

4 Cyclic fatigue Auxiliary contacts

5 Binding/sticking Hardware

6 'Open circuit Other
7 Fauuk..............................................i..........................................................
8 Loose

9 Out of adjusunent/alignment
10 Normal wear

1i High electrical resistance

Figure 3-24. Miscellaneous Relay Subcomponent/Failure Mode Corr_binations (All
Manufacturers).
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3.6.2.3.5 Wiring

A total of 48 reports were applicable to wiring. Of these reports, 27% (13) were the
result of maintenance or testing activities. None of the reports failed to identify the problematic
subcomponent. A total of 63% were associated with failure of the wiring termination or
connector; 20% were related to failure of the insulation, 14% were caused by the conductor
failing, and the remaining reports were associated with other subcomponents (such as wiring
harnesses and other hardware).

With respect to failure modes associated with wiring, 37% of all wiring failures were
caused by loosening, 37% were caused by broken or deformed subcomponents, and 14% were
caused by electrical faults (short circuits). None of the reports had unidentified failure modes.

The most significant combinations of identified subconaponent/failure mode (Figure 3-25)
were loose connections/terminations (37% of all reports) and deformed or damaged insulation
(17%).

3.6.2.3.6 Other MCC Components

Because of the low number of failures reported for MCC control transformers, fuse
holders, switches, and terminal blocks (all manufacturers), no specific inferences can be drawn
concerning the reliability of their subcomponents or any associated failure modes. This relative
lack of failure reports (with respect to other MCC components), however, might also be
interpreted as an indication that no significant problems with these components exist.

3.6.2.4 Subcomponent Failure Analysis (Manufacturer Specific)

As previously indicated, the subcomponent and failure modes data associated with each
individual manufacturer of MCC equipment were evaluated; only four of the manufacturers
identified in Section 3.6.2.2 had subcomponent data that were sufficient to support this analysis.
The findings noted for these four classes of equipment are described in the Ibllowing subsections.

3.6.2.4.1 General Electric

3.6.2.4.1.1 GE Molded-Case Circuit Breakers

There were 109 reports identified as applicable to GE MCC breakers; of these reports,
only one failure was identified as being maintenance-induced. Failures for GE breakers by were
distributed by subcomponent as follows: 29% were caused by unidentified causes, 17% were
caused by failure of the operating handle/linkage, 12% were caused by the overcurrent trip
device, and 11% were attributed to the operating mechanism.

With respect to failure modes, 27% of the GE breaker failures were caused by normal
wear/end of life, 20% were caused by unidentified causes, 15% were caused by loss or inability
of the breaker to be calibrated, and 9% each were caused by broken/deformed and binding or
sticking parts.
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Based on 35 Reports

Number Failure Mode Failed Subcomponent

1 Dirty/pitted/corroded Connections
2 Deformed/broken Terminations

3 Heat damage Insulator

4 Open circuit Conductor
5 Fault Other

6 Loose

7 Other

Figure 3-25. Wiring Subcomponent/Failure Mode Combinations (All Manufacturers).
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Thirty-seven of the 108 failure reports (34%) had either an unidentified subcomponent or
failure mode. Based on the remaining 71 reports, the n-lostfrequent subcomponent/failure mode
combinations for these breakers were "normal" wear and loss of adjustment of the operating
handle/linkage (7% each), normal wear of the internal operating mechanism (7%), and loss of
calibration of the overcurrent trip device (6%).

3.6.2.4.1.2 GE Starters/Contactors

A total of" 152 reports were found concerning GE starters/contactors. Four of these
failures (3%) were identified as being maintenance-induced. Failures were distributed by
subcomponent as follows: 52% (77) of the noted failures were related to auxiliary contacts, 16%
were caused by failure of the main contactor mechanism, 11% were caused by coil failures, and
9% were associated with main contact surfaces.

Predominant failure modes were binding and sticking (26% or 38 reports), dirt, corrosion,
or pitting (15%), inadequate lubrication (9%), and unidentified causes (10%).

Fifteen of the 148 reports (10%) had either unidentified subcomponents or failure modes.
From the remaining 133 reports, the most significant combinations noted were binding or sticking
of the auxiliary contacts (23%), inadequate lubrication of the auxiliary contacts (10%),
deterioration of the main contact surfaces (9%), and deterioration of the auxiliary contact surfaces
(8%).

3.6.2.4.1.3 GE The,mal Overload P_W_VS

A total of 50 reports relating t_ rload relay failures were located; one of these
failures was maintenance-induced. 58% _ failures were caused by unidentified causes, 14%
were caused by failure of the heater element, and 12% were caused by a variety of other
subcomponents. In terms of failure modes, 52% (26) of the failures were caused by normal
wear/end of life, 12% by subcomponents being out of adjustment, and 10% were caused by
unidentified causes.

Because of the relatively high proportion of unidentified subcomponents and failure modes
present in these reports, no failure mode versus subcomponent inferences can be drawn about GE
overload relays in specific.

3.6.2.4.1.4 Other GE MCC Components

Because of the low number of failures recorded for GE MCC control transformers,

miscellaneous relays, fuse holders, terminal blocks, switches, and wiring, no specific inferences
can be drawn concerning these components.
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3.6.2.4.2 Westinghouse

3.6.2.4.2.1 Westinghouse Molded-Case Circuit Breakers

A total of 116 reports related to Westinghouse MCC breakers were found; 6 of these
failures (5%) were considered maintenance-induced. Failures were distributed by subcoinponent
as follows: 36% were associated with failure of the operating handle/linkage, 10% were caused
by the overcurrent trip device, 9% were caused by the operating mechanism, and 29% were
caused by unidentified causes.

With respect to failure modes, 38% of the failures were attributed to normal wear/end of
life, 14% to unidentified causes, 10% to breaker components being out of adjustment, and 10%
to broken/deformed parts.

A total of 35 of the 110 applicable reports had either an unidentified subcomponent or
failure mode. Examination of the remaining 75 reports indicated the following
subcomponent/failure mode combinations as being most significant: normal wear of the
operating handle/linkage (27%) and breakage or deformation of operating handle parts (8%).

3.6.2.4.2.2 Westinghouse Starters/Contactors

A total of 93 reports were associated with Westinghouse starter/contactor assemblies; 2
of these reports were identified as being maintenance-induced. Failures were distributed by
subcomponent as follows: 27% were caused by failure of the main contactor mechanism, 23%
were associated with auxiliary contacts, 16% were caused by failure of the contactor coil(s), and
10% were caused by contamination, pitting, or corrosion of the main contact surfaces.

With regard to failure modes, 25% of the failures were attributed to normal wear/end of
life, 19% to binding and sticking of the mechanism, 10% to breaker components being out of
adjustment or alignment, 10% to unidentified causes, and 9% to dirty, pitted, or corroded
subcomponents.

Eleven of the reports (12%) did not identify either the failed subcomponent or failure
mode. The remaining 80 reports indicated that the most significant combinations of
subcomponent/failure mode were normal wear of the auxi,ary contacts (9%), binding or sticking
of the main comactor mechanism (9%), and normal wear of the main contactor coil(s) (8%).

3.6.2.4.2.3 Westinghouse Thermal Overload Relays

A total of 75 reports applicable to Westinghouse thermal overload relays were generated.
Of these 75 reports, 15 (20%) were maintenance-induced. Failures were distributed by
subcompcnent as follows; 19% were caused by failure of the heater elements, 6% were caused
by contact surfaces and mechanisms, and 22% were related to other subcomponents. A total of
49% of the failures were associated with unidentified subcomponents.
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Predominant failure modes of the Westinghouse thermal overload relays were as follows:

30% of tile failures were attributed to normal wear/end of life, 7% to electrical open circuits, 7%

to broken/deformed parts, and 33% to unidentified causes.

A total of 39 of the 60 applicable reports failed to identify either the failed stlbcomponent

or the failure mode. No statistically significant st_bcomponent/failure mode combinations were

identified because of the small number of remaining reports (21).

3.6.2.4.2.4 Other Westinghouse MCC Components

Because of the low overall number of failures recorded for Westinghouse MCC control

transformers, miscellaneous relays, fuse holders, terminal blocks, wiring, and switches, no

specific inferences can be drawn concerning these components.

3.6.2.4.3 Gould/ITE

3.6.2.4.3.1 Gould/ITE Molded-Case Circuit Breakers

A total of 128 reports applicable to Gould/ITE MCC breakers were found. Six of these
failures (5%) were considered maintenance-induced. Failures were distributed by subcomponent

as follows: 32% were caused by unidentified causes, 18% were caused by failure of the breaker

operating mechanism, 15% were associated with the trip mechanism, and 12% were caused by

the overcurrent trip device.

With respect to failure modes, 30% of the failures were caused by unidentified causes,

12% to normal wear/aging, 11% to inadequate lubrication, 10% to binding/sticking, and because

of subcomponent loosening.

A total of 46 reports failed to identify either the affected subcomponent or failure mode.

The remaining 76 reports indicate the follewing significant combinations of failed subcomponent

and failure mode: inadequate lubrication of the internal operating mechanism (12%), binding or

sticking of the trip mechanism (11%), and electrical faults (short circuits) associated with the trip
device (10%).

3.6.2.4.3.2 Gould/ITE Starters/Contactors

A total of 55 reports applicable to Gould/ITE starters/contactors were found. Two of
these failures (4%) were considered maintenance-induced. Failures were distributed by

subcomponent as follows; 26% were caused by failure of the main contactor coil, 21% were

related to auxiliary contact assemblies, 13% each were caused by failure of the main contactor
mechanism and interlock mechanism, and 6% were caused by miscellaneous hardware associated
with the device.

Analysis of the starter/contactor failure modes produced the following results: 25% of the
failures were caused by binding or sticking, 17% to subcomponent loosening, and 11% to

contamination, pitting, or corrosion. A total of 19% of the reports had unidentified failure

mo< .s. Eleven reports failed to identify either the affected subcomponent or failure mode. The
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remaining 42 reports indicated the following significant combinations of failed subcomponent and
failure mode: binding and sticking of the auxiliary contact mechanism (14%), binding or sticking
of the contactor interlock mechanism (10%), and loosening of the starter/contactor hardware
(10%).

3.6.2.4.3.3 Other Gould/ITE MCC Components

Because of the low overall number of failures recorded for Gould/ITE MCC overload

relays, control transformers, miscellaneous relays, fuse holders, terminal blocks, wiring, and
switches, no specific inferences can be drawn concerning these components.

3.6.2.4.4 Cutler-Hammer

3.6.2.4.4.1 Cutler-Hammer Starters/Contactors

A total of 23 reports related to Cutler-Hammer starters and contactors were identified;
none of these reports was considered maintenance-induced. Failures were distributed by
subcomponent as follows; 30% were caused by problems related to the auxiliary contacts, 30%
were caused by failure of the contactor coil(s), 21% were associated with the main contactor
mechanism, and the remainder were the result of other/unidentified subcomponents.

Contaminated, pitted, or corroded contact surfaces, mechanism binding or sticking, or
electrical faults each accounted for 17% of the total number of failures. The remainder of reports
were distributed among the other failure modes.

No statistically significant subcomponent/failure mode combinations were identified for
this component because of the overall low number (23) of reports.

3.6.2.4.4.2 Other Cutler-Hammer MCC Components

Because of the low overall nuniber of failures recorded for Cutler-Hammer MCC breakers,

overload relays, control transformers, miscellaneous relays, terminal blocks, fuse holders, wiring,
and switches, no specific inferences can be drawn concerning these components.

3.6.2.5 Conclusions from NPRDS Review

As indicated above, the NPRDS data are not specific to age-related information. In many
instances, the scope was limited with respect to the number of plants and the time period
reported. Despite these limitations, several observations can be made about the various classes
of MCC components evaluated.

In general, breakers and starters/contactors are the MCC components subject to the highest
rate of failure; this can be substantiated by the high percentages of reports associated with these
components (35% and 32% for breakers and starters/contactors, respectively) in relation to other
MCC components. This behavior varies significantly, however, as a function of the manufacturer
of the equipment in question. For example, Gould/ITE MCCs appear to exhibit the highest rate
of breaker failure relative to other components within the same equipment; more than 53% of all
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reports related to Gould/ITE MCCs concerned breaker failures. This is in sharp contrast to
Cutler-Hammer equipment, in which only 9% of the reports were related to breakers. Similarly,
starter/contactor reports range from a low of 23% (Gould/ITE) to a high of 52% (Cutler-
Hammer). Hence, breaker and starter/contactor failures appear to be of varying concern based
on the manufacturer of the equipment installed. This also appears to be true of overload relays.
These components had the third highest percentage of failures (tbr all manufacturers combined),
yet this percentage varied from a low of 6% (for Gould/ITE) to a high of 22% (Westinghouse).

Whether considering individual components or all components as a whole, detection of
component failures was in general most prevalent during operations. A few components (such
as overload relays and switches) had smaller percentages of their total number of failures detected
during operation; however, these were the exception. This result seems to indicate that in
general, substantial portions of MCC component failures (i.e., 39% of all component failures) go
undetected until 1) the component is called on to perform its required function(s), or 2) the
functionality of the component is interrupted as a result of the failure. This may stem in part
from the difficulty present in accurately assessing the condition of certain components (during
inspection, maintenance, or testing), or the lack of application of maintenance, testing, or
inspection techniques which are effective at identifying the types of problems which ultimately
result in component failure.

From the analysis of the affected subcomponent(s) and failure modes associated with the
failures of each MCC component, the following observations were made:

1. Breakers. As indicated in Section 3.6.2.3.1, wear of the operating handle/linkage
accounted for the largest single percentage of identified failures for all manufacturers
(12%), followed by wear and inadequate lubrication of the internal operating
mechanism (11%). Little variation from this result was noted in the analysis of the
results for GE and Westinghouse equipment; however, the results for Gould/ITE
MCC breakers showed that binding, sticking, and inadequate lubrication of the
internal breaker mechanisms were predominant (collectively accounting for 23% of
reports for which the subcomponent and failure mode was identified). Also noted for
Gould/ITE equipment was the loss of calibration of the overcurrent trip device (10%).
Failure of the operating handle/linkage did not appear to be significant for this
manufacturer of MCC breaker. The data for the other equipment manufacturers
(Cutler-Hammer, Klockner-Moeller, etc.) were not sufficient to support any inferences
concerning subcomponent aging. Hence, for GE and Westinghouse equipment,
additional attention to the breaker operating handle/linkage mechanism is warranted.
Binding of the breaker internal operating mechanism (and/or deterioration of the
lubrication) appears to be much more significant in the aging of the Gould/ITE MCC
breakers.

2. Starters/Contactors. As noted in Section 3.6.2.3.2, binding and sticking of the
auxiliary contact assemblies accounted for the largest single percentage of identified
failures lk)r all manufacturers (14%), followed by binding and sticking of the main
contactor mechanism (9%). Contamination, pitting, or corrosion of the main and
auxiliary contact surfaces collectively accounted for 13% of the identified failures.
These results were comparable to those noted specifically for General Electric
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equipment; however, for Westinghouse starters/contactors, wear of the main contactor
coil was indicated (8% of the reports tk_rWestinghouse equipment), and binding or
sticking of the contact interlock mechanism and loose hardware were noted for
Gould/ITE equipment _'each accounting for 10% of the Gould/ITE reports). Hence,
binding, sticking, and !ubrication of the auxiliary contact mechanism associated with
all manufacturers' MCCs is significant and warrants additional consideration.
Binding of the main contactor and interlock mechanism as well as deterioration of the
main and auxiliary contact surfaces may also be significant factors (depending on
manufacturer).

3. Thermal Overload Relays. As described in Section 3.6.2.3.3, the only significant
combination of failed subcomponent/failure mode was normal wear of the overload
heater elements (17% of reports with idehtified subcomponent and failure mode). No
other combinations occurred with sufficient frequency to support any meaningful
inferences. The overload relay data present for each of the specific manufacturers
were likewise insufficient for these purposes.

4. Miscellaneous Relays. As indicated in Section 3.6.2.3.4, the majority of failures of
relays used in MCCs were associated with the relay coil; 28% and 21% of the failure
reports (with identified causes) were the result of open and short circuits of the coil,
respectively. No other combinations occurred with sufficient frequency to support
any meaningful inferences. The relay failure data present for each of the specific
manufacturers were likewise insufficient for these purposes.

5. Wiring. Loose connections and terminations accounted for 37% of all identifiable
failures (see Section 3.6.2.3.5); this was followed by damaged or deformed insulation
(17%). No other significant combinations were noted. Because of the generic nature
of wiring and terminations, this result is deemed to be applicable to all manufacturers
of MCC equipment.

In general, other MCC components (i.e., terminal blocks, fuse holders, and switches) make
up a small percentage of the failures noted (both for each specific manufacturer and for all
manufacturers collectively). Hence, it can be assumed that the aging of these components is not
a significant cause of MCCs failing to perform their required functions.

Maintenance-induced events accounted for varying percentages of the total number of
failure events recorded in each category (i.e., component, subcomponent, failure mode, and
manufacturer); although not considered an aging mechanism per se, these events do represent a
factor to be considered in the aging of the equipment. A high incidence of maintenance-related
degradations and/or failures may result fi'om several factors, including a high degree of difficulty
involved with performing the task, incorrect or inadequate maintenance procedures, maintenance
being conducted too frequently, and erosion of the skill/knowledge level of personnel maintaining
the equipment. The only component for which a significant fraction of maintenance-induced
events were noted was MCC wiring (27% of all reports related to wiring); this indicates that a
relatively high propensity for damage (or incorrect installation) of the wiring during or after
maintenance or testing exists.
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3.6.3 Evaluation of LER Data

NRC LERs are another source of MCC failure and degradation data. LERs are issued by
nuclear plant operators when equipment failures and plant operating events meet the reporting
requirements specified in 10 CFR 50.73.[3.108] As with NPRDS data, LERs are not
oriented directly toward recording data related to component aging. In addition, the criteria for
issuance of an LER do not encompass all component failures (especially those of little or no
consequence to plant safety). Hence, evaluation of LER data provides only a partial picture of
failure information; accordingly, the data may or may not be representative of general equipment
failure behavior. LER data can be used, however, as support for the findings derived from other
data sources (such as NPRDS), as well as for verification of postulated aging mechanisms.

The LERs used in this analysis covered the period from early 1980 through early 1992.
The abstracts of approximately 600 LERs were identified via keyword search of the LER
database maintained by Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Because of the structure o1' the LER
database, a variety of keywords (including MCC, MCCB, starter, contactor, relay, and control
transformer) were used in an attempt to locate all of the pertinent reports. Each of the reports
generated by this search was individually reviewed; in cases where the applicability of a given
report to a topic could not be reliably determined, the report was discarded. Of the 600 reports
reviewed, 47 were ultimately retained. These reports were then categorized by component and
sabcomponent and failure mode; categorization by manufacturer was not practical because of the
lack of consistent component manufacturer data, as well as the low number of total reports. The
results of this analysis are tabulated in Table 3-6 and shown in Figures 3-26 through 3-28.
Detailed analyses of the LERs (for each MCC component) are included in Sections 3.6.3.1
through 3.6.3.10 below.

3.6.3.1 MCC Structural Components (Including Metal Housing, Bus Structure,
Terminals, and Disconnects)

The data contained in the LER database described seven events, from six separate plants,
related to the MCC structural components. Two events involved the misalignment ot'a cubicle
door, whereby the door would not shut properly, causing the tripping of an auxiliary transformer
and the binding of the interlock mechanism, respectively. Five of the events pertained to the bus
bar and power stabs and are broken down as follows: two of these five were caused by
inadequate contact between the stabs and bus bars (coupled with dust in o_,cevent), two failures
were caused by high resistance electrical connections, and one failure was maintenance induced
where the cubicle had not been properly secured and latched. No failures of the metal housing
itself were noted.

3.6.3.2 Molded-Case Circuit Breakers

The data contained in the LER database covered 14 plants during the period of the search.
A total of 20 events occurred. Of these, five failures (25%) were caused by "normal" wear-out
of the component, five (25%) were caused by loose connections on the breaker, three caused high
resistances leading to overheating or arcing of the breaker (one of which was a defecti ee internal
connection), one (5%) was maintenance induced upon installation, causing binding of the
undervoltage device cradle actuator blade against the breaker case; two failures (10%) were
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caused by an internal mechanical defect/failure of the mechanical latch, two originated from
internal electrical defects, and the last three (15%) were attributed to malfunctioning with no
stated source for the failures.

3.6.3.3 Magnetic Starters/Contactors

Ten reports were located relating to magnetic starters and contactors. Of these ten reports,
six (60%) were caused by binding or sticking of some portion of the starter/contactor mechanism,
and one failure each was attributed to normal end of life, heat damage, loss of adjustment, and
unknown causes.

Table 3-6. Licensee Event Report (LER) Data, Motor Control Centers (All
Manufacturers)

...........................

Failed Component Failure Mode (see definitions below)
-, .........

Total 1 2 3 4 5 ] 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
.....,,,

Circuit Breaker 16 0 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 2
,.,

Thermal Overload 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
............ | ,, • , ,,

Starter/Contactor 6 0 4 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.................. -

Miscellaneous Relays 6 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 I 0 0
................

Control Transformers 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
...... , L __

Terminal Blocks/Wires 8 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
,,,,,, ..............

Housing/Bus Bar/Stabs 8 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0
r .................. --

Fuse Holders 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
...... , ,.

Other 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.......

1 5 6 11 6 0 0 1 6 3 7 0 2
..... --- _

Failure Modes Defined
.............

1 Inadequate/contaminated lubrication 8 Broken weld
2 Mechanical binding or sticking 9 High electrical resistance (including

3 Out of adjustment pitted/dirty contacts)
4 Loose 10 Electrical fault

5 Normal wear 1i Improper maintenance
6 Heat damage 12 Other
7 Broken cr deformed 13 Unknown

................
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Other (2%)

Bus Bars, Structure, and Housing (17%)

Circuit Breakers (34%)

Miscellaneous Relays (13%) .t/'/ Starter/Contactor (13%)

Con_ol Tr_sformer (2%) Overload Relays (2%)

Based on 47 Reports

Figure 3-26. Licensee Event Report (LER) Component Failure Data (All Manufacturers).
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Broken or Deformed (4%) Other (2%)

.............. Binding/Sticking (11%)
"-- ,.,,,..,

"-..,.

Maintenance Induced (13%) "'")
//

//

/

/// Out of Adjustment (13%)Electrical Fault (6%)

High Resistance (13%)

i

,//

,(
Heat Damage (2%) Loose (23%)

Normal Wear (13%)

Based on 47 Reports

Figure 3-27. Licensee Event Report (LER) Component Failure Modes (All Manufacturers).
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Based on 47 Reports

Number Failure Mode Failed Subcomponent

1 Inadequate lubrication IMCCB

2 Binding Contactor

3 Out of adjustment/calibration Overload
4 Loose Control transformer

5 iNormal wear Misc. relays

6 Heat damage Wiring/terminations

7 Deformed/broken Bus bar/power distribution
8 Weld failure Other

9 High electrical resistance
10 Fault

Figure 3-28. LER Component/Failure Mode Combinations (All Manufacturers).
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3.6.3.4 Thermal Overload Relays

The data in the LER search identified two failures pertaining to thern3al overload relays.
One failure was caused by improper installation in which the overload relay trip coils were not
of sufficient capacity for the in-rush current. The failure to delecl this deficiency was because
of inadequate inspection and post-installation testing. The second failure was not attributed to
a particular cause.

3.6.3.5 Miscellaneous Relays

The data in the LER search identified six fifilures of MCC relays from six separate units.
Each of these six failures originates from six dift_rent failure mechanisms. These failures were
caused by the following: high resistance leading to coil failure, dirty contacts leading to cycling,
setpoint drift (attributed to unstated causes), a misaligned relay causing it to,jam against its cover
plate, and a mechanical defect where the movable contact became dislodged from its spring
loaded mount; the final LER failure was maintenance induced, resulting in an incorrect tap setting
following calibration.

3.6.3.6 Control Transformer

One LER was identified for control transformers; in this case, the transformer fai!ed
because of an electrical fault (ground) on the transformer winding. The cause of this fault was
unidentified.

3.6.3.7 Terminal Blocks and Wires

The data in the LER search identified eight failures of the MCC terminal blocks and wires
from eight separate plants. Five of these failures were caused by loose connections or terminal
block mountings. One of the eight failures was caused by insulation breakdown, resulting in a
trip. One failure was caused by a fault (short circuit) in the wiring, and the last failure was
caused by improper installation of an MCC component, causing crimping of the wires.

3.6.3.8 Fuse Holders

One failure c_fthe MCC control wiring system was noted; it was caused by metal fatigue
of a fuse holder.

3.6.3.9 Switches

No failures related to locally mounted MCC switches were noted in the LERs.
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3.6.3.10 Conclusions from LER Review

The following observations were noted with respect to the LERs:

1. With respect to MCC breakers, no one single subcomponent or failure mode was
significant. Breakers identified in the LERs appeared to fail for a wlriety of reasons,
the most numerous being normal wear and/or loosening of some subcomponent.

2. Binding or sticking of the starter/contactor mechanism (which may include the main
contactor mechanism, auxiliary contacts, and interlock) appears to be the most
significant source of MCC subcomponent failures.

3. The data for overload relays, control transformers, and miscellaneous relays show no
clear trends with regard to affected subcomponents or failure modes.

4. Loose or broken wire connections and terminations resulted in a substantial

percentage (13%) of the failures noted.

5. Maintenance-induced events constitute a sizable proportion (15%) of the failures
reported.

It should be noted that the volume of LER data upon which these observations are based
(47 reports total) is small in comparison with the number of NPRDS findings; hence, Lr'_
information must be evaluated in conjunction with the other data sources.

3.6.4 Studies Providing Industry-Wide Operating Experience for Motor Control
Centers

3.6.4.1 NUREG/CR-5053: Operating Experience and Aging Assessment of
Motor Control Centers

Brookhaven National Laboratory issued "Operating Experience and Aging Assessment of
Motor Control Centers,"[3.29] which documents data from LERs, Nuclear Power Experience
(NPE), NPRDS, and direct correspondence with several nuclear utilities over a 10-year period
(1976-1986) for an assessment of MCC aging. The report characterized aging effects that, if left
unchecked, could possibly lead to age-related degradation of MCC components, potentially
impacting plant safety. This report discussed those maintenance practices relevant to MCCs, as
well as their effectiveness at detecting significant component aging before a loss of functionality.

The predominant failure modes (defined in the study as the basic manner in which an
MCC component fails) identified in NPRDS, based on the approximate percentage of total
failures, include:

• Failure to close (23%)
• Open circuit (15%)
• Tripped (_5%)
• Would not operate (!4%)
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• Failed to open (8%)
• Out of adjustment (7%)
• Loose connection (6%)

• Short/ground (6%)
• Unspecified (4%)
• Failure to trip (2%)

The predominant failure causes (defined in the study as the actual malfunction that led
to component degradation or failure) identified in NPRDS, based on the approximate percentage
of total failures, include'

• Unreported (21%)
• Other(19%)
• Sticking/foreign material (13%)
• Overheating (8%)
• Setpoint drift (8%)
• Mechanical failure (7%)

• Normal operation (7%)
• Binding (5%)
• Surface deterioration (5%)
• Mechanical interference (4%)
• Other system failure (3%)

Figures 3-29 and 3-30 illustrate the breakdown of subcomponent failures (for NPRDS and
LER data, respectively) based on the research data of NUREG/CR-5053.[3.291 See also Figures
3-14 and 3-26.

The significant conclusions of this assessment are summarized below"

1. A majority of age-related failures in MCCs were attributed to circuit breakers and
"miscellaneous" relays (collectively accounting for 50% of all reported failures noted).
Starters/contactors and overload relays had the highest occurrence of failure among
the remaining components.

2. The most frequent cause of MCC component failure was dirt and foreign materials,
causing electrical devices to stick.

3. A significant number of failures were caused by wear during normal operation.

4. Failures were more prevalent in systems functioning intermittently (during normal
plant operation or test conditions) rather than continuously.

5. LERs indicated that truman error (improper maintenance, inadequate procedures, etc.)
constituted approximately 15% of the total number of reports.
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Relay (12%)

Circuit Breakers (36%)

Coil (12%)

Overload (11%)

Transformers (2%)
Contactor (10%)

Wire/Terminal (4%)

Trip Device (7%) Fuse (6%)

Figure 3-29. NUREG/CR-5053 Subcomponent Failures (NPRDS).
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Relay (23%) Circuit Breakers (33%)

Coil (7%)

Overload (9%) _ Transformers (3%)

Contactor (10%) Wire/Terminal (13%)

Trip Device (2%)

Figure 3-30. NUREG/CR-5053 Subcomponent Failures (LER and NPE).
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3.6.4.2 Wyle Laboratories: Comprehensive Aging Assessment of Circuit
Breakers and Relays for Nuclear Plant Aging Research Program,
Phase II

"Comprehensive Aging Assessment of Circuit Breakers and Relays for Nuclear Plant
Aging Research Program, Phase I1"[3.30] assessed inspection, surveillance, and monitoring (ISM)
techniques used for aging management of MCCBs. The MCCB ISM methods consisted of nine
methods of testing currently used in the industry as well as eight additional advanced ISM
techniques. The test specimens consisted of 11 breakers of varying ages from five different
manufacturers that were solicited from various nuclear plant operators, non-nuclear facilities, and
manufacturers. The current and advanced ISM methods used in the study are listed below.

Current ISM Techniques Used

• Visual Inspection
• Operation
• Pole Resistance
• Insulation Resistance
• Mechanical Actuation
• 100% Rated Current Hold-In
• 135% Rated Current Hold-In
• 300% Overcurrent

• Instantaneous Trip

Advanced ISM Techniques Used

• Infrared Pyrometry
• Infrared Scanning
• On-Contact Temperature
• Vibration Testing
• Acoustic Testing
• Ion Detection
• 600% Overload
• Dielectric

Significant findings of the assessment include the followin);:

1. Visual inspection and mechanical actuation of the 11 breakers proved beneficial in
predicting problems more evident in other ISM techniques. Evidence of overheating
and discoloration on some of the breakers was a somewhat reliable indication that

other tests performed subsequently on the breaker would result in identification of a
problem.

2. Pole resistance was measured in the as-received condition and after testing of the
breaker was completed. Pole resistance showed a tendency to increase with age. In
addition, a lack of operation appears to increase this resistance (i.e., the pole
resistance of the breakers being tested decreased as the breakers were operated more).
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In general, pole resistance variations or increases did not correlate with problems
found in other ISM techniques.

3. The 100% and '35% rated current hold-in tests indicated somewhat expected results
in that the 135% test produced temperatures averaging 10°F higher than those
produced by the 100% test. No significant results or trends (individually or in
correlation with other ISM methods) were noted.

4. The 300% overcurrent test resulted in a number of failures. An 18-year ITE
KMB2F800 breaker failed on one pole from the distortion of the thermal trip element,
which was traced to a loose connection. A 10-year old K!ockner-Moeller NZMH6-
100 circuit breaker failed to trip on all three poles because of interference with the
thermal element from shrink tubing that was damaged by heating caused by the
bvercurrent. Visual inspection of one breaker showed failure attributed to overcurrent
effects. In addition, the 300% overcurrent test showed an age-related trend.

5. The instantaneous trip testing yielded failure in four of the 11 breakers tested. The
ITE KMB2F800 breaker failed because of overheating as it had during tests of its
thermal trip unit. The Klockner-Moeller NZMH6-40 failed because of distortion of
the trip pin. Two 18-year-old Westinghouse HFB31550 breakers failed as well. One
of these failures was attributed to a missing spring in the trip mechanism. No cause
was detected for the other failure.

The infrared pyrometry, infrared scanning, and on-contact temperature tests measured the
temperature of various MCCB components under varying conditions. No significant differences
between the devices at 100% rated current were noted in MCCBs during the infrared pyrometry
test. No significant age-related degradation was noted in the infrared scanning test. The on-
contact temperature test did, however, show a trend of increasing breaker temperature with age
(based on measurement of pole temperature at 100% rated current).

Vibration and acoustic tests showed differences in vibration and acoustic properties
between the various breakers used in the study. However, these varying properties could not be
confidently attributed to age based on the diverse backgrounds of the breakers.

3.6.4.3 Environmental Testing of Class 1E AC Motor Control Center for
Nuclear Power Plants

"Environmental Testing of Class 1E MCC for Nuclear Power Plants (NPP)" [3.109]
reported on the testing of an MCC that was subjected to a high temperature/humidity
environment and pressure pulses simulating the effects of a high energy steam line break in a
BWR Mark I containment structure. This testing was based on an NRC requirement that plants
with Class 1E MCCs located in the reactor building demonstrate the MCC's capability to
withstand a DBE. The capabilities of the starter (to start or stop the motors) and motor operated
valves were tested; the structural integrity of the MCC cabinet was also tested because of the
possibility it might impair the functional capabilities of the components contained within.
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Located within the MCC tested was a NEMA size 3 full voltage non-reversing starter and
a NEMA size 2 full voltage reversing starter. The reversing starter failed to operate on demand
after the temperature/high humidity test. Post-test inspection revealed a short circuit in the
control power transformer caused by insulation breakdown. Epoxy-encapsulated control power
transformers were installed and the MCC was retested. The results of the test were deemed

acceptable. Subsequent similar tests proved that a dc MCC could also function in the post-
accident atmosphere.

3.6.4.4 Nuclear Maintenance Applications Center (NMAC) Maintenance Guide
on Molded-Case Circuit Breakers

EPRI NP-7410 (Volume 3) documents failure data for MCCBs used in nuclear plant

applications. The study reviewed failure reports collected from NPRDS, the NRC (i.e., NUREGs,
LERs, Information Notices, and Bulletins), and other sources. The results of this study (based
on NPRDS data and shown in Figure 3-31) indicate the following:

1. The single, most common type of failure associated with MCCBs relates to the
overcurrent trip device (37% of the reports analyzed). Damaged/broken parts, loss
of calibration, improper setting, and degraded material properties were noted as
applicable failure modes.

2. Nearly two-thirds (61%) of the failures noted in the data were attributable to the
overcurrent trip device and operating mechanism (collectively). Dried lubricant, loss
of alignment/adjustment, and worn or broken parts were cited as common failure
modes.

3. Electrical devices (relays, switches, auxiliary contacts, etc.) and main current-carrying
components (main contacts, arc chutes, and wiring terminals) each accounted for 12%
of the failures. Failure modes for the electrical devices included coil failure and

dirty/damaged contacts; those identified for the main current components were pitted,
eroded, or dirty contacts, and damaged or otherwise degraded arc chutes.

4. Wiring and cable terminations were responsible for 10% of the failures; loose, dirty,
mis-sized, and damaged wires, terminals, or connectors were cited.

5. There was little or no relation noted between insulation resistance and breaker

performance or failure.

i
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(24Operating Mechanism Overcurrent Trip (37%)

Electrical Devices (12%) __':

\

\, //

'\_// Frame (5%)
Main Current Devices (12%)

Wiring (10%)

Figure 3-31. Breaker Subcomponent Failures (NPRDS) EPRI/NMAC Molded-Case Circuit
Breaker Maintenance Guide.

3.6.5 Overall Conclusions Regarding Equipment Historical Performance

As discussed in the previous sections, three sources of historical information were used
in this guideline to characterize historical MCC component performance: (1) NPRDS data, (2)
LER data, and (3) information provided by previous analyses and reports relating to MCCs and
their components. These sources each provide a somewhat different perspective on MCC
component aging; however, because of differences in the scope and analysis techniques
employed, direct comparison of the results is not possible and may produce misleading results.
For example, the classification of several components, subcomponents, and failure modes varies
between each of the documents; a subcomponent specifically identified and separated in one
document may be grouped together with other similar subcomponents in another. Additionally,
the percentage of failure reports (of the total reviewed) in which failed subcomponents and/or
failure modes were unidentified is ,not provided in some documents; this introduces additional
uncertainty into the comparison of results from those documents that did account for unidentified
failures.
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Despite these limitations, several generic trends and problems associated with specific
MCC components (and operating conditions) can be identified in each of the sources described
above; when viewed collectively, these sources provide the following insights into MCC aging
and degradation:

1. Circuit breakers and starters/contactors failures are in general most prevalent;
however, this result will vary based on the individual manufacturer of the equipment.

2. Starter/contactor mechanisms appear to be susceptible to mechanical binding and
sticking. This appears to be especially prevalent in auxiliary contact assemblies, but
may affect other mechanisms such as the main contactor and the forward/reverse
contact interlock. Dirt, foreign material, and degraded or otherwise inadequate
lubrication was often cited as the root cause of these failures.

3. Wear, misadjustment, or binding of the operating handle/linkage for MCC breakers
(where equipped) was significant for several manufacturers of MCC (including
General Electric and Westinghouse). Similarly, problems associated with the internal
breaker operating mechanism (inadequate lubrication, binding, etc.) and overcurrent
trip device (loss of calibration) were common to all manufacturers.

4. Exposure of MCCBs to fault conditions may damage the breaker internals (including
the main current-carrying components) and may ultimately preclude its proper
performance. Damage to the breaker appears to be a function of the magnitude,
duration, and number of exposures to fault current.

5. Normal wear attributed to operation appears to be a commonly cited cause of
component failure. The evaluation of wear as being normal or abnormal cannot
realistically be conducted for each plant failure (especially in those components
whose failure cause may not be readily determined, such as MCCBs); accordingly,
many of the failures termed "normal" may, in fact, be caused by age-related
degradation or other anomalous conditions. Hence, these reports lack the degree of
specificity necessary to accurately assess their contribution to the failure rate/failure
mode data for a given component.

6. Loose, damaged, or high resistance electrical connections and terminations appear to
be a relatively significant cause of MCC failures; although wiring and wiring-related
failures were assigned a separate category for the analysis, evidence of loose or high
resistance electrical connections and terminations was present in all component
categories. A large fraction of failures associated with wiring, terminations, and
electrical connections appear to be caused by maintenance, inspection, or testing
performed on the equipment prior to the failure.

7. Thermal overload relay heater elements may be somewhat susceptible to aging
(compared to other parts of the overload relay), as these subcomponents were most
often cited in overload relay failure reports.
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8. Coil failure (open- or short-circuiting) appears to be a prevalent cause of
miscellaneous relay failure.

i

9. Failures associated with control transformers, switches, fuse holders, and terminal
blocks were far less numerous than those of the other components discussed above
(breakers, starters, overloads, etc.) and do not appear to occur with sufficient
frequency to warrant any special consideration.
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4. APPLICABLE STRESSORS AND AGING MECHANISMS

4.1 Determination of Stressors Acting on Components

During operation, MCCs and MCC components are exposed to a number of stressors that
can lead to deterioration. These stressors may act individually or in combination with one
another to produce an aging mechanism. The following discussion of stresses is provided to
facilitate development of the discussion of aging mechanisms and age-related degradation that
may occur in MCCs. The potential stresses are:

• Temperature (ambient and internally generated)
• Voltage
° Mechanical/electrical cycling
• Non-seismic vibration
• Radiation

Although not directly producing stress, humidity, moisture, dirt, dust, and contaminants
may enhance the effects of the stressors acting on the MCCs and can lead to deterioration of the
MCC components.

Temperature

Temperature exposure causes thermal deterioration of organic materials used in MCCs as
insulators and structural members of the control center subcomponents. Temperatures affecting
MCCs are associated with the ambient environment and temperature rise from ohmic heating of
the components internal to the MCC. Normally, control circuits (e.g., motor operated valve
control circuits) of MCCs are de-energized or carry small currents; therefore, little ohmic heating
occurs in the control circuit wiring. However, components such as control transformers, primary
circuits (including molded-case circuit breakers), relays, and some control circuits (such as pump
and fan control circuits) can produce substantial amounts of heat (because of continuous
energization or current flow). Thermal deterioration has the potential for causing failures in the
form of insulation breakdown, loss of structural integrity of organic materials (caused by
thermally induced cracking), and deterioration of lubricants. Ohmic heating of primary circuit
components can be appreciable especially if high resistance connections develop at terminations,
bus junctions, disconnects, or main contacts. Development of a high resistance connection in a
primary current-carrying path can cause rapid deterioration of the surrounding insulating material
because of the heat generate__ Generally, the ambient temperature surrounding MCCs is
controlled between 21°C and 29 C [70°F and 85°F] and does not reach the 40°C [104°F] normal
temperature limit assumed in MCC design and manufacturing standards. MCCs are infrequently
located in areas having harsh environments. (See Section 3.5.2 for a discussion of harsh
environments.)

Voltage

Stressors associated with the electrical functions of MCC components may also lead to
age-related degradation. Electrical stressors are caused by extreme voltage gradients from
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overvoltage transients, spikes, or fault interruption. These stressors can result in short circuiting
of components, flashover to ground or between phases, or restrike. Excessive voltages can lead
to deterioration of the contact surfaces in magnetic contactors, relays, and circuit breakers, and
provide a source of heat for thermal degradation. Fault currents and inductive surges/electrical
transients can cause stresses that contribute to insulation breakdown and contact deterioration.

Fault currents are especially degrading to MCCBs, causing damage to the main and arcing
contact surfaces, leading to contact burning and erosion. In addition, a high number of fault
current interruptions can damage the insulating material in the arc-chutes and cause them to crack
or break. Fault currents may cause annealing of the bimetallic trip elements found in MCCBs,
changing their material characteristics and causing significant shifts in thermal element trip
points.

Energization at normal design voltage levels does not significantly stress MCC
components; however, it can cause problems when combined with dirt, humidity, or thermal
deterioration. In MCCs, voltage and humidity can affect energized insulation that is dirty or
deteriorated and cause surface tracking paths between phase and ground and adjacent phases.
Moisture in the tracking path will allow larger leakage currents to flow. The leakage current
flow will cause the moisture in the tracking path to evaporate; the leakage current will tend to
remain constant such that the current density in the tracking path increases as moisture
evaporates. This can result in localized burning of the insulation and ultimately insulation failure.

Thermally deteriorated insulation, when exposed to humidity and dirt, may lose not only
its surface insulating properties (in the form of surface current tracking), but also its volumetric
insulating properties. Thermally deteriorated insulation is most frequently brittle and prone to
cracking. Leakage current, in addition to propagation across the surface of the insulation, may
travel through the thickness of the insulation, eventually resulting in flashover. Reasonable
inspection and care of primary insulation systems will detect surface and volumetric deterioration
before it becomes severe.

Contaminants and moisture, in combination or acting independently, can result in
deterioration of the MCC structural components; the housing may corrode and/or rust if exposed
to contaminants and/or moisture such that the structural members and fasteners will weaken. In

some instances, foreign matter may also affect the contact surfaces of relays, magnetic contactors,
and MCCBs, potentially interfering with the performance of a component's required functions.
Exposure to contaminants may degrade electrical components via increased friction (leading to
wear), formation of electrical leakage paths, stiffening or freezing of moving components,
hardening of lubricants, and embrittlement of non-metallic materials.[4.1]

Mechanical/Electrical Cycling

Mechanical cycling (a cycle being defined as one open and close operation) of MCC
components places stress on these components and may cause them to degrade or deteriorate with
time. Mechanical cycling can vary significantly within the MCC enclosure, because different
loads are served through individual starter units and have differing cyclic operating requirements.

Separate arcing contacts are not used on all molded-case circuit breakers.
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Table 4-1. Stressors, Aging Mechanisms, Potential Failure Modes

Stress Intensifiers Aging Mechanism Age-Related Degradation Potential Failure Mode Comments

Ambient Temperature Ohmic heating Gradual deterioration Binding and high friction in Stalled or slowed open or Generally a slow process; will
of lubricants mechanism close operation of relays, occur more rapidly in elevated

contactors, or MCCBs ambient temperatures

Ohmic heating Gradual deterioration Loss of electrical and Loss of in_,ulating properties, Generally a slow long-term
of insulation mechanical properties potenti_ i_r flashover of process

component insulation

Ohmic heating Material Thermally induced cracking Loss of structural integrity
embrittlement

Excessive ohmic Rapid deterioration Rapid loss of electrical and Flashover of insulation of May occur relatively rapidly

heating from high of insulation, mechanical properties power-carrying components

.1_ resistance at possible burning and
' primary circuit fires

connections

Ohmic heating, Annealing of Significant shift in thermal Nuisance MCCB tripping or
fault current bimetallic trip element setpoint failure to trip when required

element

Mechanical Cycling Deteriorated High friction Mechanical wear Binding and slowing of
lubricants between moving contactor or MCCB

parts mechanism

Operation under Deterioration of Damage to contact surfaces, Degraded function of MCCB Inspection and appropriate
Ihult current or components arc chutes, other components maintenance after fault current

high electrical operation to ensure continued
loads function

Non-seismic Vibration Cyclic wear/fatigue Wear of components, loss of Friction or binding;
tolerances, misalignment component deformation or

breakage of contactors or

relays
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Table 4-1. Stressors, Aging Mechanisms, Potential Failure Modes (continued)

Stress Intensifiers Aging Mechanism Age-Related Degradation Potential Failure Mode Comments

Voltage* Dirt/humidity on Surface current Decreasing surface resistance, Flashover Generally a slow process; may
insulator surfaces tracking on insulation dry banding damage be more rapid in presence of

thermal deterioration; effects

vary depending on
configuration

Thermal Loss of volumetric Increased surface and Flashover Of concern for insulations in an
deterioration with and surface volumetric leakage currents advanced state of deterioration

humidity insulation properties

Surges or electrical Breakdown of coil Loss of electrical and Open circuited coil, failure of
transients insulation mechanical properties component in deenergized

state

Contaminants and/or Temperature Housing material Corrosion and/or rust Loss of structural integrity Detectable by inspection
moisture (in housing) degradation

Contaminants (in Degraded lubricant High friction Wear of mechanism Binding of mechanism Detectable by inspection**
various mechanisms) between moving

parts

Lubricant hardening Stiffening or freezing of joints Binding of mechanism Detectable by inspection

Contaminants (on Moisture Surface current Decreasing surface resistance Loss of insulating properties,
insulators) tracking on arc-chute by dry banding damage flashover

insulating material

Contaminants (on High current Degradation of Pitting or corrosion of contact Arcing, contact welding
contact surfaces) electrical components surfaces

* Energization at normal design voltage levels is not significant; however, it can cause problems when combined with other stressors.

** Detection by inspection not generally possible for mechanisms located within MCCBs.
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eventually crack (i.e., lose its mechanical properties). Cracking of the insulation allows reduction
oz"even complete loss of tile insulator's electrical properties (especially in the presence of
moisture), leading to the potential for flashover to ground or between phases. The temperature
rise from ohmic heating of the conductor will accelerate the deterioration. MCC insulators are
designed to withstand normal ambient and normal loadings for long durations (i.e., thermally
induced degradation will occur very slowly). However, elevated ambient temperatures or
excessive ohmic heating may cause early failure. The excessive ohmic heating that accompanies
high resistivity connections can lead to more rapid insulation deterioration such that rather rapid
insulation failure and flashover, and possibly burning, could occur. High resistivity connections
could develop for each of these components because of (1) improper connection of bus bars and
the bus joint, (2) poor mating of the main contacts, and (3) poor mating of the primary
disconnects. High resistance connections have been noted in MCCs, and the potential for failure
of the insulating components as a result of a loss of electrical and mechanical properties indie_tes
that this aging mechanism is significant.

Loss of Surface Insulating Properties

In MCCs, voltage and humidity can affect energized insulation that is dirty or deteriorated
and cause surface tracking paths on the insulator between phase and ground and adjacent phases.
Dry tracking paths generally have high enough insulation values to prevent immediate flashover.
However, moisture in the tracking path will allow larger leakage currents to flow. The leakage
current flow will cause the moisture in the tracking path to evaporate because of ohmic heating.
In addition, the leakage current will tend to remain constant such that the current density in the
tracking path increases as moisture evaporates. Near the point where there is no longer moisture
to conduct the current, localized burning of the insulation can occur. The process is called "dry
banding" and causes an incremental amount of damage each time it occurs. Left uncontrolled,
arc tracking and dry banding will eventually lead to a conductive track and insulation failure.
In addition, heavy accumulations of dirt and other airborne contaminants could cause a
conduction path to accumulate on the insulation that could allow breakdown between phases or
phase to ground especially when condensation occurs. It should be noted that this discussion
relates to standoff insulators where surface insulation properties are important.

Loss of Volumetric Insulating Properties

Another aging mechanism, loss of volumetric insulating properties, can result from the
simultaneous exposure of thermally deteriorated insulation to temperature, voltage, humidity, dirt,
and contaminants. Cracking produced by thermal stress can provide a leakage current path
through the thickness of the insulation. In addition, humidity, dirt, and contaminants can reduce
the surface resistance of the insulation such that the leakage current also travels across the surface
of the insulation. This loss of both volumetric and surface insulating properties allows leakage
current to flow through the thickness of the insulation as well as across its surface such that
flashover to ground or between phases could occur.

A review of industry-wide operating experience indicates that a loss of volumetric and
surface insulating properties has occurred during plant operation, and has caused insulation
flashover. IE Circular 77-03, "Fire Inside a Motor Control Center,"[4.2] documents an MCC
fire caused by a high resistance connection between the vertical bus and stab connector assembly.
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The heating produced by the high resistance connection resulted in a breakdown of the insulation
system.

The existence of surface current tracking and loss of volumetric and surface insulating
properties has been documented. Because of the catastrophic nature of the resulting failure, both
surface current tracking and loss of volumetric insulating properties are considered to be
significant aging mechanisms.

High Resistance Electrical t_.onnections

High resistance electrical connections can affect buswork (including the ground bus) and
chassis ground connections. High resistance is caused by either poor mating surface contact
(caused by a loose connection or fastener, foreign material, or corrosion/oxidation of the mating
surface itself), or sharp bends/current flow restrictions near crimps or terminations. As discussed
in IE Circular 77-03 above, high resistance electrical connections may result in excessive heating
(and damage to other components) and potentially fire.

Loosening/Loss of Fasteners

Over-torquing of fasteners may result in elongation and thread damage, which may then
lead to premature failure or loosening when coupled with mechanical stress and/or vibration.
Reference 4.3 indicates that erroneous torque values may result in an elevated rate of fastener
failure. Similarly, fasteners subject to various external stresses (such as non-seismic vibration)
may loosen with time and eventually be lost. Over-torquing and loss of fasteners, while not a
direct aging mechanism, could cause loss of structural integrity or affect electrical connections.

[4.4, 4.5, 4.6]

4.2.1.2 Molded-Case Circuit Breakers

The aging mechanisms associated with MCCBs are:

• contact surface degradation
• fatigue
• component wear
• loose or high resistance electrical connections or terminations
• thermal trip setpoint variations
• deterioration of lubricants

• current limiting fuse failure
• surface current tracking/loss of insulating properties
• thermally induced degradation

MCCBs generally require little attention and are expected to perform under fault conditions.
Industry-wide operating experience indicates, however, that MCCBs are susceptible to various
forms of age-related degradation. If not checked through periodic testing and preventive
maintenance, these degradations can lead to breaker failure and the resulting compromise of
required functions.
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Contact Surface Degradation

The first aging mechanism associated with the MCCB is contact surface deterioration.
Contact deterioration can occur with fault current interruption. The high temperatures that
accompany fault currents may cause the contact material to vaporize, thereby inducing a loss of
contact surface material and other undesirable effects such as pitting. Loss of contact material
will also degrade the ability of the contacts to interrupt fault current. Degradation of contact
surfaces with each electrical cycle could cause the contacts to burn or weld together such that
MCCB function would be impeded.

Fatigue

The third aging mechanism for MCCBs is fatigue; fatigue may occur in a variety of
MCCB components, including the operating mechanism, contacts, and molded breaker housing.
Fatigue may be evidenced by the progressive cracking and ultimate failure of the component
affected, and is generally the result of repetitive or cyclic mechanical stress placed on the
component. Metallic components that are repeatedly stressed (such as the breaker contact
assemblies and operating mechanism parts) are most likely to suffer from fatigue failure. Other
related non-metallic subcomponents, such as the molded breaker housing, may also be exposed
to cyclic stress (i.e., the case may act as a pivotal support for other breaker subcomponents and
accordingly crack after repeated breaker operation). In general, MCCB components potentially
at risk for fatigue failure have been designed to account for this phenomenon; hence, instances
of fatigue failure in MCCBs are rare.

Wear of Internal Components

As with other mechanical components, molded-case breakers are subject to wear of their
internal components. This wear is generally the product of inadequate or degraded lubrication
or normal component wear caused by repeated cyclic operation. Mechanical wearout of breaker
components may also be accelerated by contaminants (from other degraded material or from
external sources) causing increased friction between moving components (contaminants are
discussed in more detail in following paragraphs). Breaker subsystems such as the operating and
trip mechanisms are subject to wear, and may affect the breaker's ability to fulfill its required
function (manual close or trip on demand). For this reason, wear of the breaker internal
mechanical components is considered a significant aging mechanism.

Loose or High Resistance Electrical Connections or Terminations

As with other electrical devices, loose connections and/or terminations associated with the

MCCB can produce high resistances that, in turn, may generate significant amounts of heat
(because of ohmic heating as described above). Operation of the breaker and other MCC
components, as well as non-seismic vibration produced externally to the MCC, may cause
breaker, bus, and load connections and terminations to loosen. Oxidization or contamination of

contact surfaces (such as terminal lugs) may occur over time as well. Sharp bends in wiring
occurring near terminations associated with the breaker may also loosen or deform the
termination crimp so that the resistance of the connection is increased. Loose and/or broken
wires may induce a variety of effects ranging from loss of continuity to arcing and fire within
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the MCC; hence, because of its large potential impact on MCC functionality, loosening of wiring
connections and terminations is considered a significant aging mechanism.

Thermal Trip Setpoint Variations

Another degradation mechanism associated with bimetallic, thermally actuated molded-
case breakers is variation in the thermal trip characteristic caused by exposure to fault currents.
During fault conditions, heating of the trip device induces annealing effects in the trip device's
bimetallic strip, changing its material characteristics. This change in material properties includes
variation in the degree of strip deflection proportional to the current flowing through the strip.
In general, the circuit breaker will trip at progressively lower current levels, potentially causing
nuisance tripping during operation.

Deterioration of Lubricants

Deterioration of lubricants, which could occur because of contamination, aging,
evaporation, or separation resulting from time and exposure to an'bient temperature, could
increase the amount of friction in the operating and trip mechanisms and cause binding.
Additionally, mechanical cycling of MCCBs can cause the displacement of lubricants between
moving parts; this displacement results in friction, which leads to wear and binding. Binding in
the operating and trip mechanisms can slow or completely prevent operation because of an
increase in the amount of force required to move the mechanism. If the contacts open too
slowly, they can be damaged by the energy of the resulting sustained arc. If the contacts fail to
open or only partially open (and current is not interrupted), complete failure of the circuit breaker
caused by phase-to-phase or phase-to-ground flashover of the breaker insulation system could
eventually occur.

As stated previously, a lack of periodic cycling of an MCCB can produce deleterious
effects on the breaker's ability to operate. Lubricant hardening, separation, and displacement can
cause increased resistance for internal moving parts. Feedback reports from several commercial
nuclear plant operators have indicated that a substantial percentage of MCCB failures were
attributable to a lack of cycling over long periods of time.

Current-Limiting Fuse Failure

Those MCCBs with current-limiting fuses installed may also experience fuse failure,
thereby affecting the operation of the breaker. These fuses degrade slowly over time until
eventually the current-carrying capability of the fuse is reached during normal/transient load
operation, resulting in failure.

Surface Current Tracking and Loss of Insulating Properties

Breaker arc-chute insulation is especially susceptible to surface current tracking, as it may
accumulate additional deposits from the vaporization of arcing contact material during current
interruption. Surface current tracking and loss of volumetric/surface insulating properties are
discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.1.1 above.
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Contaminants such as dust and dirt (which can lead to surface tracking) are not generally
problematic in MCCBs. This is partly because MCCBs are encased in a sealed housing that
protects the breaker internals against the outside environment. In addition, MCCs are not usually
located in outdoor areas; hence, the level of contaminants present in the brewer's atmosphere
is accordingly low. There is, however, a possibility of contamination of dust and dirt through
MCCBs that may have vented arc-chutes. Also, dust or other contaminants may invade the
breaker case during storage or ;hipping (prior to installation). The greatest possibility of dust
and dirt contamination would be in extreme contamination conditions such as uncontrolled

painting, sandblasting, or grinding in the vicinity of the MCC. The MCC hou'_ing itself may
provide some degree of protection against these con_.litions.

Thermally Induced Degradation

Thermally induced degradation (caused by fault currents and continuous load currents)
is also present in MCCBs. Fault currents can produce high temperatures and currents that can
rapidly damage contacts, arc-chute surfaces, and other organic materials inside the breaker.
Excessive temperatures can also result from continuous load currents coupled with poor contact
mating. Poor mating of the contacts increases the resistance at the point of contact, thereby
inducing additional heat production caused by ohmic heating. This may also be aggravated in
those applications with relatively high ambient temperatures external to the breaker.

NRC Information Notice 92-03, "Remote Trip Function Failures in General Electric F-
frame Molded-Ca_e Circuit Breakers,"[4.7] discusses a problem with GE MCCBs UVRs and
shunt trip devices that may prevent these internal accessory remote trip devices from functioning
properly under conditions that produce sustained high internal temperatures in MCCBs. GE
reported that the failures were caused by assembly and operational variations resulting from
tolerances in mounting accessory devices in the MCCBs, tolerance in the adjustment of the
ambient compensating bimetal, and sustained high temperatures in the MCCBs. The cause of
the high internal temperature could be traced to a continuous high current load (greater than 50%
of the rated load for more than two hours) coupled with a high ambient temperature or secondary
heat source.

[4.4, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11]

4.2.1.3 Magnetic Contactors/Starters

The aging mechanisms associated with magnetic contactors and starters are:

• insulation deterioration

• prolonged energization/organic component breakdown
• cyclic fatigue
• wear of contactor and starter subcomponents
• contact degradation

,.
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Insulation Deterioration

During contactor/starter operation, the heat generated in the coil during energization (and
by other MCC components) could cause insulation deterioration of the coil itself. As the period
of energization increases, the insulation deterioration could increase proportionately and lead to
turn-to-turn shorts and localized burning (because of the high local current and temperature at
the site of the short). The increased temperature at the site of the short could also result in
increased conductor resistance and thus increased ohmic heating of the site. The coil insulation
would deteriorate further and could eventually fail and cause a short circuit of the coil to ground

or possibly even an open circuit condition caused by conductor failure. Because degradation
could cause failure of the contactor/starter that may preclude equipment operation, this aging
mechanism is cor.sidered to be significant for these components.

Prolonged Energization/Organic Component Breakdown

Prolonged continuous energization of the contactor coil could shorten coil life and lead
to coil burnout. Coil deterioration could result in excessive temperatures that cause organic
compounds that encapsulate the contactor coil to degrade and possibly become semi-fluid. These
semi-fluid compounds could then flow into the surrounding mechanisms and result in binding.
Contactor coil failure and binding of the moving parts would be reflected as sluggish operation,
faili)re to close, or failure to open.

Industry operating experience indicates that failure caused by prolonged, continuous
energization of magnetic contactors has occurred. NRC Information Notice 91-45, "Possible
Malfunction of Westinghouse ARD, BFD, and NBFD Relays, and A200 DC and DPC 250
Magnetic Contactors,"[4.12] discusses the potential for certain Westinghouse-supplied relays
and magnetic contactors to fail because of age-related degradation. The failures were attributed
to an epoxy compound becoming semi-fluid when the coils were energized for extended periods
of time. The epoxy that encapsulates the coil was softened because of the heat of energization
and flowed into the return string, causing binding. The failures were widespread throughout the
nuclear industry. The manufacturer recommended inspecting all the relays and magnetic
contactors that are normally energized, and testing them for epoxy softening after a period of at
least two hours of energization.

Cyclic Fatigue

Depending on the duty cycle of the contactor load, fatigue may or may not be an aging
problem. Cyclic fatigue can occur in magnetic contactors if subjected to extremely high cycle
operation. During opening and closing cycles of the contactor, mechanical stresses are placed
on various portions of the contactor assembly because of the applied force of the coil on the
armature. In ad_,tition, magnetic contactors are ac devices that produce a characteristic ac hum
(resulting from the alternating magnetic and electric fields_, thereby causing vibration. Long-term
exposure to vibration could cause wear and misalignment of contactor components, including the
contact surfaces and the contactor armature. Wear of the contact surfaces, as previously
described, can lead to increased heat generation because of higher resistivity. Wear of the
contact armature may create contact misalignment as well as binding of the armature, thereby
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preventing full contact mating and arcing. Therefore, cyclic fatigue is considered a significant
aging mechanism for magnetic contactors and starters.

Wear of Starter/Contactor Subcomponents

Wear, a fourth aging mechanism fcr the starter and contactor, can result from high friction
between moving parts and could cause the contactor armature to bind. High friction between
moving parts can be caused by deterioration of lubricants (if used), dirt or other contamination,
and misalignment/loss of tolerances of the components. Binding of the contactor assembly
components could impede operation of the moving components such that the closing operation
might be inhibited and the connected load would fail to start. Similarly, binding of the contactor
armature could prevent the contacts from disengaging fully, thus potentially causing arcing across
the contact surfaces and loss of control of the load.

In addition, binding in the contactor mechanism can result in excessive heat generation
in the coil. The impedance of a magnetic circuit having a substantial air gap (such as in a
contactor assembly) is much lower than the impedance of the same magnetic circuit having little
or no air gap. The current drawn by the coil of an ac magnet is therefore much greater at open
gap than at closed gap. Because closing time is short, ac coils are designed to withstand
continuous energization only under closed conditions. Hence, ac coils may soon overheat if the
mechanism is blocked open (such that the gap is not closed) or the voltage is too low to cause
contactor operation. Direct-current (dc) coils are not generally subject to these conditions
described above because the coil currents do not vary with the gap. In certain applications, dc
coils are momentarily energized at much higher than rated currents; however, this high
momentary current at closing is not damaging unless it is sustained over long periods of time.

Contact Surface Degradation

Contaminants such as dust, dirt, and foreign material within a contactor can lead to coil
burnout, pitting of contact surfaces, and breakdown of adhesives and lubricants. Contaminants
on contact surfaces prevent the contact from closing and lead to an insufficient contact area that
could cause increased pitting and damage to the contact surfaces. Contaminants may also cause
wear and binding of various contactor mechanisms such as the interlock and auxiliary contacts.
It should be noted however that in most contactor applications, levels of dirt and other
contaminants are relatively low.

[4.4, 4.9-4.11, 4.13, 4.14]

4.2.1.4 Thermal Overload Relays

As previously discussed, two types of thermal overload elements are primarily used in
MCC applications: eutectic and bimetallic. In the eutectic device, metal with a known melting
point is used to control the motion of a ratchet that allows operation of the relay. In the
bimetallic device, varying thermal expansion coefficients of adjacent materials are used to "bend"
a bimetallic element sufficiently to actuate the mechanism at a predetermined current. Potential
aging mechanisms, for these overload devices include:
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• degradation of heater or bimetallic elements
• binding of mechanical components
• contact surface degradation
• thermal degradation of organic materials
• loose or high resistance electrical connections or terminations

Degradation of Heater or Bimetallic Elements

In eutzctic devices, the actuation point of the relay is determined by the physical
properties (i.e., melting point) of the eutectic alloy. As these properties do not change
appreciably over the life of the device, little variation in the setpoint is expected. However,
deterioration of connections or device contacts is possible.

In the bimetallic device, actuation is controlled by the amount of heat applied to the

bimetallic strip by the heater element. Hence, variations in the current flowing through the heater
will result in variations in the setpoint of the device. These variations may be caused by changes
in the characteristics of the heater element itself. Additionally, changes in the bimetallic strips
over time could affect the performance (i.e., trip point) of the relay.

Binding of Mechanical Components

Binding of the contact mechanism may occur because of mechanical interference, dirt, or
friction. Foreign materials introduced into the mechanism can prevent the contacts from actuating
properly, or require additional force actuation. Other contactor components may also interfere
with the contact armature (caused by movement, thermal variation, or other loss of tolerance) and
similarly prevent proper operation of the contacts. Atmospheric contaminants deposited on
contact or armature surfaces may also result in "sticking" of the mechanism.

Contact Surface Degradation

Degradation of contacts surface in thermal overload relays is analogous to that described
for Starters/Contactors above. See Section 4.2.1.3.

Thermal Degradation of Organic Materials

Another degradation meci_dnism associated with bimetallic overload relays is aging of the
heater element support material (generally a phenolic) because of elevated temperatures caused
by the heaters. Current is continually passed through the heater elements, which generate heat
in proportion to the current. Constant exposure of the heater support structure to the temperature
generated by the heaters will embrittle and age the material such that its mechanical properties
will degrade over time. Embrittlement, cracking, and ultimate failure of the support block may
eventually affect the physical arrangement of the heaters with respect to the overload element,
resulting in possible failure of the overload relay to perform its required function. Although the
materials are designed to withstand normal operating conditions, long-term exposure may lead
to deterioration.
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Loose or High Resistance Electrical Connections or Terminations

As with other electrical devices within the MCC, thermal overload relays may also be
subject to loose and/or high resistance electrical connections that could change operational
characteristics and cause additional localized heating. This aging mechanism is described in
further detail in preceding sections.

[4.4, 4.11]

4.2.1,5 Miscellaneous Relays

The aging mechanisms associated with relays are:

• prolonged energization and thermal breakdown of organic materials
• contact surface degradation
• wear of mechanical parts
• loose or high resistance electrical connections or terminations

These age-degradation mechanisms result from thermal, mechanical, electrical, and environmental
stresses. These stressors experienced over time can create changes in the response time, coil, and
contact characteristics.

Prolonged Energization and Thermal Breakdown of Organic Materials

High temperatures caused by continuous long-term energization of the relay coil may
result in the deterioration of coil insulation and other nonmetallic materials; for additional details,

refer to the discussion of prolonged energization contained in Section 4.2.1.3 above.

Coil failure caused by overheating and continuous energization of the relay coil has been
noted. (Note: Not all of the documents cited below necessarily refer to relay types used in
MCCs; rather some of these documents are included as evidence of the existence of the relay

aging meclmnisms described above, and may or may not be applicable to relays used in specific
MCC applications.)

IE Bulletin 76-05, "Relay Failures - Westinghouse BFD Relays,"[4.15] cites two
events related to BFD relays. One relay had an open circuit failure of the coil, whereas the other
relay exhibited excessive opening times. It was determined that both relay failures were caused
by overheating of the relay coils. Overheating may result in coil insulation breakdown and
melting of the coil solder joints, leading to open circuit failure. Overheating may also result in
deformation of the Nylon coil sleeve in which the plunger travels, adversely affecting the relay
opening time.

IE Bulletin 79-25, "Failures of Westinghouse BFD Relays in Safety-Related
Systems,"[4.16] reports the case of a relay found to be stuck in the energized positions with
the coil de-energized. The armature was sticking to the armature stop post. The condition was
found to be a result of the heat generated by normally energized coils, which caused softening
and a resultant flow of the epoxy adhesive (used to attach the magnetic anti-stick disc to the top
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of the armature stop post), thereby bonding the armature to the stop post. Replacement of the
relays was requested.

IE Information Notice 82-02, "Westinghouse NBFD Relay Failures in Reactor Protection
Systems at Certain Nuclear Power Plants,"[4.17] reveals that at high temperature conditions
the relay coils of BFD and NBFD relays could fail (open circuit) because of the inductive voltage
spike generated by the deenergization of the relay coil.

IE Bulletin 78-06. "Defective Cutler-Hammer Type M Relays with DC Coils,"[4.18]
reports four continuously energized relays that failed because of loss of arc gap in the coil
clearing contact. The loss of arc gap was caused by an abnormal amount of heat-induced
shrinkage of the molded magnet carriers; the magnet carrier shrinks to a point where the arc gap
in the coil clearing pole becomes too small to break the inrush current of the pickup coil winding,
causing the coil to overheat and burn out. Coil overheating may also result in the relay being
stuck in the energized position, preventing it from dropping out when the power is removed from
the coil. Only certain dc coils are affected; ac coils do not use the coil clearing contact feature,
and not all dc coils are so equipped.

IE Bulletin 84-02, "Failures of General Electric Type HFA Relays in Use in Class 1E
Safety Systems,"[4.19] and IE Information Notice 84-20, "Service Life of Relays in Safety-
Related Systems,"[4.20] discuss the abnormally high failure rate of normally energized GE
type HFA relays. The failures, which consisted of the deterioration of the coil wire insulation,
were caused by shorted coil turns that increased coil temperatures. The high coil temperatures
caused the insulating material to vaporize and the coil spool to melt. These materials then
deposited on cooler surfaces of the relay, causing armature damage and/or failure of the circuit
to make contact. According to the manufacturer, the ac rated HFA relays manufactured with
standard Class A insulation (Nylon or Lexan coil spools and standard temperature wire) that are
continuously energized can fail in approximately 10 to 12 years. Replacement with a new model
line that uses a high-temperature coil spool and wire employing vacuum-impregnated insulation
is recommended.

NRC Information Notice 88-88, "Degradation of Westinghouse ARD Relays,"[4.21]
addresses deficiencies in 125-Vdc ARD relays that were found to have increased drag between
the solenoid's coil spool and the armature. The increased drag was caused by the deterioration
of the coil potting compound. The granules from the deteriorated potting lodged between the
solenoid's coil spool and the armature, causing sluggish operation of the relay. This compound
contains a sand-based material that has since been revealed to break down with age.

NRC Information Notice 91-45, "Possible Malfunction of Westinghouse ARD, BFD, and
NBFD Relays, and A200 DC and DPC 250 Magnetic Contactors,"[4.12] discusses the potential
for certain Westinghouse-supplied relays and magnetic contactors to fail because of age-related
degradation. The failures were attributed to an epoxy compound becoming semi-fluid when the
coils were energized for extended periods of time. The epoxy that encapsulates the coil was
softened because of the heat of energization and flowed into the return spring, causing binding.
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Contact Surface Degradation

Contact surface deterioration in relays are analogous to that experienced in
starter/contactor assemblies; see Section 4.2.1.3 above for additional discussion of these topics.

Wear of Mechanical Parts

Wear and other stressors can lead to setpoint drift (for protective or timing relays),
mechanical fatigue, surface burning caused by arcing, and insulation deterioration during normal
and abnormal operation of MCC relays. Wear caused by normal relay operation reduces
mechanical tolerances, thereby creating misalignment, loose connections, and increased
resistances, which can result in arcing, heat propagation, contact degradation, and eventual
breakdown of coil insulation. Wear caused by cyclic loading (such as external vibration) can
result in jamming or binding of the moving parts because of friction. Friction may also be a
result of the presence of dust and dirt in the relay's mechanisms. Friction and wear will prevent
full travel of the armature, keeping the relay contacts from properly making or opening.

!

Vibration wear can be induced internal to the relay; excessive vibration of this type can
cause notching or misalignment of the mechanism parts such that the tolerances between the
armature and magnet assembly would be exceeded; this could potentially keep the contact
assembly from seating properly. This, in turn, could lead to increased contact resistances and
arcing, and possibly accelerate other aging mechanisms.

IE Circular 79-20, "Failure of GTE Sylvania Relay, Type PM Bulletin 7305, Catalog
5U12-11-AC with a 120-Vac Coi1,"[4.22] discusses relay failure caused by notching in the
armature operating rod. The notch occurs where the rod vibrates (because of coil hum) against
the magnet assembly; eventually the notch is of sufficient size that it impedes the operation of
the relay. Many relay failures have been attributed to this phenomenon. This circular
recommends inspection of the armature operating rods for evidence of notching.

Loose or High Resistance Electrical Connections or Terminations

Miscellaneous relays may also be subject to loose and/or high resistance electrical
connections that could change operational characteristics and cause additional localized heating.
This aging mechanism is described in further detail in preceding sections.

Other Potentially Significant Aging Mechanisms for Miscellaneous Relays

The following aging mechanisms may be significant under certain operational and
environmental conditions.

Degradation Resulting From Electrical Stresses

Electrical stresses are inherent in MCC auxiliary relays because of nominal voltages
during normal operations. Normal operational voltages do not significantly stress a relay;
however, coupled with other stresses or previous stresses, degradation of the relay components
may occur. Inductive voltage surges result from current interruptions and can stress the relay
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coil. The inductive surge may cause coil dielectric breakdown at the weak points in the
insulation, which can rapidly lead to insulation failure.

Degradation Resulting From External Contaminants

Although relays are enclosed within the MCC enclosure, thereby diminishing
environmental stresses and exposure to contaminants and harsh environments, foreign materials
still present a potential aging hazard. In certain relay designs, environmental conditions such as
humidity, oxidation, dust, dirt, and chemical contaminants provide stresses that can lead to
failure. Condensation across the electrical paths may reduce surface insulating characteristics.
Corrosion results from condensation and can lead to binding of the relay As previously
mentioned, dust and dirt may cause frictional problems and contribute to wear. Chemical
contaminants may cause premature breakdown of the relay's organic materials and contribute to
contact oxidation, causing binding, sticking, or failure.

[4.4, 4.11]

4.2.1.6 Control Transformers

The aging mechanisms for control transformers are:

• winding insulation degradation
• winding conductor failure
• loose or high resistance electrical connections or terminations

Winding Insulation Degradation

Winding insulation degradation is caused by elevated insulation temperature (caused by
ohmic heating and breaker internal ambient conditions) and electrical cycling. Degraded winding
insulation can produce shorted transformer windings (turn to turn), resulting in faulty voltage/
current transformation or even open circuit conditions.

Winding Conductor Failure

Primary or secondary winding conductor failure can result from continuous use for
extended periods (especially if accompanied by localized insulation failure or burning) or from
excessive current drawn through the winding from attached control power loads. Generally,
control power transformers are protected from excessive current conditions via installed control
power fuses; hence, failure of either winding caused by excessive current is considered non-
significant.

Loose/High Resistance Electrical Connections or Terminations

Loose or high resistance electrical connections or terminations could occur in a fashion
similar to that described in the preceding discussion of other components; thus, this aging
mechanism is also considered significant for control transformers.
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4.2.1.7 Terminal Blocks

The significant aging mechanisms for terminal blocks are:

• loose or high resistance electrical connections or terminations
• degradation of organic materials
• degradation of terminal block hardware
• loss of surface and volumetric insulating properties

These mechanisms can result in localized high temperatures, electrical faults, open circuits,
flashover of insulation, and loss of terminal block material integrity.

Loose or High Resistance Electrical Connections or Terminations

As with other electrical devices, loose connections and/or terminations associated with

terminal blocks can produce high resistances that, in turn, may generate significant amounts of
heat (caused by ohmic heating as described above). Operation of MCC components, as well as
non-seismic vibration produced externally to the MCC, may cause MCC connections and
terminations to loosen. Oxidization or contamination of contact surfaces (such as terminal lugs)
may also occur over time.

Degradation of Organic Materials

Terminal blocks may also degrade because of ohmic and ambient heating; these blocks
are generally constructed of organic material, such as phenolic, that may lose its mechanical
integrity (i.e., it may crack or embrittle and therefore lose its support and insulating capabilities).
In terms of mounting arrangement, some terminal blocks are fastened into place using some form
of organic glue or bonding agent, which may also degrade with time because of ohmic and
ambient heating, humidity, and vibration occurring in '_he vicinity of the terminal block. This
degradation may result in the loosening or falling of the terminal block into other MCC
components, potentially causing mechanical interference, short circuits, and loss of equipment
function.

Degradation of Terminal Block Hardware

Terminal block hardware degrades primarily as a result of stresses produced during
normal use (such as maintenance or testing). Improper maintenance techniques (such as
overtightening of hardware fasteners) exacerbates this degradation.

A review of industry-wide operating experience produced one document related to
terminal blocks. IE Information Notice 80-08, "The States Company Sliding Link Electrical
Terminal Block,"[4.23] discusses defects with States sliding-link terminal blocks relating to
cracking between the threaded screwhole and the side of the U-shaped link. This crack widens
when the screw is tightened, resulting in a poor or intermittent electrical connection. This
defective mechanical connection can ultimately result in an electrical circuit malfunction.
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In general, if connections are properly made, maintenance and testing properly performed,
and the terminal blocks are used within their ratings, deterioration of the block and its hardware
should be negligible.

Loss of Surface and Volumetric Insulating Properties

Terminal block organic insulating materials may be susceptible to the loss of their surface
and volumetric insulating properties in a fashion similar to that of other MCC components (see
preceding discussions).

4.2.1.8 Control Wiring

The aging mechanisms for MCC control wiring are:

• insulation degradation
• conductor degradation
• loose or high resistance electrical connections or terminations

Insulation Degradation

Insulation degradation can occur with exposure to elevated ambient temperature, ohmic
heating of the conductor, and excessive ohmic heating that accompanies high resistivity
connections. Exposure to ambient temperature can cause the bond structure of the insulation to
change such that the insulation will harden, embrittle, and eventually crack (i.e., lose its
mechanical properties), resulting in a loss of insulating capability. Ohmic heating of the
conductor will intensify the deterioration caused by ambient temperature such that it may
gradually lead to insulation failure. The excessive ohmic heating that accompanies high
resistivity connections could lead to rapid localized insulation deterioration. Organic materials
may also interact with contaminants and other environmental influences, thereby breaking down
the structure of the material. In general, deterioration of the insulating properties of wiring
occurs very slowly.

A review of industry-wide operating experience indicates that a loss of insulation integrity
has occurred during normal operation and caused flashover of wire insulation. This was reported
in NRC Information Notice 91-20, "Electrical Wire Insulation Degradation Caused Failure in a
Safety-Related Motor Control Center,"[4.24] which discusses the foreign hardened coating
on one of the contactors, which was traced to the dielectric polyvinyl chloride machine tool wires
that were producing a green liquescent substance. This substance was caused by the combination
of an electrochemical reaction, moisture from the environment, interaction between the corrosion
products formed on the surface of the copper wire, and the chlorine leaching from the wire's
insulation (see Section 3.6.1).

Conductor Degradation

Conductor degradation may result from bending, pulling, or crimping of the conductor or
from localized heating (either from an external heat source or ohmic heating within the wire).
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Loose or High Resistance Electrical Connections or Terminations

Loose or high resistance connections or terminations may occur from bending or pulling
on the wiring (i.e., during maintenance), vibration of components, inadequate torquing of
fasteners, or oxidation/corrosion/contamination of termination contact surfaces. Localized ohmic
heating of connections may also exacerbate the problem.

[4.25, 4.26]

4.2.1.9 Fuse Holders

The significant aging mechanisms for fuse holders include:

• cyclic fatigue
• high re:;istance contact surfaces
° loose or high resistance electrical connections or terminations

A review of industry data indicates that failures of certain types of fuses have been
recorded on several occasions (see Information Notice 87-62 in Section 3.6.1.9 of this guideline);
however, no failures of fuse holders were identified in the NRC documentation.

Cyclic Fatigue

Cyclic fatigue of the fuse holder is primarily associated with the installation or removal
of fuse elements; usually some sort of frictional arr:mgement is employed to keep the fuse secure
and properly connected (typically a metal spring-ci,_ or spring-loaded housing). Fuse clip fatigue
from use is not expected unless an unusual condition such as extreme overheating or repetitive
fuse failures occurs.

High Resistance Contact Surfaces

High resistance contact surfaces may result from corrosion, oxidation, or contamination
of the surfaces in contact with the fuse element itself. This condition may result in a loss of
continuity or increased localized heating.

Loose or High Resistance Electrical Connections or Terminations

Loose connections and terminations are discussed in preceding subsections of this
guideline.

4.2.2 Non-significant Aging Mechanisms

4.2.2.1 Motor Control Center Metal Housing

"File potential tailure mode tbr the MCC housing structure is a loss of structural integrity,
i.e., a loss of structural alignment or a loss of seismic withstand capability. Loss of structural
integrity could result from one of two aging mechanisms:
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• material fatigue and degradation
° loss of components

Material Fatigue and Degradation

Material fatigue, resulting from mechanical stress or excessive vibration, could cause
housing welds to crack or weaken. Material degradation, resulting from exposure to
contaminants and moisture, could cause the structu_'al members and fasteners to rust, pit, and i

corrode, thereby affecting the structural integrity of the housing.

Loss of structural integrity is a concern for the MCC housing because the housing protects
and supports the internal components. However, industry-wide operating experience with the
metal housing systems (see Section 3.6) indicates that they have performed without failure up
to the present time. In addition, Reference 4.1 states that the metal housing system does not have
a tendency to age significantly with time. Therefore, unless the motor control center is located
in high moisture/corrosive environments (such as being outside in salty ocean air), material
deterioration of the metal housing is not a significant aging mechanism. In general, the MCCs
under consideration in this study are loca.ted indoors in non-corrosive, low-vibration
environments; moisture or contaminants at the levels necessary to induce degradation of the
structural integrity of the housing would likely be detected in other equipment or components
first. In those cases where the equipment is located in such a corrosive or high-vibration
environment, aging of the housing may be significant, and must be addressed by appropriate
maintenance practices.

Loss of Components

Although loss of components is not directly an aging mechanism, inadvertent loss of
fasteners could cause a loss of anchoring and structural strength. Loss of components could
occur because of poor maintenance practices. Maintenance of the housing structure may involve
removal of housing enclosure parts for cleaning and visual inspection. When the housing
enclosure parts are replaced, fasteners or hardware may be inadvertently left out. If a fastener
or piece of hardware is left out each time the equipment is serviced, the number of missing
fasteners will increase with time and could eventually result in a loss of structural integrity.
However, review of the industry-wide operating experience indicates no occurrences of loss of
fasteners or other housing components resulting in a loss of MCC housing structural integrity.
Therefore, this aging mechanism is not considered significant.

4.2.2.2 Switches

The applicable aging mechanisms for switches are:

° high resistance contact surfaces
° loose or out-of-adjustment contacts
° loose or high resistance electrical connections

However, because these devices do not affect MCC functionality, t!_ese aging mechanism are
deemed insignificant.
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5. EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF AGING MECHANISMS

5.1 Listing of Generic Elements of an "Effective" Aging Management Program

Methodologies have been established by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission for
determining if a plant program is effective in detecting and mitigating the effects of aging. These
criteria are provided in 10 CFR Part 54.2115.1], and state that an aging naanagement program
is effective if:

1. The program is documented, its implementing procedures are approved by onsite
review committees, and it is implemented in accordance with plant administrative
procedures, and

2. The program ensures identification and mitigation of age-related degradation unique
to license renewal for systems and components important to license renewal, and

3. The program establishes specific acceptance criteria against which the need for
corrective action is to be evaluated and requires timely corrective action to be taken
when the acceptance criteria are not met.

Except for age-related degradations unique to license renewal, these methodology criteria
will be applied to the maintenance and surveillance techniques and programs discussed in
Sections 5.2 and 5.3 to determine if the current programs are effective in mitigating the aging
of MCCs and their components (see Section 5.4). Further guidance on the specific methodology
for performing maintenance on MCCBs can be found in Reference 5.2.

The programs described in this section are suggested, not required. The approach used
is to present guidelines and give alternatives for plant personnel to use. Different combinations
of programs and techniques can be used to create an effective program specific to each utility
and plant site.

5.2 Common Maintenance and Surveillance Techniques and Programs Used,
Including Refurbishment and Replacement

Maintenance and surveillance of MCCs is performed to ensure that the characteristics or
attributes essential for operation are maintained. The following activities are commonly
performed during maintenance and surveillance of MCCs.

• Visual inspection

• Measurement of component properties (such as electrical resistance, contact
tolerances)

• Cleaning

• Adjustments

• Lubrication
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• Operability checks and testing

• Component replacement.

In general, maintenance on MCCs is either preventive or corrective in nature. Preventive
maintenance is conducted based on either a given periodicity (every refueling cycle, lbr example)
or the actual condition of the installed components (see Section 5.3.2 belowl. Usually only a
portion (for example, one-quarter to one-third) of the MCCs are examined during any given
maintenance cycle. This results in a 6- to 8-year maintenance and inspection interval for most
MCCs.* Some plants choose to maintain safety-related MCCs each refueling period. Most
plants employ time-based maintenance schedules, primarily because of the simplicity of
administering such schedules, as well as the lack of component degradation/failure information
necessary to justify condition-based programs. In many cases, the preventive maintenance
activities (especially of safety-related MCCs) coincide with the refueling outages, when MCC
components can be removed from service with less effect on the safety and operations of the
plant. Corrective maintenance occurs on an as-needed basis usually as a result of component
failure; it is performed to repair an inservice failure. Simple troubleshooting and
repair/replacement of the faulty component are dictated in most cases.

In addition to preventive maintenance, functional surveillance tests require safety-related
MCC components to be verified periodically as being operable. When safety systems are
exercised under the surveillance program, the associated MCC and control circuitry are also
generally exercised, allowing verification of the functionality of the active MCC components.

To more comprehensively describe the maintenance and surveillance techniques commonly
used to maintain MCCs, vendor and utility maintenance procedures were reviewed. The results
of the review follow. Common maintenance and surveillance techniques are discussed tbr each
component. Note that certain subsections and discussions apply to specific types of MCC
components. For example, breaker thermal trip device discussions would not apply to
magnetically actuated breakers, and bimetallic overload discussions would not apply to eutectic
devices.

It should be noted that each of the maintenance and surveillance techniques described in
the lbllowing sections is not necessarily applied to each device individually: in most cases the
MCC cubicle or bucket was evaluated as a whole. Many of the techniques described, such as
visual inspection and cleaning of wiring and connections, are performed on the MCC bucket as
a whole rather than as discrete individual tasks; this helps reduce the maintenance burden
associated with the equipment. In addition, in-depth testing or evaluation of individual MCC
components may be conducted based on factors such as the type and operating demands of a
specific application, prior component maintenance and failure history, and the results of other
tests and procedures (such as functionality tests or visual inspections).

,s

Maintenance inter_ ;ll,, fi_rs;flet,,-related and ntm-s;llety-relatcd M('('s _,';ir.$'trllill pl;mt t_ pl;mt, ,,'ct ,dencr;llly
appear to t'all _,'ithin the range _,14 t_ II) years.
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5.2.1 Motor Control Center Structural Components (Including Metal Housing,
Bus Structure, Terminals, and Disconnects)

The common maintenance practices currently used to maintain the structural components
are visual inspection, cleaning and vacuuming, lubrication, component/subcomponent
replacement, and verification of the tightness of components. In general, these practices will be
employed during each scheduled maintenance period (i.e., once per refueling cycle, on a rotating
basis) or during corrective maintenance requiring entry into the MCC. The visual inspection that
is performed controls one of the housing system's aging mechanisms: structural failure of the
housing from material fatigue. Visual inspection for loose or broken parts, corrosion, rust, and
cracked welds ensures the structural integrity of the housing system by identifying fatigue before
it significantly weakens the racial housing members. Visual inspection, when combined with
cleaning, painting, and occasional component replacement (such as restoration of lost fasteners),
controls another aging mechanism for the metal housing system: material degradation. Material
degradation is controlled by visual inspection (for paint damage, indications of corrosion or
rusting, and obstruction of vents) and cleaning of the MCC structure and compartments. The
final aging mechanism for the metal housing system, loss of fasteners, is controlled by
verification of the tightness (or torque) of anchoring and housing fasteners and replacement of
lost or loose fasteners. Verification of the tightness of components and replacement as required
ensure that the metal housing system will remain securely fixed to the building structure and that
the housing parts will remain tightly fastened to one another, ensuring structural integrity.[5.3,
5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11]

The common maintenance practices currently used to maintain electrical connection bolt
integrity at terminals and disconnects are checking the connections (cable connections, main and
vertical bus joints, main bus supports) for proper tightness/torque; visual inspection for signs of
overheating, damage and deterioration; and infrared thermography.

Visual inspection, cleaning of insulating surfaces, and insulation resistance testing control
two internal bus system aging mechanisms: surface current tracking and loss of volumetric
insulating properties of support insulators. Visual inspection of the bus insulators for tracking
paths, evidence of overheating, surface contamination, surface irregularities, and discoloration
allow identification of surface current tracking. Visual inspection also helps in the identification
of cracking, chipping, fraying, or embrittlement of the wiring and terminals, thereby allowing
identification of any loss of volumetric and surface insulating properties. Cleaning and
vacuuming ot"the internal bus system components (wiring and cable troughs, terminals, MCCB
externals, etc.) prevent the accumulation of dust, dirt, and contaminants that, particularly in the
presence of moisture, could provide tracking paths to ground. Cleaning also helps to prevent the
deterioration of volumetric insulating properties by removing contaminants that could cause
chemical deterioration of the insulation. Insulation resistance testing provides a means of
monitoring the significant deterioration of insulating capabilities.[5.2, 5.3, 5.6-5.9, 5.12,
5.131

Power stabs are also checked for a light coating of non-oxidizing grease and for the
mechanical and electrical integrity of the connections. Contamination or dirt present on the stabs
(other than the lubricant) should be removed to ensure adequate contact. The contact surfaces
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are inspected for signs of corrosion and oxidation, which may result in high resistance
connections that could overheat.

5.2.2 Molded-Case Circuit Breakers

The common maintenance practices currently used to maintain the MCCBs and their
operating linkage are visual inspection, cleaning, operability checks and testing, component
adjustments (verification of the tightness of connections and adjustment of the operating
handle/linkage), and lubrication of the operating handle mechanism. Many of the aging
mechanisms associated with MCCBs and associated equipment can be controlled or monitored
by external means (e.g., wear/loss of adjustment of the external breaker operating handle,
bimetallic annealing, high resistance connections, and fatigue cracking of external components);
however, because most MCCBs are sealed, access to most internal subcomponents is extremely
limited. The current maintenance practice used to maintain the operating mechanism and internal
mechanical parts is periodic cycling; cleaning, visual inspections, and lubrication of internal
components are used only in those instances where the internals of the breaker are accessible and
designed for routine maintenance.

The gradual deterioration of lubricants and internal components is controlled through
handle operation and breaker cycling. Periodic exercising of the breaker ensures that binding,
excessive friction, or improper alignment of the operating mechanism does not exist and may
help distribute the lubricants throughout the mechanical parts to limit drying or hardening.
Operational tests may also help clean contact surfaces via their inherent wiping motion, thereby
a:,sisting in the control of their deterioration.

The aging mechanism of material embrittlement of the molded body is controlled by
inspection for cracks, overheating, discoloration, and loose terminations or connections. This will
help detect material embrittlement caused by thermal stresses and ensure the structural integrity
of the MCCB frame. In general, embrittlement of the molded case is not a primary concern
because of the characteristically slow aging of the phenolic materials of which the case is
constructed.

Wear of the breaker operating handle and linkage is controlled by inspection of the
mechanism for dirt, corrosion, or signs of lubricant deterioration; tolerances and adjustments are
verified as well as the operability of the mechanism. Screws, springs, and retaining rings are
verified tight and in their proper position.[5.11]

The maintenance operability tests that are currently used to maintain the circuit breaker
trip devices are the insulation resistance, individual pole power circuit resistance, rated current
hold-in, overload trip, instantaneous magnetic overcurrent trip, and shunt trip tests. Additionally,
the operability of the auxiliary contacts of the breaker (if so equipped) will be verified via
functional testing. Generally speaking, these tests are performed only during scheduled
MCC/cubicle maintenance (i.e., once per refueling outage on a rotating basis), after replacement
of the breaker, or when the performance of the breaker is suspect. Shunt and undervoltage trip
devices are periodically tested where they are in use. These maintenance practices control the
following aging mechanisms: deterioration of the latch mechanism, contact surfaces, and
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insulation: the loss of mechanical properties and breaker integrity; annealing of the birnetallic

thermal trip element: and deterioration of lubricants. These tests are described below.

5.2.2.1 Insulation Resistance Test

The insulation resistance test assesses the quality of insulation between the poles of a

circuit breaker and between its pole and ground. Low insulation resistance would indicate wet,

contaminated, flawed, or cracked insulating material. Usually extreme environmental conditions

(such as condensing moisture or heavy conducting dust) must be present to reduce the dielectric

withstand ability of the insulating material. MCCBs are not usually exposed to these

environments, therefore, low resistance is not a common failure mode in nuclear power plant

MCCBs. In general, an acceptance criterion for the line-to-load reading with the breaker open,

phase-to-phase, and phase-to-ground resistances would be greater than 2 megohm. Resistance

values with less than 1 megohm are considered unsafe and require investigation. The line-to-load
resistance with the breaker closed should be on the order of a few milliohms.[5.14]

In general, the insulation resistance test should be performed only when other tests are

scheduled. If resistance measurements were not within the acceptance criteria, the circuit breaker

would be replaced or the manufacturer would be consulted before restoring the circuit breaker

to service.J5.2, 5.3-5.5, 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15, 5.16, 5.17, 5.18]

5.2.2.2 Individual Pole Resistance Test

Internal circuit breaker problems such as loose connections or damaged contact surfaces

can be detected by the individual pole resistance test. Other names for this test are the millivolt

drop test, contact resistance test, breaker resistance test, and watts-loss test. This test evaluates
the electrical quality of the connections and contacts in a circuit breaker by measuring the

millivolt drop across each pole. The test can determine contact resistance under operating

conditions or while the contact is de-energized, depending on the desired results. High contact

resistances are potentially indicative of contact damage: however, the test results can be easily

affected by differences in test connections, types of equipment, and test personnel.[5.2, 5.3-5.5,
5.12, 5.14-5.18, 5.19, 5.20]

5.2.2.3 Rated Current Hold-In Test

The rated current hold-in test verifies that an MCCB can carry, its rated current without

tripping. This is usually pertk)rmed on breakers that have been tripping under normal operating
conditions, where nuisance tripping may not be tolerable, or when overheating is suspected. The

breaker is mounted in free air with its poles connected in series. The rated current is applied for

a particular amount of time (e.g., 30 minutes) and the breaker observed; no tripping should occur.

If tripping does occur, tlae connections are checked tk_rsigns of undue heating. Corrective action

generally entail,, replacement.[5.2, 5.3-5.5, 5.12, 5.14-5.18, 5.201

5.2.2.4 Overload Trip Test

The o,,erload trip te_t is also called the inverse-time trip test, overload tripping test, 3()0%

overload trip test, time delay overcurrent trip test, and overcurrent trip test. The test is used h,
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verify the performance of the thermal tripping element on thermal-magnetic breakers. The
verification is done by separately applying (to each pole) a select certain percentage of rating
(e.g., 300% of the bre,ker rating per pole). Failure to trip within the desired overcurrent band
is one of the more common failure types. Periodic testing (e.g., once per refueling outage on a
rotational basis) has been effective at identifying these problems. This test does not, however,
verify that the MCCBs meet their applicable characteristic trip curves (because of the difficulty
in repeating controlled factory conditions in the field), but does confirm the basic operability of
the MCCB thermal trip unit.[5.2, 5.3-5.5, 5.12, 5.14-5.18, 5.20, 5.21]

5.2.2.5 Instantaneous Magnetic Overcurrent Trip Test

This test verifies proper operation of the instantaneous trip unit. In essence, this test
simulates a short-circuit condition. The test can verify either that the instantaneous trip feature
is functional (which is beneficial for routine testing) or the actual trip point of the MCCB
(depending on application). Failure of the instantaneous overcurrent trip function is also a fairly
common failure mode in MCCBs, and this test is considered important for ensuring that the
instantaneous trip unit is functional.

During the test, each pole of the breaker is tested individually by either the "run-up" or
"pulse" method. Specific details of each method are beyond the scope of this discussion;
however, the "run-up" method requires simpler and less expensive equipment, yet also requires
a skilled operator to recognize the relationship between actual current and meter indication. The
"pulse" method produces more accurate data and can be used to duplicate published magnetic trip
values; however, it may be subject to other errors introduced by the measurement process.J5.2,
5.3-5.5, 5.12, 5.14-5.18, 5.20, 5.21]

5.2.2.6 Shunt Trip Test

Shunt trip units are accessory devices used to trip open an MCCB under conditions other
than overcurrent (for example, upon receipt of control signals). They are used in a limited
number of applications. Testing of the shunt trip device may be functional in nature (confirms
that the shunt trip mechanism is operational and will operate as required to trip the breaker) or
diagnostic (measuring specific device parameters such as coil resistance or pickup voltage).
Generally, these devices are internal to the breaker case and are only functionally tested.[5.2, 5.3-
5.5, 5.12, 5.15-5.17]

5.2.2.7 Undervoltage Trip Test

The undervoltage trip test is used to confirm the performance of the undervoltage trip unit
associated with the breaker (if installed). Like shunt trip devices, these are used in a limited
number of applications. Similarly, testing of this unit is usually functional in nature; it
determines whether or not the breaker will trip upon loss of/degraded voltage and remain open
upon subsequent restoration.[ 5.2, 5.3-5.5, 5.12, 5.15-5.17]
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5.2.2.8 Testing of MCCB Auxiliary Contacts

Breaker auxiliary contacts are accessory devices that are utilized to indicate MCCB
position remotely and provide alarm, control, and interlocking functions. These devices are
visually inspected for signs or wear or degradation, and functionally tested to ensure proper
operation.

5.2.2.9 Corrective Maintenance of MCCBs

As discussed in Section 3.4, MCCBs are sealed devices and are usually not intended to
be disassembled and repaired. When the MCCB is no longer functional, the circuit breaker
should be discarded and replaced. Unless specifically allowed by the manufacturer, MCCBs
should not be opened for repair (,opening for determination of the cause of failure is appropriate,
however). If any of the aging management activities described above detects age-related
degradation of the MCCBs (e.g., cracks are observed in the casing, the breaker ratings have
drifted to unacceptable levels, indications of overheating (discoloration) are identified, or the
breaker fails a functionality or trip test), the circuit breaker should be replaced or the
manufacturer consulted before restoring the circuit breaker to service. In some cases, testing of
other breakers of the same model/manufacturer used in similar plant applications may be
warranted to evaluate potential generic problems with that specific equipment. For example, if
a previously unrecognized failure mode is suspected, the affected breaker(s) should be
disassembled to determine the cause. If this failure mode has possible generic implications, then
other breakers of the same model/manufacturer should be evaluated.[5.2, 5.3-5.5, 5.10-5.12, 5.15-
5.17, 5.19, 5.22, 5.23]

5.2.3 Magnetic Starters/Contactors

The common maintenance practices currently used to maintain the magnetic starters/
contactors are visual inspection, cleaning, and operability checks and tests that include manual
operation of the contactor and a contactor coil pickup/dropout test. Contact life and required
frequency of inspection both depend on the severity of the device's service environment and
operational frequency. In general, contactors will be inspected and their operability verified
during each scheduled maintenance period (approximately once every 5 to 8 years). More severe
service environments may warrant increased inspection frequency. If the operation of the
contactor is suspect, it may be tested using the pickup/dropout test or simply replaced.

Contact surfaces, springs, and coils are visually inspected (when accessible) for signs of
pitting, wear, overheating, beading on the contact or magnet assembly, and discoloration. Pitted
contact surfaces may or may not interfere with proper operation, depending on such factors as
contact pressures and the presence of sufficient contact surface facing. Contacts are replaced
when the silver tip is eroded and the contact tip support is exposed. Proper spring forces are
necessary to allow the contactor to properly carry and interrupt electrical power. Contact springs
are inspected for signs of overheating (blackening); if evidence ot"overheating exists, the contact
pressure is then verified. (Note: On some equipment, contact pressure can be measured by
mechanically closing the contactor/starter and using a spring scale to measure the force necessary
to separate the contacts.) A feeler gauge (or other similar device) may be used to verify contact
tolerances.
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Manual operation of the contactor/starter components is performed to detect any binding
of the moving parts and to ensure the latch and mechanical interlock mechanisms, if used, are
operating properly. Bolted connections, nuts, screws, and wires are also inspected for tightness
and damage.

Contactor pickup/dropout voltage testing may be performed to verify the operability/
performance of the contactor coil. Significant changes in pickup and dropout voltages indicate
coil deterioration, binding, or changes to the magnetic circuit.

Magnet mating surfaces must be kept free of accumulated dirt or dust. Common
maintenance practices currently provide that an inspection for dirt, dust, moisture, and
contaminants be conducted. In addition, the contactor is manually cycled several times, which
helps distribute lubricants 'if used) and clean the contact surfaces through operational wiping.[5.5,
5.6, 5.8, 5.9, 5.11, 5.13, 5.24]

5.2.4 Thermal Overload Relays

Common maintenance practices currently used to maintain thermal overload devices are
visual inspections, component adjustments, operability checks and testing, and cleaning. Visual
inspection of the relay will help control degradation of the relay materials (such as thermal
degradation of the phenolic heater support block) and identify fatigue cracking, overheated/high
resistance connections, and contact surface degradation (where contacts are accessible for
inspection). Inspection and operability testing are normally conducted at each maintenance
interval (every 5-8 years on average); however, as with other MCC components, indications of
problematic operation may warrant more frequent testing or even replacement.

A common operability test for thermal overload relays is the thermal overload device
functionality test; this subjects the thermal overload device to its full load current and
subsequently to its ultimate trip value to verify proper response. This test verifies adequate
performance of the installed heater elements. Another operability check conducted on the
overload relay is a manual tripping of the relay to detect any mechanism misalignment/binding
and to ensure that the overload resets properly. Some maintenance procedures also require that
the operator verify the status of the contactor coil (energized/de-energized) during the operability
check; operation of the overload relay is supposed to de-energize the contactor coil.

Resistance checks may also be performed to help detect high resistance electrical
connections. Common maintenance practices also require that connections are inspected and
tightened if necessary.

External cleaning of the overload relay removes dirt and contaminants, thereby reducing
the possibility of mechanism binding or surface degradation caused by foreign material.[5.3, 5.5,
5.7, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11]

5.2.5 Miscellaneous Relays

Common maintenance practices currently used to maintain MCC relays are visual
inspection, operability checks and testing, resistance/continuity measurements, component
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adjustments (component tolerances, relay calibration, etc.), and cleaning. Visual inspection and
relay operability checks help control thermal degradation/organic material breakdown, wear,
fatigue, insulation degradation, and the deterioration of relay lubricants. Visual inspection will
usually detect physical damage, dirt, corrosion or oxidation of electrical connections, signs of
overheating and damaged insulation, dried or gummed lubricants, and contact surface degradation
(if the contact surfaces are readily accessible). Operabili y checks will verify the freedom of
movement of the armature and contact assembly, as well as the functionality of special-purpose
relays (such as a pneumatic time delay relay). In many cases, operability checks are performed
to determine relay status; if sluggishness or other problems are noted, then subsequent
replacement, disassembly, and/or testing of the relay will be performed. It should be noted that
most relays are simply replaced upon degradation or failure.

Resistance and continuity testing will indicate the status of the coil windings, contact
surfaces, and electrical connections. Component adjustments are performed when operation or
aging of the relay has altered critical tolerances associated with relay subcomponents or has
otherwise affected the calibration of the device. Cleaning may help prevent deterioration and
wear of components and contamination of the contact surfaces; however, many relays (especially
the newer models) are essentially sealed units and are not susceptible to dirt or contaminant
intrusion.[5.5, 5.7, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11]

5.2.6 Control Transformer

The common maintenance practices currently used to maintain the control transformer are
visual inspection, insulation resistance testing, resistance/continuity testing, component
adjustments (verification of the tightness of connections), and cleaning. Visual inspection for
physical damage, dirt, corrosion, or degraded insulation is conducted. Testing of the insulation
resistance may also be conducted to verify the integrity of the winding insulation. Resistance
testing of the connections and windings may be performed to detect high-resistance connections
or open windings. Transformer external surfaces are cleaned to remove dirt and contaminants;
mounting hardware is checked to ensure that the transformer is securely affixed to the cabinet
and connections are inspected for tightness and any signs of overheating. In general, control
transformers are inspected during each scheduled maintenance period (i.e., 5-8 years); testing is
normally only conducted when the functionality of the component is in doubt. As with other
similar MCC components, failed control transformers are typically replaced rather than repaired.
[5.5, 5.7, 5.9, 5.10]

5.2.7 Terminal Blocks

The common maintenance practices currently used to maintain MCC terminal blocks are
visual inspection, adjustments (tightening of electrical connections), and cleaning. The MCC
terminal blocks and terminals are visually inspected for cracks, chipping, evidence of surface
tracking or overheating, con'oded/oxidized terminals, and other physical damage. This inspection
is normally conducted during scheduled maintenance periods or when corrective maintenance is
performed.
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The combination of visual inspection and verification of the electrical connections
completely controls two of the primary terminal block aging mechanisms: loss of electrical and
mechanical properties and loss of electrical connection integrity. Visual inspection for
embrittlement and cracking prevents insulation failure caused by a loss of mechanical properties.
Insulation resistance testing prevents in-service failure caused by a reduction in insulation
properties. Tightening, inspection, and resistance testing of the terminal controls thermal
degradation of the terminal block because of high localized temperatures generated from high
resistance connections. Cleaning of the terminal block surfaces and terminals helps prevent the
buildup of dirt, contaminants, and moisture, which may lead to surface tracking or dry-banding
as well as deterioration of the physical integrity of the unit. (Note: Some terminal blocks may
be equipped with integral fuse holders; these devices are addressed in Section 5.2.9 below.)[5.1,
5.3-5.9, 5.12, 5.22, 5.23, 5.25]

5.2.8 Control Wiring

Common maintenance practices currently used to maintain MCC control wiring are visual
inspection and cleaning. Wiring is visually inspected for insulation or jacket cracking, cutting,
chafing, or overheating; corroded, oxidized, or loose terminations; and physical damage. In
addition, the wiring is visually inspected for proper routing and support. The tightness of
connections is also checked. Cleaning of the insulation removes contaminants and dirt that may
accelerate insulation deterioration.[5.3-5.7]

5.2.9 Fuse Holders

Common maintenance practices used to maintain fuse holders in MCCs are visual
inspection and cleaning. Fuse holders are visually inspected for signs of fatigue stress, loose or
damaged parts, corrosion or oxidation of fuse contact surfaces and electrical connections, and
physical damage ('depending on the type of fuse holder). Fuse holders with fuse failure indicators
are inspected for damage or burnout of the indicating filament/diode. Suspect contact surfaces
or connections can be tested for resistance. Cleaning of contact and electrical connection surfaces
helps reduce electrical resistance and limit thermal degradation of surrounding materials caused
by high resistances.t5.3, 5.4, 5.6, 5.7, 5.11]

5.3 Less Common Maintenance and Surveillance Techniques and Programs
Used, Including Refurbishment and Replacement

Less common maintenance and surveillance techniques applied to MCCs and their
components include infrared thermography and component replacement/rehabilitation. These
techniques are discussed in the following sections.

5.3.1 Infrared Thermography

Infrared thermography is a maintenance and surveillance technique used to detect and
evaluate component heating. All materials radiate infrared energy. The hotter the component,
the more energy radiated. Infrared detectors can sense infrared radiant energy and produce
electrical signals proportional to the temperature of the targeted component. The instruments use
optics to gather and focus energy from the targets onto infrared detectors. Instruments are
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currently available that have sensitivities on tile order of +0.1"C [+0.78"F] with rapid response

times.J5.19] Infrared deleclors are available in two basic lypcs: spol meastlring and scanning.

The spot measuring devices are pointed at a target area and provide either an analog or digital

indication of the temperature of the target. The scanning devices provide a pictorial

representation of the temperature of the area under observation. Variations in intensity or color

of the image indicate the relative temperature. Some systems provide capability to store images

for comparison with subsequent measurenlents or ewlluation. Reference 5.19 provides a detailed

description of the systems. The advantage of using infrared thermography on MCCs ix lhat ho!

spots can be observed while the equipment is energized. Thermographic inspection requires the
access doors to the control centers to be open and bus housing covers to be removed to limit

potential masking of energy radiated by overlaying components.

For MCCs, spot measuring devices would be of limited use in that manual scanning of

components and tedious recording of individual component temperatures would be required.

Scanning systems with recording capability are much easier to use because a hot spot can be

readily compared with surrounding components and sections of the system to determine what is

causing the hot spot. If thermographic scans were perlk)rmed previously, comparisons can be
made and variations in thermal images can be evaluated to determine if hot spots are developing

or changing. In MCCs, abnormally hot spots in any exposed and accessible insulated breaker
faces and surfaces next to the breakers, line and load connections, heaters, terminal blocks, or

control wires could indicate loose, crimped, damaged, or corroded connections that would cause

overheating and subsequent insulation damage. Identifying such conditions could allow

correction of the condition before significant insulation damage occurred. At a minimum, more

frequent obserw_tion of the suspect component could he performed to determine if the condilion

is stable or worsening.

Although infrared thermography is a valuable tool for evaluating the condition of

components, it is not a panacea and should be used in conjunction with other techniques. Certain

aging mechanisms do not produce significant amounts of heat and may not be easily identified

from thermal scans (see Section 3.6.4.2 of this guideline). For example, surface tracking of

insulators may not be observable by thermography; however, indications of tracking may be

observable by visual inspection. Likewise, chaffing of insulatioi_ from rubbing against a bracket

or support would not cause heating, but could be observed by visual inspection. Also, use of

thermography requires a skilled operator who understands the technique, the materials being

evaluated, and the equipment under observation. Distance fl'om the targe! and the largel's

emittance, reflectance, orientation, and size all affect the thernml image. For example, a shiny

surface will reflect infrared radiation from other areas and can substantially affect results.[5.19]

Therefore, interpretation of results may require considerable skill or the operator may have to

modify the target by covering it with a black tape. Also, the operating status of the control
center will affect results. If thermography is performed while a bus or component is loaded in

a manner other than normal (e.g., major loads out of service), the resulting evaluation may not

indicate actual problems. Therefore, the operating status ot" the bus and its loads need to be

considered when comparing and evaluating results.

Knowledge of thermography techniques and the types ol aging mechanisms that could be

indicated by healing and the combining of thermography with olher proven techniques such as

visual inspection would make thermography a valuable tool for evaluating MCC conditions.
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5.3.2 Replacement/Refurbishment
i

Replacement and refurbishment are two alternative maintenance techniques that may be
used to control MCC aging. These techniques are described below.

Replacement

In most cases, failed or deteriorated MCC components (such as MCCBs, relays,
contactors/starters, thermal overloads, control transformers, terminal blocks, wires, fuse holders,
and switches) are replaced as opposed to repaired. This practice is a result of a number of
considerations, including the expense of repair versus replacement, the amenability of certain
components to being repaired (i.e., MCCBs and other components may be sealed, thereby
precluding maintenance or repair), and the relative importance of the required function provided
by the component to the load being served. The longer-lived components (such as the housing
and bus system) rarely fail, and are generally repairable if deterioration is identified.

Because of the variety of different functions and operating conditions tbr components
within a given MCC, failures of replaceable components generally occur at differing rates. For
example, a contactor may experience substantially more cycles over a certain period of time than
the circuit breaker associated with the same load; accordingly, the contactor may fail more

frequently than the breaker (despite the contactor's greater endurance rating). Components are
theretbre continually replaced throughout the life of the MCC based on their individual operating
conditions and limitations.

Several additional considerations exist for component replacement, including the
certification and environmental qualification of the replacement parts, as well as component
obsolescence. Use of in-kind replacements is generally a preferred method, because
modifications and design verification are not necessary. However, use of non-in-kind parts
requires confirmation of design and critical component characteristics prior to use. One-for-one
component replacement (i.e., replacement with an identical model/type) is therefore usually not
problematic. One strategy used is to replace failed or aged safety-related components with those
taken from existing stock or from identical non-safety-related applications that were procured to
the same requirements; this provides the plant with a limited, but qualified supply of replacement
parts. However, the substitution of different or upgraded components (i.e., replacement of a
thermal-magnetic MCCB with a newer, more capable solid-state unit) can be more troublesome;
commercial grade dedication and/or environmental qualification of the replacement components
must be performed to allow their use in safety-related applications. Special analysis and lesting
are then necessary before the new devices can be placed in service.

Another consideration during replacement of components is the possibility of procurement
of counterfeit parts; a variety of parts (ranging from relays to entire metal-clad circuit breakers)
has been discovered to be counterfeit or not in conformance with applicable industry and
manufacturer's standards for such components. This is of particular conce ,n in those applications
where component performance is essential to the fulfillment (or non-preclusion) ot'a required
plant function. Hence, an effective program for the management of MCC aging must necessarily
ensure both the authenticity of the components used as replacement parts and their adherence to
applicable performance and material standards. These requirements can be met using a variety
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of techniques, including examination of the equipment upon receipt (specifically, examination of
tile nameplate ,,lata, appearance/condition of the component compared with known authentic units,
comparison of the shipping documentation with the component data, ere.i, verification of
equipment origin (i.e., contacting the manufacturer to ensure that the equipment was in fact

procured from their facility}, and performance testing prior to installation.

The NRC states that the reliability and capabilities of refurbished MCCBs, although not
directly related to any aging mechanism, is a serious concern based on inadequacies of many of
the refurbished units tested. NRC Bulletin 88-10, "Nonconforming Molded-Case Circuit
Breakers,"[5.26] was issued in response to a large number of reports dealing with the
refurbishment and counterfeit rating labels of MCCBs (first addressed in NRC Information Notice
88-46, "Licensee Report of Detective Refurbished Circuit Breakers,"[5.27]). Information
Notice 88-46 and Supplements 1, 2, 3, and 4[5.28, 5.29, 5.30, 5.311 thereto list
circuit breaker distributors and companies suspected of selling used or refurbished circuit
breakers, parts, and accessories as new.

Refurbishment

Refurbishment refers to the process by which the components associated with a given
MCC or cubicle are reconditioned or restored. This process can be distinguished from
replacement (described above) in that replacement merely substitutes a new component for a
failed one, whereas refurbishment seeks to upgrade the entire control center or cubicle, not
necessarily based on any one failure. Refur,_ishment is generally applied to MCCs using one of
two methods. In the first method, MCC sub;_ssemblies (such as cubicles or buckets) are restored

to a near-original condition* by the in-kind replacement of components. This equates to a one-
for-one replacement of all such components, usually performed by plant maintenance personnel.
In contrast, a second method of refurbishment substitutes components from other manufacturers
;vhich are similar in function to the originals. Usually, this type of procedure is conducted by
a third party at a remote repair facility; often, the entire bucket will be removed and shipped to
the repair facility where its components are replaced with aftermarket equivalents or another
manufacturer's bucket components appropriately mounted in the existing bucket system.
Generally, the refurbisher takes the responsibility for environmental and seismic qualification of
the refurbishment design.

In addition, the periodicity or frequency of refurbishment may be determined (independent
of method) based on either a fixed time interval or equipmer,* condition. The fixed time interval
approach uses a predetermined time period (often between 10 and 20 years depending on severity
of the equipment operating environment, function of the load served by the MCC, etc.), whereas
the condition-based approach relies on the observed condition of the installed equipment as a
determinant of when to refurbish. Under condition-based programs, the frequency of
refurbishment may vary widely; those applications experiencing slow rates of component

In many cases, componentsthat wereoriginallyused in the subassemblybeing refurbishedare either no
longeravailableor havebeen replacedby newerequivalents. In these instances,Ihe newermodelsare substituted
directly for the older components.
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degradation may only be refurbished once or twice during their installed liletime, while
applications experiencing more rapid degradation will be refurbished more frequently as required.

Considerations in the determination of a periodic refurbishment schedule include prior
historical performance of the equipment (both plant-specific and industry-wide, if available) as
well as scheduled outages or maintenance. Condition monitoring can usually be accomplished
during routine maintenance; however, the condition of individual components within the MCC
is often difficult to evaluate directly (this is especially true of sealed components such as
MCCBs). Equipment-specific information regarding the past performance of the MCC or its
components may also be used as part of this evaluation. For example, a substantially increasing
rate of component failures associated with a given MCC or cubicle over a period of time (with
no other changes in operating conditions or environment) may indicate the need for refurbishment
of the equipment. Hence, condition-driven refurbishment should be based on all relevant
indications of MCC condition available to the maintainer. Refurbishment by a third-party vendor

may also be predicated on the increasing difficulty of obtaining replacement parts from original
equipment manufacturers.

5.4 Programs and Techniques Applied to Components

5.4.1 Evaluation of Current Programs

Section 5.1 lists the three criteria that determine if a maintenance program is etTective in
managing aging. With respect to Criterion 1, procedures from a number of power plants were
reviewed. These reviews indicate that MCC maintenance programs are documented. These

procedures also indicate that the programs are implemented under plant onsite review committees
and controlled by plant administrative procedures.

With respect to Criterion 2, the maintenance procedures were reviewed to determine if
they were effective in controlling and mitigating the effects of the aging mechanisms identified
during the operating history review described in Section 3.6 and in Chapter 4. These procedures
are described in Section 5.2. The results of this review are summarized in Table 5-1. The

procedures required inspection and maintenance activities to be performed that would control
each of the aging mechanisms identified in Section 4.2. The results of the operating history
review described in Section 3.6 were evaluated to determine if further consideration mr attention

should be given to inspection and maintenance of certain components. In general, the review
indicated that current maintenance programs using procedures that are consistent with Section 5.2
and Table 5-1 are effective in managing aging of MCCs. Conditions requiring plant-specific
confirmation of effectiveness are described in Section 5.4.2.

Each maintenance procedure was also reviewed for compliance with Criterion 3 (which
specifies the need for specific acceptance criteria and timely corrective action). Each procedure
contains acceptance criteria against which the need for corrective action is to be evaluated and
required timely corrective action to be taken when the acceptance criteria are not met. In Table
5-1, activities requiring tolerances and acceptance criteria to be contained in procedures are so
indicated.
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Table 5-1. Common Maintenance and Surveillance Techniques

Required
MCC Activities That Mitigate Effects Acceptance

Components Aging Mechanism(sl of Aging Mechanisms Criteria

MCC Structural Loss of insulator Visual inspection fl_r insulation tracking Insulation resis-

Components mechanical and paths, signs of overheating, surface contami- lance !
(including insulating properties nation, surface irregularities, cracking, em-
buswork, insu- brittlement, and discoloration; cleaning; insu-
lation, and lation resistance testing

housing)

High resistance Visual inspection of MCC buswork, ground Torque specifica-
electrical connec- bus, and chassis ground for loose or over- lions
tions," loss of bult heated electrical connections; warping; verifi-

integrity cation of tightness of connections and bus-
work bolts; IR thermography

Loosening/loss of Verification of proper torque on the housing Torque specifica-
fastener components bolts and hardware; replacement as required tions

Molded-Case Deterioration of Periodic operation for removal of contami- Main contact
Circuit Break- contact surfaces nants and oxidation from contact surfaces; open/close; pole

ers** individual pole resistance test, operational resistance; saris-
testing factory perfor-

mance on opera-
tional tests

Material fatigue and Visual inspection of MCCB casing tbr
embrittlement cracks, chipping, or signs of overheating

Wear or binding of Operational testing, freedom of movement of
internal MCCB operating mechanism

components

Wear of external Visual inspection tot wear, inadequate lubri- Tolerance speci-
operating handle cation, loss of tolerances; lubrication, clean- fications" opera-

ing, or adjustment; operability testing tional perform-
ante

Deterioration of Visual inspection and mechanical verification
bus/cable connec- of MCCB bus and load terminations
tions

Variation of setpoint Operational trip test Meets time-cur-
of bimetallic trip rent curve; trips
element on demand

The aging mechanism of high resistance electrical connections is applicable to all power path components
within the MCC enclosure; hence, it will only be described for this component.

.41

Includes the MCCB as well as the external operating handle and linkage.
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Table 5-1. Common Maintenance and Surveillance Techniques (continued)

Required
MCC Activities That Mitigate Effects Acceptance

Comptments Aging Mechanism(s) of Aging Mechanisms Criteria

Molded-Case Deterioration of Verification of the freedom of motion of the

Circuit Break- lubricants operating handle/mechanism during cycling
ers (continued)

Current-limiting Functional trip test
fuse" failure

Surface current Visual inspection of insulation for tracking

tracking/loss of paths, signs of overheating, surface contami-
insulating properties nation, surface irregularities, cracking, em-

brittlement, and discoloration; cleaning of

internal components and insulating surfaces;
insuiation resistance testing

Magnetic Con- Insulation deteriora- Visual inspection of coils for damage, deteri-
tactor/Starter tion oration, and signs of overheating or localized

burning; verification of freedom of armature
movement (identifies melting of coil materi-
als)

Prolonged energiza- Visual inspection of coil and other compo-
tion nents for signs of overheating, flowing, or

burning of materials

Cyclic fatigue of Visual inspection of the coils tor cracks,
armature/contact damage, and verification of the freedom of

assembly motion of the armature

Wear/binding of Visual inspection for dirt, contaminated lubri- Contact and com-
contactor, auxiliary cant, wear or loss of tolerances of compo- ponent tolerances;
contacts, or interlock nents; operations testing; cleaning, adjust- operational per-
mechanisms ment, lubrication, and replacement as re- formance

quired

Contact surface Cleaning/burnishing of contacts; visual in- Contact resistance

degradation spection for cracking, burning, pitting, wear,
and corrosion; refinishing or replacement if

necessary

Thermal Over- Degradation of Visual inspection of elements tot' overheating Overload trip at
load Relay heater or bimetallic or other damage; operation testing; replace- desired setpoint

element ment

Only applicable to MCCBs with current-limiting fuses installed.
.,It

These activities are possible only for MCCBs with accessible internal components.
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Table 5-1. Common Maintenance and Surveillance Techniques (continued)

Required

MCC Activities That Mitigate Effects Acceptance

Components Aging Mechanism(s) of Aging Mechanisms Criteria

Thermal Over- Binding of mechani- Verification of component fi'eedom of move-
load Relay cal components ment; inspection; lubrication, adjustment, or
(continued) replacement

Contact surface Visual inspection; cleaning or burnishing

degradation

Thermal degradation Visual inspection of heater support and other
of organic materials relay components for overheating, embrittle-

ment, cracking or other damage; cleaning or

replacement as required.

Miscellaneous Prolonged energiza- Visual inspection of coil and other relay

Relays tion; organic materi- components for overheating, burning, or
al breakdown flowing of materials

Contact surface Visual inspection for corrosion, wear, or Contact resistance

degradation oxidation of contact surfaces; resistance
testing; cleaning/replacement as required

Wear and binding of Visual inspection; freedom of movement, Operational re-
contact mechanism operational tests quirements

Control Trans- Insulation degrada- Inspection of overheating, cracking, or burn- Insulation resis-
tormers tion ing of insulation; IR thermography; replace- tance

ment

Conductor failure Continuity/resistance measurement; replace- Winding continu-
ment ity

Terminal Degradation of Visual inspection of terminal block for signs
Blocks organic materials of overheating, embrittlement, cracking, or

other damage; clear:ing or replacement as

required

Degradation of Visual inspection for terminals, nuts, screws,
hardware sliding links, fuse holders (if equipped), and

mountings for damage, deterioration, or loss;
tightening, repair, or replacement as required

Loss of insulating Visual inspection of block for tracking paths, Insulation resis-
properties overheating, surface contamination, surface tahoe

irregularities, cracking, embrittlement, and
discoloration; cleaning or replacement as
required

Control Wiring Failure of insulation Visual inspection of insulation for cutting,
and/or conductor chafing, cracking, overheating; inspection for

bending, twisting, breaking of conductor;

cleaning and replacement as required
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Table 5-1. Common Maintenance and Surveillance Techniques (continued)

Required
MCC Activities That Mitigate Effects Acceptance

Components Aging Mechanism(s) of Aging Mechanisms Criteria

Fuse Holders Fatigue of fuse clip Visual inspection for fatigue or wear of fuse
clip and adequate pressure on ferules; re-

placement as required

High resistance/ Visual inspection for signs of oxidation,
worn contact sur- corrosion, contaminants, or overheating;
faces cleaning/burnishing; replacement

The review of the significant aging mechanisms versus established maintenance practices
indicated that all significant aging mechanisms are considered and controlled with a limited
number of potential exceptions that are discussed in Section 5.4.2. This conclusion is supported
by the review of operating history, that indicates few repetitive failures associated with any one
specific control center component ['ora given manufacturer's model line (or for all manufacturers
collectively).

5.4.2 Potentially Significant Aging Mechanisms Not Fully Addressed by Current
Programs

Comparison of the aging mechanisms identified in the operational review contained in
Section 4.2 with the MCC maintenance methodology described above verified that nearly all i
component/aging mechanism combinations are addressed by current programs. However, the
results of the failure data analysis conducted in Section 3 would indicate that for certain
components, not all MCC component aging mechanisms are completely controlled by these
programs. Based on limitations in the failure data, significant lractions of the total number of
failures recorded for each component could not be accurately classified with respect to failed
subcomponent and/or failure mode. Additionally, the aging mechanism(s) contributing to or
causing the failure could often not be determined. As a result, any attempt at identifying those
aging mechanisms which are not fully controlled would suffer from potentially large inaccu;'acies.
Despite these limitations, however, some general observations as to the components, conditions,
or environments for which aging does not appear to be fully controlled can be made. The
following paragraphs describes those cases where aging does not appear to bc fully addressed by
current programs, and additional efforts may be necessary.

Conditions for a Fully Acceptable Program

If the MCCs are located in a mild environment area (not subject to an elevated
temperature/steam condition or elevated radiation levels under accident conditions), arc in areas
where temperatures do not exceed 40_'C [I04_'F] tbr significant periods, are not exposed to high
concentrations of dust or other contaminants, and their individual components (i.e., starters,
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contactors, etc.) are not subjected to a high number of operating cycles, then maintenance and
surveillance procedures that are consistent with those described in Section 5.2 and Table 5-1 will
be effective in managing aging, with the following possible exceptions:

General Exceptions

• Molded-Case Circuit Breakers. Failures associated with molded-case circuit breaker

components comprised the single highest fraction of failures noted in the study (36%
of all failures). A substantial fraction of all breaker-related failures (39%) were

detected during operations, indicating that not all aging mechanisms associated with
these components are completely addressed by current maintenance practices.

• Breaker Operating Handles/Linkages. Many of the manufacturers' MCCs appeared
to suffer from problems associated with the external breaker operating handle
(appro'_imately 7% of all failures noted). This may indicate that aging mechanisms
for the operating handle (i.e., wear of components and deterioration of lubricants) are
not completely controlled. Failure of the external operating handle could, under
certain circumstances, adversely impact the required function of the associated load
during normal or accident conditions.

• Starter/Contactor Mechanical Assemblies. As indicated in the industry failure data
presented in Section 3.6, failures of starter/contactor mechanism (including the main
contactor, interlock, and auxiliary contact assemblies) were prevalent. Of all
starter/contactor-related failures, 41% were detected during operations. A significant
fraction of all MCC failures noted (for all manufacturers) were related to binding or
sticking of the auxiliary, contacts, indicating that this aging mechanism may not be
fully controlled.

It should also be noted that other some components such as miscellaneous relays and control
transformers exhibited relatively high rates of detection during operation (potentially indicating
that all aging mechanisms for that component are not completely controlled); however, since the
overall proportions of these failures were small, they were not considered significant.

As indicated above, MCCs located in the following environments will require further
plant-specific activities, which are described in Section 6.

• Exposure to accident temperature/steam or radiation conditions that require
environmental qualification and definition of qualified lives for subcomponents.

• Exposure to normal temperatures in excess of 40°C [I04_OF]for significant periods.

The definition of a high number of cycles will vary based on the type of comp(ment under consideration. For

example, contact_r assemblies are generally designed for a hundred-thousand cycles or more during d-mir litetime,
whereas MCCB,, may be designed ti_r only several thousand cycles. Applicable standards and manufacturer's
guidance should be c(msulted to determine the design cyclic rating l(_r an individual c(mlpcment.
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• Service conditions that require a high* nurnber of operating cycles in relation to the
manufacturer's design cyclic rating for each individual MCC component.

Manufacturer-Specific Exceptions

The following manufacturer-specific exceptions (in addition to the general exceptions
described in the preceding paragraph) were noted, and may warrant additional scrutiny:

• Gould/ITE MCCs appear to exhibit a high percentage rate of molded-case breaker
failure; more than 53% of all reports related to Gould/ITE MCCs concerned failures
of molded-case breakers.

• General Electric MCCs appear to have a high rate of starter/contactor auxiliary
contact failure in relation to other components; 22% of all GE failures (77 of 352
reports) were related to the contactor auxiliary contact assemblies.

The above listed conditions indicate that additional plant-specific review of procedures

and overall prograrns may be warranted to ensure their effectiveness; see Section 6 of this
guideline for further information.

5.5 Comparison with NPAR Results

The NRC Nuclear Plant Aging Research (NPAR) program has evaluated the aging of
numerous components, including motor control centers. As a result of this evaluation,
NUREG/CR-5053, "Operating Experience and Aging Assessment of Motor Control Centers," was
generated.[5.32] NUREG/CR-5053 was used as an input to Sections 3.6.4 and 3.6.5 of this
report. Comparison of the findings of NUREG/CR-5053 and this guideline is discussed in the
following paragraphs.

Examination of subcomponent failures as documented by NPRDS in both the NPAR
document and this guideline (Figures 3-29 and 3-14, respectively) indicates a substantial degree
of consistency; as indicated in the figures, the fraction of overall failures caused by each
subcomponent are roughly equal, with the exception of contactors (10% for NPAR vs. 33% for
this study), It should be noted, however, that the component categorization schemes for the two
studies are somewhat different. For example, the NPAR study uses separate categories for coils,
relays, and contactors; in some cases coils are subcomponents of contactor and relay assemblies.
Hence the higher percentage of contactor failures noted in this guideline may partially be because
of inclusion of so-called "coil" failures within the contactor category.

Comparison of subcomponent failures as documented by LERs in the NPAR document
and this guideline also show a good correlation (see Figures 3-30 and 3-26, respectively). Both

The definition of high cycle will vary based on the individual component; for example, contactor assemblies
may be designed for a hundred thousand or more cycles, whereas molded case breakers may be designed tk_ronly
several thousand cycles. Applicable standards and manufacturer's guidance shoukt be consulted m determine the
endurance rating for a given MCC component.
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studies indicate roughly equal percentages of breaker, contactor, relay, terminal and wiring, and
control transformer failures; however, some disparity does exist with respect to bus bar/housing
failures. As this subcomponent category is not listed in the NPAR data, it is difficult to account
for this discrepancy. In addition, Figure 3-30 incorporates two sources ot" data (i.e., LER and
Nuclear Power Experience (NPE) data), which may also account for some of the differences
between the results.

In sum, the findings of NUREG/CR-5053 are highly consistent with those discussed in
Sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3 of this guideline. Both studies indicate that breaker, relay, and contactor
failures are most prevalent for MCCs. The primary causes of subcomponent failure identified
in both documents are also similar, despite differences in definition and categorization.
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6. OTHER MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

6.1 Identification of Effective Manager;lent Options to Deal with Action Items
Identified in Section 5.4.2

As described in Section 5.4.2, there are several component-specific, service-related, and
manufacturer-specific conditions that may require plant-specific activities to establish an effective
aging management program for certain MCC components. These conditions and activities are
described in the following subsections.

6.1.1 Component-Specific Conditions

• Molded-Case Circuit Breakers. Failures related to molded-case breakers make up the
single highest fraction of failures noted in MCC components. Several diagnostic
techniques (such as overcurrent trip and pole resistance testing) are used at many
plants to evaluate the performance of molded-case breakers. Some plants perform
less rigorous testing of their molded case breakers than others. Based on review of
the conditions identified in NPRDS, LER, and other historical performance data, the
testing methods identified in Section 5.2.2 of this guideline are effective at identifying
failed breakers and subcomponents. Additionally, periodic cycling of breaker
mechanisms (in accordance with specific plant procedures) may also help preclude
instances of breakers failing to operate. Ideally, however, testing methods could also
identify breakers that are merely degraded (i.e., that have not yet failed but are less
than optimum operating condition), thereby allowing monitoring and replacement
prior to in-service failure. At present, the capability to detect these breakers appears
limited. This observation is reinforced by the fact that approximately 39% of all
failures (NPRDS) related to molded-case breakers were detected during operations.
Incipient failure of a breaker cannot, in general, be accurately predicted; hence,
MCCB failures that have not been either detected by maintenance/testing or precluded
by periodic cycling may adversely impact the required function of the connected load.

• Breaker Operating Handles/Linkages. Of the nearly 400 MCCB failures noted in this
study, a substantial portion (i.e., approximately 18% of MCCB-related failures or 7%
of all failure reports) were related to the breaker operating handle/linkage. Based on
this observation, current maintenance procedures do not appear to completely address
the aging mechanisms associated with these types of failures. Failure of the external
operating handle could adversely affect the required function of the associated load
during normal or accident conditions.

• Starter/Contactor Mechanical Assemblies. The industry failure data presented in
Section 3.6 indicate that current maintenance procedures may not be fully effective
at mitigating failures of starter/contactor mechanisms (including the main contactor,
interlock, and auxiliary contact assemblies). As previously noted, failures of the
auxiliary contact assemblies were especially prevalent, constituting 22°I, of the
failures associated with starters/contactors, and 7% of all failures in gen'- al. Failure
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ot" any of these starter/contactor mechanisms could adversely impact the required
function of the associated load.

Based on these observations, nuclear plant operators experiencing substantial rates of in-
service molded-case breaker, external operating handle, or starter/contactor mechanism failure
should consider implementing the following actions:

1. Review and evaluate the adequacy of existing MCC maintenance and testing
programs with respect to manufacturers' and industry guidance and the criteria
described in Section 5 of this guideline.

2. If existing maintenance and testing methodology appears to be adequate, then conduct
further analysis of MCC component failures to determine if any significant trends
exist with respect to individual manufacturers' equipment (i.e., a substantial
percentage of failures are related to components of one manufacturer/type) or failure
modes (such that a disproportionate number of failures are attributable to a given
failure mode). If existing maintenance and testing methodology is not adequately
prescribed, upgrade programs/procedures as necessary.

3. If significant component failure trends are noted, conduct a root-cause evaluation to
identity the problematic subcomponent, environmental influence, and/or operating
condition. (Note: Maintenance/testing programs that have recently been instituted
or modified may produce failure trends that are not totally indicative of actual
component performance. For example, a given model of breaker may not have been
tested prior to the implementation of a current testing program; therefore, the
detection of numerous degraded or failed breakers at the outset of the program may
not be considered unusual or indicative of any specific trend. However, continued
detection of a significant number of failures within the population is cause for
concern. )

In addition, the testing frequency of potentially problematic components may be varied
to provide some additional assurance of functionality. Testing schedules can be adjusted to test
more of the critical components (or a greater proportion of a specific type or manufacturer of
component) during each maintenance cycle. For example, a plant that has identified a
disproportionate failure rate for a given model of breaker may consider adding more of lhese
breakers to the list of equipment tested during each cycle; this will provide an increased rate of
testing with respect to other MCCBs and therefore a greater probability of detection of failed
units before required plant functions are affected. Alternatively, if manufacturer or model-
specific problems are identified, replacement with other manut'acturers' models not subject to the
same problem may be warranted.

6.1.2 Service-Related Conditions

• MCCs Exposed to Temperatures in Excess of 40°C [104°F]. MCCs in a limited
number of plants can be exposed to temperatures in excess of 40°C [104°F] lk)r
significant periods of the day for long periods during the year. The periodicity of the
maintenance and surveillance procedures for these MCCs shot,,ld be frequent enough
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to ensure that materials potentially susceptible to the effects of elevated temperature
(e.g., insulations, organic structural components, lubricants, etc.) are inspected and
tested or replaced often enough to preclude failure or severe degradation because of
temperature effects. Adequate frequency will be dictated by the severity of the
environment and the plant's operating and maintenance experience with these
components. For example, MCC components exposed m temperatures only slightly
above 40°C [104°F] that have no plant history of failure/rapid degradation may
require no increase in maintenance/surveillance frequency (as compared to other
MCCs not exposed to elevated temperatures), whereas those operating in temperatures
significantly above 40°C [104°F] and that have a demonstrated propensity for rapid
degradation may require much more frequent inspection, maintenance, or testing to
preclude operational failure.

• MCCs Requiring Qualification for Accident Environments. MCCs that may be
exposed to accident environments must be qualified for the accident environment.
Environmental qualification programs generally require qualified lives to be
established for components based on aging analyses or aging tests. For such MCCs,
plant-unique replacement schedules for MCC subcomponents based on the
environmental qualification results must be followed. Therefore, the plant programs
for these MCCs should incorporate the maintenance concepts described in Section 5.2
and Table 5-1, coupled with the replacement schedule dictated by the qualification
program.

• MCCs with High Cyc!e Operation. Certain components within a given MCC may
accumulate much higher numbers of operating cycles than other components because
of the operating environment and type of load served. In general, the design cyclic
rating for MCC components will vary significantly based on the function of the
component. For example, contactor assemblies may be designed for hundreds of
thousands of cycles; MCCBs, on the other hand, may be designed for only a few
thousand operations. In most cases, operational cycling falls well within component
design capabilities. For some MCC components (such as molded-case breakers),
operational endurance capabilities or design cyclic lifetimes may be available from
applicable equipment standards or directly from the component manufacturer (see
Reference 6.1). Plant operators may therefore wish to identify those applications
where MCC components are cycled on a frequent basis (i.e., on the order of several
times per day on a regular basis); further evaluation of these components (specifically
with regard to their failure history) can then be made to determine if more frequent
or comprehensive maintenance is appropriate. If little or no corrective maintenance
has been necessary between scheduled maintenances for the higher cycle applications,
use of the standard maintenance periodicity and practices for the equipment is
probably appropriate. It should also be noted that very few safety-related loads are
operated/cycled with sufficient frequency to require this type of analysis; however,
when coupled with other extrinsic influences (such as dust/dirt contamination,
temperature, and/or humidity), components may degrade rapidly prior to reaching
their design lifetime.[6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5]
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6.1.3 Manufacturer-Specific Conditions

Section 5.4.2 of this guideline identifies the following potential manufacturer-specitic
concerns based on the historical industry data presented in Section 3.6.

• Gould/ITE MCCBs may fail at a rate well in excess of that of other Gould/ITE
components within the same MCC.

• The auxiliary contacts associated with General Electric starter/contactor assemblies
may experience a proportionately high number of failures in relation to other General
Electric MCC components.

Nuclear plant operators having these MCC should perform the following activities.

• Review the plant failure records for the MCC and its components to determine if such
failures are occurring at the plant.

• If a significant number of failures are identified, review the maintenance/surveillance
procedures for the equipment to determine if the maintenance/surveillance activities
for the subcomponents are sufficiently detailed and frequent to identify and correct
problems of the type noted. Upgrade the procedures as appropriate.

Even if no failures of these components are identified, it may be appropriate to review
the applicable procedures to ensure that maintenance is of sufficient scope and depth to preclude
occurrences.

6.2 Additional Considerations for MCC Maintenance

Because of the substantial cost and effort associated with maintaining nuclear plant
electrical equipment, extension of the interval between periodic maintenance activities is
desirable. However, before such an extension can be made, a technical justification for the
extension should be developed. Factors to be considered in the extension of maintenance periods
include the added cost of the study and evaluation necessary to justify the extension, the benefit
associated with the extension (in terms of parts/labor saved and possible increases in equipment
performance), and the potential for reduced reliability.

It is difficult to develop reliability data and a meaningful mean time between failure for
electrical components of the type used in MCCs using the NPRDS and LER data found in this
report. Therefore, development of a statistically justifiable periodicity for MCC/component
maintenance is not possible based on this information. However, several types of information
related to MCC aging and failure can be evaluated, which, when taken collectively, may provide
a suitable basis for the judicious extension of equipment maintenance and component replacement
intervals. These factors are briefly described in the following paragraphs.
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6.2.1 "As-Found" Equipment Condition

An important factor in the determination of the efficacy of existing maintenance practices
is the use of component condition information derived from maintenance activities. MCC
maintenance represents an important opportunity lk_rcollecting inl'ormation on the actual physical
condition of components. By observing and recording the conditions of various components,
evaluations of the sufficiency of the current maintenance periodicity and practices can be made
more precisely. For example, significant wear of an MCC component detected during
maintenance may indicate that the current interval specified should not be lengthened (at least
with respect to this component). Conversely, little or no evidence of wear or other degradation
may indicate that an extension of the interval _sacceptable. "As-found" condition data may also
be useful in the determination of periodic component replacement. Information concerning the
as-fc'md condition of MCC components can be readily gathered during scheduled maintenance
periods (for example, using prepared data sheets listing each significant subcomponent and the
possible range of observed conditions), and can be compared with previous data for that same
equipment (or data taken from other equipment of the same class) to identify trends and potential
problem components.

6.2.2 Equipment Environment

Review of the historical data (contained in Section 3.6) suggests that the environment to
which the MCC is exposed may be an important determinant in the rate of degradation of various
components. The specific environment in which the equipment operates should be characterized
in terms of such factors as temperature, humidity, and contaminants, and accordingly factored
into the determination of the appropriate maintenance intervals if it is determined to present
significant opportunity for component degradation. Benign environments would indicate the
potential for lengthening periods. High temperature, humidity, or contaminant levels would tend
to indicate a shorter periodicity.

6.2.3 Plant Maintenance Organization Input

Discussions with plant maintenance personnel can provide valuable insight into the
problems and deficiencies encountered with the equipment during normal operations as well as
during maintenance. Although much of the relevant history of a given MCC or component may
be recorded in one form or another, plant personnel familiar with the maintenance of the
equipment may be aware of conditions or problems that are not readily identifiable from
databases or other documentation. Unless explicit descriptions of component condition have been
recorded during prior maintenance, the only method of recalling this information is through
personnel actually associated with maintaining the equipment. So-called "corporate knowledge"
of the deficiencies or better-than-expected condition of plant MCCs may provide additional
valuable information not otherwise available to the maintenance planner as input for changing
the maintenance interval.

6.2.4 Plant-Specific Failure Data

Plant-specific failure data provide important empirical intk_rmation with regard to the
failures actually experienced by the plant equipment. This information is especially significant
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as the effects of environment, maintenance practices, operations, and any other external influences
are present in the failure data. To effectively use these data, it is necessary to separate those
events that have caused a failure of an MCC component to fulfill its required function (or would
have caused the component to fail had the deficiency not been detected prior to operation) from
those induced by maintenance or having no real effect on the operation of the equipment. The
net result of this process can be used to estimate the relative failure rate of MCC components and
identify potentially problematic devices. The absence of a significant number of component
failures would also support increasing the length of"the period between maintenances. It should
be noted that this type of estimate does not generally allow statistical inferences to be made
because of the small population size and other limitations inherent in the data.

6.2.5 Conclusions

Although no one factor described above will in itself constitute a sufficient basis for
extension of a maintenance interval, consideration of each of these factors may collectively
provide adequate justification. Obviously, more weight should be given to those elements
derived from plant-specific information (such as "as-lbund" condition reports) as opposed to
generic industry-wide data. The more completely the aging mechani,_ _sand failure modes of
individual MCC components can be described and understood, the more confidently maintenance
planners will be able to determine the appropriate component maintenance and replacement
schedules for their equipment. Accordingly, data that are consistently recorded and specifically
focused on items related to aging and degradation will be extremely beneficial in this process.
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITIONS 1

accelerated aging artificial aging in which the simulation of natural aging approximates, in a
short time, the aging effects of longer-term service conditions

acceptance criterion specified limit of a functional or condition indicator used to assess the
ability of an SSC* to perform its design function

age (noun_ tirne from fabrication of an SSC to a stated time

age conditioning simulation of natural aging effects in an SSC by the application of any
combination of artificial and natural aging

age-related degradation synonym for aging degradation

aging (noun) general process in which characteristics of an SSC gradually change with time or
use

aging assessment evaluation of appropriate information for determining the effects of aging on
the current and future ability of SSCs to function within acceptance criteria

aging degradation aging effects that could impair the ability of an SSC to function within
acceptance criteria

aging effects net changes in characteristics of an SSC that occur with time or use and are due
to aging mechanisms

aging management engineering, operations, and maintenance actions to control within
acceptable limits aging degradation and wearout of SSCs

aging mechanism specific process that gradually changes characteristics of an SSC with time
or use

artificial aging simulation of natural aging effects on SSCs by application of stressors
representing plant pre-service and service conditions, but perhaps different in intensity, duration,
and manner of application

breakdown synonym for complete failure

characteristic property or attribute of an SSC (such as shape, dimension, weight, condition
indicator, functional indicator, peribrmance or mechanical, chemical, or electrical property)

.¢

SSC = system, structure, or component
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combined effects net changes in characteristics of an SSC produced by two or more stressors

common cause failure two or more failures due to a single cause

common mode failure two or more failures in tile stune manner or mode due to a single cause

I

complete failure failure in which there is complete loss of function

condition the state or level of characteristics of an SSC that can aft'ect its ability to perform a
design function

condition surrounding physical state or influence that can affect an SSC

condition indicator characteristic that can be observed, measured, or trended to infer or directly
indicate the current and future ability of an SSC to function within acceptance criteria

condition monitoring observation, measurement, or trending of condition or functional
indicators with respect to some independent parameter (usually time or cycles) to indicate the
current and future ability of an SSC to function within acceptance criteria

condition trending synonym tbr condition monitoring

corrective maintenance actions that restore, by repair, overhaul, or replacement, the capability
of a failed SSC to function within acceptance criteria

degradation immediate or gradual deterioration of characteristics of an SSC that could impair
its ability to function within acceptance criteria

degraded condition marginally acceptable condition of an unfailed SSC that could lead to a
decision to perform planned maintenance

degraded failure failure in which a functional indicator does not meet an acceptance criterion,
but design function is not completely lost

design basis conditions synonym for design conditions

design basis event any of the events specified in the station's safety analysis that are used to
establish acceptable performance for safety-related functions of SSCs; events include anticipated
transients, design basis accidents, external events, and natural phenomena

design basis event conditions service conditions produced by design basis events

design basis event stressor stressor that stems froin design basis events and can produce
immediate or aging degradation beyond that produced by normal stressors

design conditions specified service conditions used to establish the specifications of an SSC
(generally includes margin of conservatism beyond expected service conditions)
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design life period during which an SSC is expected to function within acceptance criteria

design service conditions synonym for design conditions

deterioration synonym for degradation

'S"diagnosis examination and evaluation of data to deterthine either the condition of an S_ ( ot+the
causes of the condition

diagnostic evaluation synonym for diagnosis

environmental conditions ambient physical states surrounding an SS("

error-induced aging degradation aging degradation produced by error-induced conditions

error-induced conditions adverse pre-service or service conditions produced by design,
fabrication, installation, operation, or maintenance errors

error-induced stressor stressor that stems from error-induced conditions and can produce

immediate or aging degradation beyond that produced by normal stressors

failure inability or interruption of ability of an SSC to function within acceptance criteria

failure analysis systematic process of determining and documenting the mode, mechanism,
• , _ ,cau. es, and root cause of failure of an SSC

failure cause circumstances during design, manufacture, test, or use that have led to failure

failure evaluation synonym lbr failure analysis

failure mechanism physical process that results in failure

failure mode the manner or state in which an SSC fails

failure modes and effects analysis systematic process for determining and documenting
potential failure modes and their effects on SSCs

failure trending recording, analyzing, and extrapolating in-service failures on an SSC with
respect to some independent parameter (usually time or cycles)

functional conditions influences on an SSC resulting from the perlbrmance of design functions
(operation of a system or component and loading of a structure)

functional indicator condition indicator that is a direct indication of the current ability of an
SSC to function within acceptance criteria
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inservice inspection methods and actions for assuring the structural and pressure-retaining
integrity of safety-related nuclear power plant components in accordance with the rules of this

Section [ASME Code, Section XI]

inservice life synonym for service life, (especially in discussions involving ASME Code Section
XI)

inservice test a test to determine the operational readiness of a component or system [ASME
Code. Section XI]

inspection synonym for surveillance

installed life period from installation to retirement of an SSC

life period from fabrication to retirement of an SSC

life assessment synonym for aging assessment

life cycle management synonym for life management

life management integration of aging management and economic planning to: (1) optimize the
operation, maintenance, and useful life of SSCs; (2) maintain an acceptable level of performance
and safety; and (3) maximize return on investment over the useful life of the plant

lifetime synonym for life

, maintenance aggregate of direct and supporting actions that detect, preclude, or mitigate
degradation of a functioning SSC, or restore to an acceptable level the design functions of a
failed SSC

malfunction synonym for failure

mean time between failures arithmetic average of operating times between failures of an item
[IEEE Std 100]

natural aging aging of an SSC that occurs under pre-service and service conditions, including
error-induced conditions

normal aging natural aging from error-free pre-service or service conditions

normal aging degradation aging degradation produced by normal conditions

normal conditions operating conditions of a properly designed, fabricated, installed, operated
and maintained SSC excluding design basis event conditions

normal operating conditions synonym for normal conditions
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normal stressor stressor that stems from normal conditions and can produce aging mechanisms
and effects in an SSC

operating conditions service conditions, including normal and error-induced conditions, prior
to the start of a design basis accident or earthquake

operating service conditions synonym for operating conditions

operational conditions synonym for functional conditions

overhaul (noun) extensive repair, refurbishment, or both

performance indicator synonym for functional indicator

periodic maintenance form of preventive maintenance consisting of servicing, parts
replacement, surveillance, or testing at predetermined intervals of calendar time, operating time,
or number of cycles

planned maintenance form of preventive maintenance consisting of refurbishment or
replacement that is scheduled and performed prior to failure of an SSC

post-maintenance testing testing after maintenance to verify that maintenance was performed
correctly and that the SSC can function within acceptance criteria

preconditioning synonym for age conditioning

predictive maintenance form of preventive maintenance performed continuously or at intervals
governed by observed condition to monitor, diagnose, or trend an SSC's functional or condition
indicators; results indicate current and future functional ability or the nature and schedule for
planned maintenance

premature aging aging effects of an SSC that occur earlier than expected because of errors or
pre-service and service conditions not considered explicitly in design

pre-service conditions actual physical states or influences on an SSC prior to initial operation
(e.g., fabrication, storage, transportation, installation, and pre-operational testing)

preventive maintenance actions that detect, preclude, or mitigate degradation of a functional
SSC to sustain or extend its useful life by controlling degradation and failures to an acceptable
level; there are three types of preventive maintenance: periodic, predictive, and planned.

qualified life period for which an SSC has been demonstrated, through testing, analysis, or
experience, to be capable of functioning within acceptance criteria during specified operating
conditions while retaining the ability to perform its safety functions in a design basis accident
or earthquake
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random failure any failure whose cause or mechanism, or both, make its time of occurrence
unpredictable [IEEE Std 100]

reconditioning synonym for overhaul

refurbishment planned actions to improve the condition of an unfailed SSC

remaining design life period from a stated time to planned retirement of an SSC

remaining life actual period from a stated time to retirement of an SSC

remaining service life synonym for remaining life

remaining useful life synonym for remaining life

repair actions to return a failed SSC to an acceptable condition

replacement removal of an undegraded, degraded, or failed SSC or a part thereof and
installation of another in its place that can function within the original acceptance criteria

residual life synonym for remaining life

retirement final withdrawal from service of an SSC

rework correction of inadequately performed fabrication, installation, or maintenance

root cause fundamental reason(s) for an observed condition of an SSC that if corrected prevents
recurrence of the condition

root cause analysis synonym for failure analysis

service conditions actual physical states or influences during the service life of an SSC,
including operating conditions (normal and error-induced), design basis event conditions, and post
design basis event conditions

service life actual period from initial operation to retirement of an SSC

servicing routine actions (including cleaning, adjustment, calibration, and replacement of
consumable) that sustain or extend the useful life of an SSC

simultaneous effects combined effects from stressors acting simultaneously

stress synonym for stressor

stressor agent or stimulus that stems from pre-service and service conditions and can produce
immediate or aging degradation of an SSC
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surveillance observation or measurement of condition or functional indicators to verify that an

SSC currently can function within acceptance criteria

surveillance requirements test, calibration, or inspection to assure that the necessary quality
of systems and components is maintained, that facility operation will be within the safety limits,
and that the limiting conditions of operation will be met [10 CFR 50.36] (for use only when
specific regulatory and legal connotations are called for)

surveillance testing synonym for surveillance, surveillance requirements, and testing (use
only when specific regulatory and legal connotations are called for)

synergistic effects portion of changes in characteristics of an SSC produced solely by the
interaction of stressors acting simultaneously, as distinguished from changes produced by
superposition from each stressor acting independently

testing observation or measurement of condition indicators under controlled conditions to verify
that an SSC currently conforms to acceptance criteria

time in service time from initial operation of an SSC to a stated time

useful life synonym for service life

wearout failure produced by an aging mechanism

Relationship of Aging Terms

A stressor, produces by such conditions as temperature, radiation, or voltage, acts on a
component. If the component (or its materials) is sensitive to the stressor, an aging mechanism
will occur.

An aging mechanism may lead to age-related degradation if the effects of the aging
mechanisms that result in age-related degradation are not accounted for through such actions as
maintenance.

Eventually, an aging mechanism may lead to a failure mechanism. The result of the
failure mechanism is the failure mode of the component.

Review of the failure mode, failure and aging mechanisms, age-.related degradation, and
stressors will provide the failure cause for age-related failures.

References
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APPENDIX B
DOCUMENTS NOT RELATED TO EQUIPMENT AGING

Table B-1 lists those Information Bulletins, Circulars, and Notices that were determined

to be unrelated to aging degradation of motor control centers. A justification for designing these
Bulletins, Circulars, and Notices as unrelated to motor control center aging degradation is
provided.

Table B-1. Bulletins, Circulars, and Notices Not Related to Motor Control Center
Aging Degradation

Document/'I itle/Date Justification

Bulletin 74-13, Defective wire terminations caused by improper
"Improper Factory Wiring on General Electric Motor factory wiring practices of the breaker/starters
Control Centers at Fort Calhoun"

Bulletin 74-15, Misapplication of three position switch in diesel
"Misapplication of Cutler-Hammer Three Position control panels
Maintained Switch Model 10250T"

IE Circular 76-02, Manufacturing defect; internal component rubbing
"Relay Failures-Westinghouse BF (ac) and BFD (dc) (pin)
Relays"

IE Bulletin 78-01, Retainer was made from flammable material and

"Flammable Contact-Arm Retainers in G.E. CRI20A changed to a flame resistant material; no generic
Relays" overheating

IE Bulletin 78-05, Potential binding problem with auxiliary interlocks
"Malfunctioning of Circuit Breaker Auxiliary Contact mounted on contactors, starters, or reversers; generic

Mechanism - General Electric Model CRI05X" problem; replacernent recommended

IE Circular 78-09, Manufacturing defect caused by oversized copper tip
"Arcing of General Electric Size 2 Contactors" support bindings causing binding and arcing

IE Circular 79-23, Faulty units caused by undersized dimensions of
"Motor Starters and Contactors Failed to Operate" support legs; manufacturing deficiency

IE Information Notice 84-78, Deficiency concerning underrated motor terminal
"Underrated Terminal Blocks That May /. dversely blocks by manufacturers that could result in electrical

Affect Operation of Essential Electric Equipment" shorting
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Table B-I. Bulletins, Circulars, and Notices Not Related to Motor Control Center
Aging Degradation (continued)

Document/Title/Date Justification

NRC lnfl_rmation Notice 85-16, Actuation point of magnetic trip element
"Time/Current Trip Curve Discrepancy of substantially higher than time-current curve;
ITE/Siemens-Allis Molded-Case Circuit Breaker" incorrect curve

IE Information Notice 85-49, Inadequate relay calibration procedure

"Relay Calibration Problem"

NRC Information Notice 86-62, Manufacturing defect; excessive material in
"Potential Problems in Westinghouse Molded-Case operating handle may cause continuous energization
Circuit Breakers Equipped with a Shunt Trip" of shunt trip coil

IE Information Notice 86-66, Manufacturer's production of defective coils
"Potential for Failure of Replacement AC Coils between June 1, 1984, and December 31, 1985
Supplied by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation for
Use in Class 1E Motor Starters and Contactors"

NRC Infl_rmation Notice 88-45, Lack of proper circuit breaker and protective relay
"Problems in Protective Relay and Circuit Breaker coordination
Coordination"

NRC Information Notice 90-43, Manufacturing defect; improper installation of
"Mechanical Interface with Thermal Trip Function in calibration screw spring clips on thermal trip
GE Molded-Case Circuit Breakers" element

Information Notice 92-24, Alteration of"nameplate labels and modification of
"Distributor Modification to Certain Commercial relay
Grade Agastat Electrical Relays"

NRC Information Notice 92-51, hnproper analysis, selection, and postinstallation
i "Misapplication and Inadequate Testing of Molded testing of breaker is a design consideration and doesi

Case Circuit Breakers" not address aging
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APPENDIX C
ACRONYMS

A Ampere

ac Alternating current

AMG Aging Management Guideline
ANSI American National Standards Institute

AWS American Welding Society

BTP Branch Technical Position (U.S. NRC)

BWR Boiling Water Reactor

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

Class 1E Class 1 Electrical Equipment (IEEE designation for safety-related)

DBE Design basis event
dc Direct current

DG (EDG) Diesel generator (emergency diesel generator)

DOE Department of Energy
EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report

GDC General Design Criteria

GE General Electric

HELB High-energy-line break

hp horsepower

ICEA Insulated Cable Engineers Association

IE Inspection and Enforcement (former NRC Division)

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

INPO Institute for Nuclear Plant Operation

IPA Integrated Plant Assessment

IR Industry Report

ISM Inspection, Surveillance, and Monitoring

ITLR Important to license renewal

kVac Kilovolts alternating current

LCM Life Cycle Management

LCO Limiting Condition for Operation

LER Licensee Event Report
LOCA Loss-of-coolant accident

LWR Light water reactor
MCC Motor control center
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MCCB Molded-case circuit breaker

MCP Motor circuit protector

MVA Megavolt amperes
NEMA National Electrical Manufacturer's Association

NMAC Nuclear Maintenance Applications Center

NPAR Nuclear Plant Aging Research

NPE Nuclear Power Experience

NPRDS Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System

NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NUMARC Nuclear Management and Resources Council

PLIM Plant Lifetime Improvement

PVC Polyvinyl chloride
PWR Pressurized water reactor

rd Rad (unit of radiation)

RG Regulatory Guide

rm Root mean square

SCs Structures and components

SNL Sandia National Laboratories

SQUG Seismic Qualification Utility Group
SRP Standard Review Plan

SSCs Systems, structures, and components

SSTD Solid-state trip device

STC Shunt trip coil

Std Standard

UL Underwriter's Laboratories

UVR Undervoltage release

Vac Volts alternating current
Vdc Volts direct current
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